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Abstract 

 

Betaza Zapotec Phonology: Segmental and Suprasegmental Features 

 

Amador Teodocio Olivares, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2009 

 
 

Supervisor: Megan Crowhurst 

 

This report analyzes the phonology of Betaza Zapotec, a language within the 

linguistic family of the Otomanguean languages of Mesoamerica that is spoken in 

northern Oaxaca, Mexico. The first part of this report describes the consonants of the 

language; the second part focuses on the vowel system; and the third section describes the 

suprasegmentals; tone and stress. I support my claims about the phonological system in 

Betaza Zapotec using data collected during the Summer of 2008 in San Melchor, Betaza 

Villa Alta, Oaxaca. I analyze the phonetic properties of the consonants, vowels and tones 

using spectrograms obtained through Praat, software for phonetic analysis. I consider the 

fortis/lenis opposition inherent in the consonants rather than using the traditional 

classification of voiced/voiceless consonants. The tone system in Betaza Zapotec 

involves four contrastive tones: high, low, falling, and rising. In addition there is a 

phonetic mid-tone which is a toneme of the high tone. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

Work has been done on Villa Alta Zapotec from several villages: Yatzachi el Bajo 

(Butler 1980; Leal 1950); Rincon Villages (Earl 1968); Cajonos villages (Nellis & 

Hollenbach 1980); Yatee (Jaeger & Van Valin Jr. 1982); San Bartolome Zoogocho (Long 

& Cruz 1999; Sonnenschein 2004) and Villa Hidalgo Yalálag (Avelino Becerra 2004; 

Newberg 1987). However, there has been no description of the Zapotec of San Melchor 

Betaza, and so the aim of this Master's report is to investigate and provide a description 

of the segmental and suprasegmental phonology of Betaza Zapotec (BZ). Betaza Zapotec 

is spoken in San Melchor Betaza Villa Alta, which is a village located in the Northern 

region of the State of Oaxaca in Mexico (see Appendix B). 

In the State of Oaxaca, there are four regions in which the Zapotec language is 

spoken. Based on the geographic distribution of the Zapotec population and the degree of 

mutual intelligibility of the languages, the Oaxacan government has classified the areas 

as: Northern Zapotec, Southern Zapotec, Valley Zapotec and Isthmus Zapotec. However, 

there are linguistic studies that propose that Zapotec is made up of four to five languages. 

Earlier studies such as Radin (1925), Swadesh (1947), Fernandez de Miranda (1995), 

Redón  and Suarez (1973) consider proto-Zapotec reconstruction and glottochronology 

information to support their classifications. Kaufman (1983) and Smith Stark (2003a) 

have completed recent studies which combine glottochronology information, results from 

surveys of degree of intelligibility and outcomes from analysis of phonological 

innovation to construct their conclusions. Kaufman (1983) groups the Zapotec languages 

into five main linguistic branches; North Zapotec, Central Zapotec, South Zapotec, 

Papabuco Zapotec and West Zapotec. Betaza Zapotec is a member of the North Zapotec 

branch (see Appendices C and D).  
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The Northern Zapotec sub-grouping comprises the following: Atepec Zapotec, 

Rincon Zapotec, Choapan Zapotec and Zoogocho Zapotec (Smith Stark 2003b). Each 

language has dialect groupings as well. The corresponding grouping for Zoogocho 

Zapotec is: Cajonos Zapotec, Zoogocho Zapotec, Yatzachi Zapotec, Yalálag Zapotec, 

Tabaá Zapotec, and Lachirioag Zapotec. According to Smith Stark, Betaza Zapotec is a 

variant of Zoogocho Zapotec (2003a). However, in a recent manuscript Consonantes 

sibilantes en el Zapoteco de Betaza y la diversificación en Villa Alta, Campbell (2008) 

proposes that BZ should be considered a different branch of the Cajono Zapotec since it 

exhibits significant differences from other Zoogocho dialects with respect to sibilant 

distribution. In addition to Kaufman's and Smith Stark's classification of the Northern 

Zapotec, Castellanos (2003) proposes five distinguishable languages/dialects from the 

Northern area. According to Castellanos, the five Northern Zapotec dialects are: Lhe’ja, 

Xidza, Xan, Welhab and Xhon.1 This Master's report focuses on one of these variants, the 

Xhon dialect of the Zapotec spoken in San Melchor Betaza, Villa Alta. The dialect 

grouping proposed by Castellanos is based on the degree of mutual intelligibility between 

these dialects: “en esta clasificación se atendió el criterio de inteligibilidad lingüística a 

primera voz” (2003: 11). Additionally, he points out that lately the lexical diversity has 

increased leading to a more complex linguistic scenario for dialect grouping.  

Betaza Zapotec as a dialect of the Xhon Zapotec also shares several linguistic 

features with other languages spoken in the Northern Zapotec sub-grouping, particularly 

with Rincon Zapotec and Choapan Zapotec. This is also true for the rest of the Zapotec 

spoken on the Xhon area. Thus, the existing dialect grouping is not fixed; there are cases 

where a particular dialect might pattern like a member of another dialect grouping. For 
                                                 
1 The Xhon variant is also spoken in the towns of San Andrés Yaa, Yatzachi el Bajo, Yatazachi el Alto, 
Xochixtepec, Lachirioag, Lachita, Yalálag, Tabaá, Yojovi, Solaga, Zoogocho, Zoochina, Yalina, 
Yohueche, San Minguel Cajonos, San  Francisco Cajonos, San Mateo Cajonos, San Pedro Cajonos, 
Yaganiza, Xagacia, Laxopa, San Sebastian Guioloxi and Santa Catarina Yahio (Castellanos 2003). 
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instance, Betaza, San Pedro Cajonos and Laxopa, which are from the Xhon group, tend to 

use the affricate [ݸ] which is more common in the Xidza and Xan dialects. Xidza dialect 

is spoken in the District of Ixtlán in the villages of Yaneria, Tiltepec, Ysagila, Teolaxco, 

Yagavila, Tepanzacalco, Cacolotepec, and Yotao, and in the district of Villa Alta in 

towns of Temazcalapa, Camotlán, Yatzona, Roayaga, Tanetze, Yaee, Lachichina, Juquila 

Vijanos, and Lalopa. The Zapotec spoken in these villages is also known as ‘Zapoteco del 

Rincón.’ On the other hand, the Xan dialects are spoken in the district of Choapan in the 

villages of Comaltepec, Lachixoba, Jaltepec, Latani, Hahuive, and Choapan. In general, 

the correspondence of the affricates within these two ‘languages’ and the Xhon dialects is 

complex and diverse (Campbell 2008; Sonnenschein 2004). Therefore, an accurate 

grouping of these ‘languages’ as a member of a specific dialect group is still unresolved. 

Though based on my observation of BZ and the review of the existing literature on the 

dialect grouping, Smith Stark’s classification is the best grouping of the differences in the 

Villa Alta area.   

The complexity in grouping the Northern dialects is also reflected in several ways 

within the different Xhon languages. For example, at the syntax level Marlett (1993) 

reports that the “co-occurrence of subject and object pronominal clitics,” the “retention of 

pronouns in relative clauses” and plurality are different in Yalálag, Yatzachi and 

Zoogocho Zapotec. In addition, the lexical forms in these languages are diverse. For 

instance, the word ‘year’ has three different forms in Xhon Zapotec (XZ): iza, iz, and ida 

(Castellanos 2003). Furthermore, the phonology of the Xhon language is diverse: 

formally Betaza Zapotec has four affricate sounds ts, dz, tx [ݹ] and dx [ݶ] (Teodocio 

Unpublished manuscript) whereas in the Zoogocho and Yalálag sound system there are 

only two: [ݹ] and [ݶ] (Avelino Becerra 2004; Sonnenschein 2004). 
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I have also noted differences between Betaza Zapotec and the nearby Xhon 

dialects; some of the lexical differences are that in Yaweche and Zoogocho the word for 

‘vulture’ is [ݤoð] whereas in BZ the form is [láȕࡢ], in Yalálag the form for short negative 

answers is [kaސ], and in BZ for the form is [oސo]. In most Cajonos towns the form for the 

3sg clitic pronoun (human) is [boސ] whereas in BZ the form is [beސ]. On the other hand, a 

phonological level difference such as the use of /ts/ in BZ and the use of /tݕ/ in the rest of 

the Xhon towns is very salient in words such as [tseȕe௧ހ] and [tݕeȕe௧ހ] ‘his.’ Another 

perceptible segmental difference is the way the lenis liquid /lh/ [l] occurs among Xhon 

towns. In BZ, the lenis [l] occurs in words such as [làwƗ௧ހ] ‘my face’ and [lê௧] ‘you all,’ 

whereas in Lachiroa, Yaweche and some Cajonos towns, speakers tend to use the flap [ݐ] 

instead, so they have: [ݐawa௧ހ] ‘my face’ and [ݐeސ] ‘you all’. Most of the Xhon dialects 

have a clear contrast of [r] from [ݐ]; in BZ only the flap segment [ݐ] occurs phonetically. 

These are the more salient distinctions.  

There are also some differences in the vowel system between BZ and the rest of 

the Xhon varieties. In Yalálag Zapotec, Avelino Becerra (2004) reports the vowel [u] as 

part of the vowel system whereas in BZ it occurs only in Spanish loanwords. In addition, 

vowel quality (e.g. length) and phonation type (e.g. creakiness) varies. For example, 

Sonnenschein (2004) reports a phonemic series of long vowels, whereas in BZ, vowel 

length is not contrastive. According to Sonneschein breathiness is a consistent vowel 

phonation type in Zoogocho Zapotec, while in BZ this is less common. Butler (Butler 

1980) reports a phonemic /ԥ/ in the Yatzachi Zapotec vowel system. Occasionally in BZ, 

[ԥ] ‘schwa’ occurs phonetically between initial consonant clusters.  

There are also significant differences with respect to suprasegmental features. 

Among the Xhon dialects, the phonological patterns of tones and tonal inventories vary. 

In Zoogocho Zapotec there are four level tones (high, mid, low and super low) and seven 
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contour ones (Long & Cruz 1999); Yalálag Zapotec has three tones: high, low and falling 

(Avelino Becerra 2004). San Pedro Cajonos has four contrastive tones: high, mid, low, 

and falling tone (Nellis & Hollenbach 1980); and Yatzachi el Bajo has three contrastive 

tones: high, mid and low (Leal 1950; Pike 1948). Lastly, in BZ there are four lexical 

tones: high, low, rising, falling, and a phonetic mid tone.  

For the reasons stated above, the diversity in syntax, morphology and especially 

in phonology in the Xhon languages, research on the phonology of BZ is needed. The 

result of this research will make significant contributions in two main areas. First, it will 

provide an inventory of the sounds of Betaza Zapotec, which can be used to improve the 

practical orthography that is currently used in Betaza. Second, this work will add 

phonological information to the existing studies in other languages in the Xhon area 

which can be used for comparative studies on Xhon dialects. 

This Master's report will be organized as follows. Chapter 1:  Introduction 

includes background information on Betaza Zapotec and a survey of relevant literature. 

In Chapter 2:  Introduction to Betaza Zapotec phonology, I will present the orthography, 

the phonemic inventory of BZ and its correspondence with the International Phonetic 

Alphabet (IPA). This chapter also defines the fortis-lenis opposition and offers minimal 

pairs that show this opposition. Chapter 3 is devoted to an analysis of phoneme 

distributions and their allophones. In Chapter 4 I analyze the modal and non-modal 

vowels, focusing mainly on the phonemes and allophones. Chapter 5 presents the vowels 

in morpho-phonological processes. Chapter 6 presents the syllable structure and a 

description of the consonant clusters. In chapter 7 I describe the tone system. This chapter 

also includes a preliminary version of BZ tonal morphology. Lastly, in Chapter 8 I 

present Betaza Zapotec stress patterns.  
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In my discussion of vowel hierarchy, the uvular [ݓ], and tones, I relate my findings 

about current-day Betaza Zapotec to research that has been done in historical linguistics 

on Proto-Zapotec. 

 

1.1. LANGUAGE BACKGROUND 

San Melchor Betaza was founded around 1521. In 1524 it was ‘peacefully’ 

conquered by the Spaniards, who first arrived in Oaxaca Valley around that time. Betaza 

Zapotec is a member of the Xhon variant spoken in 24 towns in the Villa Alta region, 

which is located in the northern area of the State of Oaxaca, Mexico (see the map in 

Appendix 1). Betaza Zapotec is part of the group of northern Zapotec languages that 

belongs to the Zapotecan branch of the Otomanguean family of languages of 

Mesoamerica (see the family tree in Appendix 2). The estimated population in the 

northern area is of 45,600 Zapotec speakers, distributed in five different dialects or 

variants. About 50% of the total population is Xhon speakers, and approximately 1,100 

speakers live in Betaza Villa Alta. There are also BZ speakers in Oaxaca City, Mexico 

City, and some towns in the State of Veracruz Mexico (e.g. Santa Cecilia Nigromante). 

Additionally, in the US there are BZ speakers in Los Angeles, California. The total of 

Betaza Zapotec speakers living outside of Betaza Village is approximately 950. Thus the 

total speakers of this variety are approximately 2050 (DIGEPO 2006). 

 

1.2.  TYPOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF BETAZA ZAPOTEC 

Betaza Zapotec is an agglutinative language that is moderately polysynthetic. 

According to Comrie (1989), in agglutinative languages a word can have more than one 
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morpheme; their boundaries are clearly defined, and for each morpheme there is a 

specific meaning. This is exemplified in (1). 

 

(1) Agglutinative 

dz-kwČdx-tsgӽ ' =tò'  =lhê' 

CONT-cry-ADV =3PL.EXCL =2PL 

‘we are making you cry exceedingly’ 

 

In the sentence above the major word class is the verb kwČdx ‘cry’ which is 

inflected for aspect with the continuative prefix dz. The first segment after the verb is 

normally a suffix adverb when there is a need to emphasis an event; otherwise the most 

common morpheme after a verb is a person marker which is analyzed as clitic, as shown 

in (2). 

(2) VP with a clitic person marker  

dz-kwêdx =be'   yàn 

CONT-cry =3S.HON musical instrument (metal made) 

‘he is playing the instrument’ 

 

Betaza Zapotec is a verb initial language (VSO); that is, the order of the major 

constituents of a clause is: verb, subject and object as shown in (3). 
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(3) Word order 

V    S   O 

b-dàw   békò=n   blhá' 

COMPL-ate dog-DET   meat 

‘The dog ate meat’ 

 

In BZ, the primary word classes – nouns and verbs – take prefixes as shown with 

the examples above. Nouns are inflected for definiteness and verbs have prefixes that 

indicate grammatical aspect. In addition, nouns and verbs also take pronominal clitics, 

but these clitics are moveable or flexible. They can be hosted by any lexical element 

(verb, noun, relational noun, adjective, and quantifier) so they are not suffixes. Since the 

main word classes dominantly take prefixes, it can be stated that BZ is primarily a 

prefixing language. The prefixing feature of BZ will be an important environment in 

which to observe phonological processes, particularly in verb inflection. Most of the data 

to be used to illustrate the phonological patterns in BZ are from verb and noun inflection. 

Lastly, BZ is a tonal language. It has four lexical tones: low, high, falling, rising and a 

phonetic mid tone. Tone in BZ serves to differentiate lexical items, and it plays an 

important role in BZ phonology. 

 

1.3.  PREVIOUS LINGUISTIC RESEARCH  

The earliest articles on the Xhon dialect include: Jaime de Angulo (1926) 

describes the development of affixes in a group of monosyllabic languages of Oaxaca 

which includes the Xhon Zapotec; Pike (1948) provides details on the difficulties of tone 

analysis while presenting multiple sets of possible combinations of the basic tones for 

Yatzachi Zapotec; Leal (1950) describes the patterns of tone substitution in Zapotec 
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Morphology of Yatzachi Zapotec. Leal highlights the importance of tone changes when 

some nouns and verb stems are inflected by possessive affixes and by subject markers.  

Other works which describe the phonology of some of the Xhon variants include: 

Nellis and Hollenbach (1980) present a detailed account of the Cajonos sound system, 

and Jaeger and Van Valin Jr. (1982) focus mainly on the consonant clusters, documenting 

important features of word structure in Yatee Zapotec. 

There are three dicctionaries of the Xhon area: Diccionario Zapoteco de Yatzachi 

(Butler 1997), Diccionario Zapoteco de Zoogocho Oaxaca (Long & Cruz 1999) and 

Diccionario Zapoteco, Variante Xhon (Castellanos 2003). Like most dictionaries, these 

present a brief description on the phonemic representation of the sounds for each 

language. In addition to this, there are two grammatical descriptions: Yatzachi el Bajo 

Zapotec grammar by Butler (1980) and Zoogocho Zapotec grammar by Sonnenschein 

(2004). These grammars have a detailed description of grammatical issues of the two 

Xhon dialects 

Lastly, Lopez and Newberg (2005) provide an important description of the verb 

system of Yalálag Zapotec, and Avelino Becerra in (2004) works extensively on the 

analysis of the Yalálag Zapotec sound system.  
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Chapter 2:  Introduction to Betaza Zapotec phonology 

The aim of this chapter is to introduce the existing orthography for the Xhon 

Zapotec, the phonemic inventory of BZ and its correspondence to the International 

Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), to define the concept of lenis-fortis opposition, and to 

document provide minimal pairs that support my claims about this opposition in BZ.  

 

2.1.  ORTHOGRAPHY 

The orthography I use in this Master's report is based on the practical alphabet 

developed by the Zapotec and Chinantec communities from the Northern Sierra 

(AZACHIS) union in 1985. To this I add some conventions used in Mayan languages 

(Kaufman 1983) and some modifications to AZACHIS orthography that I am proposing 

in this Master's report. The correspondences of the orthography to the IPA are as follows:  

(1) The labials b, p, f and m correspond to the IPA conventions: f and m occur mostly 

in Spanish loanwords; p never occurs in word-initial position in native forms.  

(2) The series of alveolar sounds t, d, s, ts, dz, s, z, n, l, and r have essentially the 

value of the same IPA symbols. However, in the phonemic chart I contrast them 

as fortis vs. lenis instead of voiceless vs. voiced. In this group the fortis n and l 

have a lenis counterpart, which are represented in the orthography as nh and lh. 

Since IPA does not have a specific symbol for these segments I will use [n] and 

[l] for the phonetic representation. The phonetic feature of these resonants in the 

Xhon dialects is primarily duration (Avelino Becerra 2004; Nellis & Hollenbach 

1980; Sonnenschein 2004). This also applies to BZ. For instance, the fortis nasal n 

is longer in duration in the word nà' ‘now’ compared to nh in nhà7 ‘there’.  
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The rhotic tap occurs mostly in loanwords, which is a result of phonological adjustment 

of the trill /rr/. I use r to represent the tap.  

(3) In the group of alveo-palatals, the consonants and their IPA correspondences are: 

tx [tݕ], dx [dݤ], x [ݕ], zx [ݤ] and ñ [݄].  

(4) There are two velar stops: k and g, and two labial velars: kw [kއ], and gw [gއ].  

(5) There is a uvular consonant [ݓ]. This consonant is represented as gh.  

(6) The IPA equivalents of the approximants are y [j] and w [w].  

(7) Lastly, the glottal stop [ݦ] is represented with a 7.  

This orthography fulfils the five basic principles for indigenous languages. These 

principles are: 1) this orthography is accepted by the speakers and teachers in bilingual 

schools (maximum of motivation), 2) it reaches an important level of one-to-one 

relationship between the phonemic system and the orthography (representation of 

phonemic contrast), 3) it is easy to learn (maximum ease of learning), 4) readers can 

transfer their reading skills from indigenous languages to Spanish or vice versa 

(maximum transfer to national language), and 5) the symbols used are on Spanish 

typewriters and computer keyboards and thus fulfils the principle of maximum of 

reproduction (Smalley 1964). 

 

2.1.1.  The phonemic inventory of Betaza Zapotec 

Betaza Zapotec has 28 phonemes; four of them are borrowed from Spanish, and 

the rest are native segments. Most of the native sounds demonstrate fortis-lenis 

opposition. Plosives have a transparent fortis-lenis opposition except for the glottal stop. 

Affricates and fricatives contrast as well, except for (f) and the uvular [ݓ]. These two 

fricatives do not have a fortis-lenis contrast, but they contrast in place and manner of 

articulation with segments from the same class. In the group of sonorants only l and n 
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have a lenis counterpart, lh and nh respectively. Lastly, the semivowels y and w do not 

have a fortis-lenis opposition. The data in (4) illustrate the phonemic values and 

orthography of these consonants.  

 

(4) BZ Phonemic inventory 

 Labial Alveolar Alveo-
palatal 

Velar Labio-
velar 

Uvular Glottal 

Stops  
fortis p t  k kw   7  

Stops  
lenis b d  g gw    

Affricates  
fortis  ts tx      

Affricates  
lenis  dz dx     

Fricatives  
fortis (f ) s  x        

Fricatives  
lenis  z zx    gh   

Nasals  
fortis (m) n  (ñ)     

Nasals  
lenis  nh       

Liquid  
fortis  l       

Liquid  
lenis  lh      

Rhotic  
lenis  ( r )       

Semi-
vowels    y  w   

 

There are four native vowels: a, e, i, o and (u), which is found in some Spanish 

loanwords. The vowel system is presented in (5). 
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(5) BZ vowel inventory 

 Front Central Back 

High i , i', i'i   (u) 

Mid e  , e' e'e   o, e', e'e 

Low  a, a', a'a  

 

In BZ there are four phonation types: modal vowels V, laryngealized vowels VސV, 

glottalized vowel Vސ, and creaky vowels V . The modal, the glottalized and the 

laryngealized vowels contrast in phonation type, while the creaky vowels are not 

contrastive. Based on the contrastive phonation types, BZ exhibits three series of vowels: 

modal vowels; i, e, a, o; laryngealized vowels; i'i, e'e, a'a, o'o; and glottalized vowels i' 

e', a', o'. In the orthography an apostrophe ' will represent account for all the non-modal 

vowels, except for a creaky voice. Since this is not a contrastive phonation it is not 

written in the orthography. I discuss the phonetic variation of the modal vowels and the 

non-modal vowels in section 4.1. 

Tone system in the Xhon variants is relatively complex, and studies in this topic 

represent tone either with numerals or diacritics. The AZACHIS orthography does not 

have any convention for tone. However, in some written texts I have found the use of an 

acute accent to distinguish high tone from low tone. For BZ, tones are represented with 

the following diacritics: 
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(6) Tone orthography 

Diacritics Tone Examples Gloss 

ғ high báy ‘handkerchief’  

Ғ low gòt ‘dead’ 

ˇ rising kԁb ‘new’ 

ˆ falling yât ‘red’ 

[-] mid dzàw=be7   ‘he is eating’ 

 

High, low, rising and falling are phonological tones, mid is not, so it will not be 

written in the orthography. I discuss the tone system in Chapter 7. 

 

2.2.  FORTIS AND LENIS OPPOSITION 

Both early and recent literature on Zapotec languages report fortis-lenis 

distinctions as opposed to voice and voiceless contrasts (Avelino Becerra 2001; Beam de 

Azcona 2004; de Córdoba 1578; Long & Cruz 1999; Nellis & Hollenbach 1980; 

Operstein 2004; Pickett 1959; Sicoli 2000; Smith Stark 2003c; Suárez 1973; Swadesh 

1947). Betaza Zapotec also exhibits this distinction.  

The fortis segments are produced with an increase of respiratory energy and/or 

with a greater articulatory energy in which the correspondent active articulators and 

passive articulators are involved. Lenis consonants, on the other hand, are produced with 

less respiratory and/or articulatory energy (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996). The fortis and 

lenis oppositions are also considered a reflection of the proto-Zapotec sound system. The 

proto-Zapotec segments comprised a set of double (geminated) and simple segments 

(Kaufman 1994 - 2004). Thus, fortis segments in the BZ sound system are the 
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contemporary reflex of geminated segments, and lenis segments are the reflex of the 

simple consonants. Ladefoged’s and Kaufman’s definitions of fortis and lenis are 

applicable in the description of BZ consonants. However, to avoid any imprecision while 

using the terms fortis and lenis I will provide phonetic specification for each case. 

Additionally, the rules for the allophonic variation will be described using feature 

matrices. In BZ, some of the phonetic signals are: 

(1) Fortis stops are always voiceless, and in word final position they are aspirated or 

released with a puff of air, except the labialized velar kw.  

(2) Lenis stops are weakened to fricatives in word-medially and in word final 

position.  

(3) Fortis affricates and fricatives are always voiceless. When they are articulated 

they have strong friction, which does not occur with the lenis consonants. This is 

the main difference between fortis and lenis in this group.  

(4) In sonorants, the main difference is length; fortis are longer than lenis sonorants.  

(5) The nasals are always voiced, while the other sonorants undergo phonological 

changes. For instance, the lenis liquid is weakened to fricative in word final 

position.  

The minimal and near minimal pairs that show the fortis-lenis opposition are in   

(7).  
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(7) Fortis-lenis opposition 
 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 
p  
vs.  
b 

pân  
[pân] 
‘bread’ 

bàn  
[bàn] 
‘alive’ 

 gópà7  
[gópà௧ހ] 
‘mist’ 

gôba7  
[gôbƗ௧ހ] 
‘you’ll carry 
it’ 

tsóp  
 [ހópݸ]
‘two’ 

txó7b  
 [ó௧ȕݹ]
‘pull’ 

t  
vs.  
d  
 

tò  
[tò] 
‘one’ 

dԁ  
[dԁ:] 
‘rope’ 

bté  
[bté] 
‘fox’ 

bdé7  
[bdé௧] 
‘you, pass’ 

bít  
[bítހ] 
‘goosefoot’  

bíd  
[bíð] 
‘came’  

k  
vs.  
g 

kà7  
[kà௧ހ] 
‘like 
that’ 

gá'a  
[gáސa] 
‘basket’ 

txòkâ'  
 [ސòkâݹ]
‘lets go’ 

xôgà7  
 [ހôgà௧ݕ]
‘finger nail’ 

wák  
[wákހ] 
‘possible’ 

wág  
[wá ܵࡈ ] 
‘firewood’ 

kw  
vs.  
gw  

kwâ7  
[kއâݦ] 
‘dough’ 

gwâ7  
[gއâݦ] 
‘ripe’ 

dzàkwá7  
 [ހá௧އàkݵ]
‘I’m 
wearing’ 

bdàgwá7  
[bdàgއá௧ހ] 
‘I ate’ 

brékw  
[brékއ] 
‘curve  
like’ 

blhégw  
[bléܵw.] 
‘to bend’ 

ts  
vs. 
dz 

tsôlhó7  
[tsôló௧ހ] 
‘you’re 
blowing’ 

dzòló7  
[dzòló௧ހ] 
‘you are 
singing’ 

bátsé'  
[bátséސ] 
‘he is 
leaving’ 

bádz7  
[bádz௧ހ] 
‘is seated’ 

bàts  
[bàts] 
‘few 
minutes’ 

nhàdz  
[nàࡢݵ ] 
‘then’ 
short form 

tx  
vs. 
dx 

txà7  
 [ހà௧ݹ]
‘pan 
like’ 

dxà'  
 [ސàݶ]
‘day’ 

btxé7  
[bݹé௧ހ] 
‘lice’  

bdxé  
[bݶé] 
‘cattle’ 

bítx  
[bíݹ] 
‘voice, air’ 

bìdx  
[bìݶ] 
‘dry’ 

s  
vs.  
z 

sâ'  
[sâސ] 
‘I’m 
leaving’ 

zâ7  
[zâހݦ]  
‘baby 
corn’ 

bsa7  
[bsƗ௧ހ] 
‘I spread 
over’ 

bzá7  
[bzá௧ހ] 
‘fox’ 

xís  
 [ísݕ]
‘water’ 
poss. 

xíz  
ࡢízݕ] ] 
‘will 
shake’ 

x  
vs. 
zx 

xnhé7  
 [ހèné௧ݕ]
‘he’ll 
hunt’ 

zxnh7  
 [ހݦnݤ]
‘saliva’ 

nhòxé7 
[nòݕéހݦ] 
‘he is 
holding’ 

nhòzxé  
[nò zxé] 
‘who?’ 

yîx  
[jî  [ݕ
‘type of 
grass’ 

yîzx  
[jî ࡈݤ: ] 
‘diarrhea’ 

n  
vs. 
nh  

nà'  
[nàސ] 
‘now’ 

nhà7  
[nà௧ހ] 
‘there’ 

bné7  
[bné௧ހ] 
‘person’ 

bnhe7 
[bnƝ௧ހ] 
‘do it’ 

xwàn  
 [wànݕ]
‘advisor 

xwán  
[xwán] 
‘Juana’  

l  
vs.  
lh 

lá  
[lá] 
‘hot’ 

lhâ7  
[lâ௧ހ] 
‘name’ 

ble  
[blƝ] 
‘snake’ 

blhé7  
[blé௧ހ] 
‘he got sick’ 

wàl 
[wàl] 
‘it’ll get 
dark’ 

wâlh 
[wâ :l] 
‘strong 
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Chapter 3:  Phonemes and their allophones 

In this chapter I present the phonological patterns found in BZ through 

considering the following sections: (1) plosives, (2) affricates, (3) fricatives, and (4) 

sonorants. In each section I provide generalization and rules that are specific for a sound 

class, and at the end I provide a section to include all the obstruents; this is to avoid any 

repetitions of the same phonological pattern observed in the first three groups of sounds. 

 

3.1.  PLOSIVES 

There are nine plosive consonants: p, b, t, d, k, g, kw, gw and 7. These consonants 

are presented based on the fortis-lenis contrast, except the glottal stop which does not a 

have lenis counterpart. First I present the fortis segments then the lenis ones. This is to 

provide phonological generalizations for each class of sound. 

 

3.1.1.  Fortis Plosives 

In BZ there are five fortis plosives p, t, k, kw and 7. The first four phonemes occur 

in word initial, word medial and word final position, and the glottal stop occurs only in 

final syllable and word-finally. In word-final position all the fortis plosives, except the 

labialized velar are released with a burst of air, which is transcribed as an aspiration. The 

phonological rule that accounts for this process is provided at the end of this section. 

Thus, the following presents the phonemes and allophones for each fortis plosive.  

The aspiration of the fortis bilabial p is illustrated in (8). 
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(8) [pހ]  

Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

[lópހ]  lhóp (<Sp) ‘Guadalupe’ (name) 

[nôpހ]  nhôp  ‘fermented drink’ 

 ’xòp  ‘six  [ހòpݕ]

 ’dzáp  Cont. ‘taking care   [ހápݵ]

[tàpހ]  tàp  ‘four’ 

 

The fortis stop p is not affected in other contexts, as illustrated in (9). 

 

(9) [p] / elsewhere 

 Phonetic Orthography  Gloss 

#__ [ pìtà௧ހ]  pìtà7  ‘rainbow’ 

 [ pànê l]  pànhêlh (<Sp) ‘panela’ or ‘sugar cane’ 

V__V [ gópà௧ހ]  gópà7  ‘mist’ 

 [ lápà௧ހ]  lhápà7  ‘hat’ 

 

In most Zapotec languages, p word-initially is rare (Kaufman 2005 - 2007; Smith 

Stark 2003a). This is true for BZ; I have found only one example, that is, pìtà7 ‘rainbow’. 

However, p is found as a C2 in an onset consonant cluster in forms like xpedxa7 ‘my 

bull’ and rpaj ‘type of skirt’. In native words this consonant never occurs as a C1; an 

account for onset consonant cluster is provided in section 6.2. 

Lastly, minimal and near minimal pairs where p contrasts in all three positions 

with t, kw, f, and m are presented in (10). The first two rows take into account the place of 

articulation and the last two the manner of articulation. 
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(10) Minimal and near minimal pairs  
 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 
p vs. t  pàt  

[pàtހ] 
‘duck’ 

 tàp  
[tàpހ] 
‘four’ 
 

 gópà7  
[gópà௧ހ] 
‘mist’ 

 gòtá7  
[gòtá௧ހ] 
‘go to bed’ 

 dzáp  
[dzápހ] 
‘taking 
care of’ 

dzát 
[dzátހ] 
‘dying’ 
 

p vs. kw  pîn  
[pîn] 
‘Josefina’ 
(name) 

 kwîn  
[kwîn] 
‘one’s 
self’ 

 bpá'  
[bpáސ] 
Imp.‘make 
it neat’ 

 bkwà'  
[bkwàސ] 
Imp. ‘chat’ 

 dzáp  
[dzápހ] 
‘taking 
care of’ 

 dzákw  
[dzákw] 
‘wearing’ 

p vs. f  Pâb  
[pâb] 
‘Pablo’ 
(name) 

 fáb  
[fáb] 
‘washing 
powder’  

 gáp7  
[gápހݦ] 
‘he will 
take care 
of’ 

 kàfé  
[kàf:é] 
‘coffee’ 

 líp  
[lípހ] 
‘Felipe’ 
(name) 

 ríf  
 [:ífݐ]
‘raffle’ 

p vs. m  pâl  
[pâ l] 
‘shovel’ 

 mâl  
[mâ:l] 
‘bad’ 

 txépó7  
 [ހݦépóݹ]
‘you’ll 
drown’ 

 txêmo  
 [êmǀݹ]
‘Anselmo’ 
(name) 

 gáp  
[gápހ] 
‘take care 
of’ 

 kám  
[kám] 
‘bed’ 

 

The next segment to consider is the fortis alveolar stop t. This segment behaves 

similarly to the previous one. Forms listed in (11) and (12) demonstrate this similarity.  

 

(11) [tހ]   

Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

[dݤìtހ]  dxìt  ‘eggs’ 

[gòtހ]  gòt  ‘death’ 

[dzàtހ]  dzàt  ‘dying’ 

[jètހ]  yèt  ‘tortilla’ 
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(12) [t] / elsewhere 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

#__ [tò]  tò  ‘one’ 

 [tlâs]  tlâs (<Sp) ‘peach 

V__V [dòtƝ]  dòte  ‘all’ 

 [kâ tzé]  kâtzé  ‘that is enough’  

 

Minimal and near minimal pairs where t contrasts with p, k, ts and s are presented 

in (13). 

(13) Minimal and near minimal pairs  
 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 
t vs. p tîn 

[tîn] 
‘Agustin’ 
(name) 

pîn  
[pîn] 
‘Josefina’ 
(name) 

gòtá7  
[gòtá௧ހ] 
‘go to bed’ 

gópà7  
[gópà௧ހ] 
‘mist’ 

dót 
[dótހ] 
‘everything’ 

dope  
[dopeހ] 
‘muddy’ 

t vs. k  tò  
[tò] 
‘one’ 

 kô'  
[kopސ] 
‘you will 
put in’  

 dzyôto7  
[zygote௧ހ] 
‘we’re 
getting in’ 

 dzyòkó 
[dzjò kó] 
‘it is 
twisting’ 

 nhát  
[nátހ] 
‘is dead’ 

 nhák  
[nákހ] 
‘be’ 

t vs. ts  tòlhé  
[tòlé] 
‘one of 
you’  

 tsòlé  
[tsòlé] 
‘dark’ 
 

 blhâtó  
[blâ tó] 
‘we 
arrived’ 
 

 blhàtso  
[blàtsǀ] 
‘mos-
quitoes’ 

 bӽt  
[bӽtހ] 
‘when’ 

 báts  
[báts] 
‘a few 
minutes 
ago’ 

t vs. s  tìb  
[tìȕࡢ] 
‘Nativi-
dad’ 

 síb  
[síȕࡢ] 
‘at the 
top’ 

 bté  
[bté] 
‘skunk’ 

 bsé  
[bsé] 
‘stomach 
ache’  

 lât  
[lâtހ] 
‘aluminum  
can’ 

 lhás  
[ lás] 
‘skinny’  

 

Of the group of plain stops, the next segment I consider is k. The velar fortis stop 

also follows the pattern described for the first two segments. In word-final position it is 

released with a burst of air, as illustrated in (14). 
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(14) [pހ]   

Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

[nákހ]  nhák  ‘be’ 

 ’txàk  ‘meanwhile  [ހàkݹ]

[wlkހ ]  wlhk  ‘put it down’ 

[pݹòkހ]  btxòk ‘to twist’ 

[blókހ]  blók (<Sp) ‘get crazy’ 

 

The fortis stop k is not affected in other contexts; this is shown in (15). 

 

(15) [k] / elsewhere 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

#__ [kátè௧ހ]  kátè7   ‘when’ 

 [kítȤbƝ௧ހ]  kítghbƝ7  Pot. ‘he will play’ 

V__V [ܳákén]  ܳákén  Pot. ‘it will happen’ 

 [békò]  békò  ‘dog’ 

 

Lastly, in (16) I provide minimal and near minimal pairs where k contrasts with p, 

t and kw. 
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(16) Minimal and near minimal pairs 
 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 
k vs. p  kín  

[kín] 
‘to comb’ 
 

 pîn  
[pîn] 
‘Josefina’ 
(name) 

 bdàka'  
[bdàkƗސ] 
‘come 
over 
here’ 

 bdàpá'  
[ bdàpáސ] 
‘I slapped’ 

 wák  
[wákހ] 
‘possible’ 

 wáp  
[wápހ] 
‘will 
take care 
of’ 
 

k vs. t  kô'  
[kôސ] 
‘you’ll put 
in’  

 tò  
[tò] 
‘one’ 

 dzyòkó  
[dzyòkó] 
‘twisting’ 

 dzyô7tǀ7  
[dzyôtǀ௧ހ] 
‘getting in’ 
 

 nhák  
[nákހ] 
‘be’ 

 nhát  
[nátހ] 
‘is dead’ 

k vs. kw  ké  
[ké] 
verification 
particle 
(tag) 

 kwé  
[kއé] 
‘to pick’ 

 bèkén  
[bèkén] 
‘he took 
it back’ 

 bèkwén  
[bèkއé n] 
‘he piled it’ 

 bík  
[bíkހ ] 
‘Virginia’ 
(name) 

 bíkw  
[ bíkއ] 
‘baby’s 
feces’ 

 

The fortis labialized velar kw occurs in word-initial, intervocalic and word-final 

positions. Unlike the other fortis plosives, for kw there is no sign of a burst release in 

word final position. However, the w portion is usually devoiced instead of the aspiration 

that occurs with the other fortis plosives, so this phoneme has a single realization. I 

explain its distribution in (17) and provide minimal pairs in (18). 

 

(17) Distribution of kw  

 Phonetic Phonemic Gloss 

#__ [kއén]  kwén  ‘to climb’ 

 [kއítހ]  kwít  ‘next to’ 

V__V [dzkއìdébހݦ] dzkwìdéb7  ‘getting back to youth’ 

 [wkއéࡈݤޝ ]  wékwédx  ‘musician’ 

__# [lékࡢއ]  lékw  ‘rooster’ 

 [bݐékࡢއ]  brékw  ‘hunchback’ 
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(18) Minimal pairs 

 #__  #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

kw vs. k kwá'a  

[kއáސa] 

‘I’ll 

insert’ 

kâ7  

[kâހݦ] 

‘like that’ 

‘nhàkwa7  

[ nàkއƗހݦ] 

‘I am 

wearing’  

 nhàka7  

[ nàkƗހݦ] 

‘I am’ 

 dzákw  

[dzákއ] 

‘wearing’  

 dzàk  

[dzàkހ] 

‘st. is 

happening’ 

 

The last segment to consider is the glottal stop. The phonological status of the 

glottal stop is controversial in most Zapotec languages. This is also true in the Xhon 

Zapotec. Based on this, I summarize how this segment has been analyzed in some Xhon 

Zapotec languages, particularly in Zapotecs closely related to BZ, then I will define the 

phonological status of the glottal stop in BZ.  

 

3.1.2.  The glottal stop in Xhon Zapotec 

In Zapotec languages and in Otomanguean languages in general, the phonological 

status of the glottal stop and glottalization is problematic. There are two stances in 

analyzing the glottal closure: the consonantal approach and the prosodic vocalic approach 

(Macaulay & Salmons 1995). In the Northern Zapotec languages, particularly in Xhon 

Zapotec, the report on the phonology of the glottal stop varies. For instance, in Zoogocho 

Zapotec Grammar Sonnenschein (2004) considers that “the glottal stop is a feature of the 

vowel as it does not occur word-initially and it does not occur directly following 

consonants” (22). In Topics in Yalálag Zapotec, with particular reference to its 

phonetics, Avelino Becerra (2004) analyses the glottal stop as a consonant. He claims 

that the glottal stop can appear as a single coda and as the first segment in a consonant 

cluster, but not word-initially. In addition, he provides a phonetic account for the glottal 

stop. Based on the production of creaky sounds and the variation of creakiness through a 
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continuum that goes from a glottal fry (VVV  ) to a complete realization of the glottal stop 

(VݦV), he proposes that the glottal stop should be “implemented as creaky phonation and 

underlying creaky phonation realized as glottal stop” (181). The phonetic analysis of the 

creaky sound is just one examples of a comprehensive phonetic account on the Yalálag 

Zapotec vowel system which support Avelino’s analysis of the glottal stop.  

There are two other relevant reports on the glottal stops. In the paper Fortis versus 

lenis in Cajonos Zapotec, Nellis and Hollenbach (1980) suggest that the glottal stop is 

part of the vowel. For San Pedro Cajonos Zapotec, they provide two series of vowels 

containing glottal stops: the checked vowels and the laryngealized vowels which are 

articulated with an intervening glottal stop. They analyze the GS as a vowel feature. In 

the Gramatica Zapoteca de Yatzachi el Bajo, Butler (1980) presents the glottal stop as a 

consonant and as part of the vowel. Butler does not explain their phonological 

differences.  

Based on the summary above and my observation on the distribution of the glottal 

stop in BZ, I analyzed it as a consonant. However, there are also vowels that are realized 

with a glottal closure, and those vowels are: the laryngealized vowel, the glottalized 

vowel, and the creaky vowels. These are labeled as non-modal vowels and will be 

discussed in the vowel section.  

In BZ, the distribution of the glottal stop is defective; that is, it occurs as a 

phoneme only word-finally. The distribution of a sound is defective when it does not 

occur in some environments where phonetically similar sounds may occur (Hayes 2009). 

Thus, 7 does not occur in word initial position, between vowels or as a C1 in a consonant 

cluster. The following data demonstrate this. 

Similar to the plosive consonants, the glottal stop in word final position is 

released with a burst of air. This is illustrated in (19).  
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 [ހݦ] (19)

 Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

(a) [bíހݦݹ]  bítx7 ‘grasshopper’ 

(b) [lápàހݦ]  lhápà7 ‘hat’ 

(c) [bzá௧ހ] bzá7 ‘fox’ 

(d) [ݕónòހݦ] xonho7 ‘eight’ 

(e) [zâހݦ]  zâ7 ‘baby corn’ 

 

The glottal stop does not occur as a C1 in a consonant cluster. In forms with the 

syllable shape CV7C, it is considered part of the vowel. Additionally, in this context a 

vowel is normally realized with a creaky sound. In (20) I provide some examples with a 

narrow transcription of the vowels to account for creakiness and length.  

 

(20) CV +C , *C+7C 

Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

[blê s]  blês Imp. ‘wait’ 

[j :s]  js ‘corncob’ 

[jì   ’jìtx ‘paper    [ݹޝ

[lâ  ’s]        lâs ‘instead ofޝ

[fô  ’k] fôk (<Sp) ‘light bulbޝ

 

The creaky sound on the vowels is provably motivated by the consonants in the 

coda. I will discuss the creaky phonation in detail in Chapter 4 as well as their differences 

from the glottal stop.  

In native words the sequence of three consonants in coda position never occurs 

(*CCC), so in forms like CV7CC, the glottal stop is not a separate segment but part of the 

preceding vowel. This is illustrated in (21). 
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(21) CV +CC, *CV+7 +CC 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

(a) [kô :ȕࡢݐ ]  kôbr (<Sp) ‘to charge’ 

(b) [jê   ’yêrb ‘tarántula [ࡢȕݐ

(c) [glò  ’tǀ] gòlgܵxto ‘spiderݕܵ

(d) [pdê  ’txgh ‘BetazaȤ] bdݹ:

(e) [dzì tȤ] dzitgh ‘playing’ 

 

In sum, the glottal stop occurs only in word final position; it does not occur in 

word initial position, and it does not form part of a consonant cluster.  

From the data presented above I conclude that both the plain fortis and the 

labialized velar can occur in word initial, intervocalic, and word-final position. The fortis 

stops are released with a burst of air in word-final position, but the labialized velar is not. 

However, normally the w is devoiced. From these patterns a phonological rule can be 

drawn, as shown in (22). 

 

(22) Fortis stops aspiration in word-final 

[ -voice, -cont, ] ----- > [+ spread glottis]  ___#. 

 

Lastly, the following Figures (1) and (2) show the phonetic realization of the 

plosives in word final position. The spectrograms in Figure (1) show the plosives p, t, and 

k.  
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Figure 1: Plosives release in word final position 

  

In Figure (2) I contrast an aspirated glottal stop with a glottalized vowel. The 

arrow in the spectrogram (2a) shows the aspiration after the glottal closure. The arrow in 

(2b) shows a cessation of the vowel formants after the glottal closure, which indicates a 

complete closure of the glottal closure.  
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Figure 2: Glottal stop release in word-final position 

  [ t  à      p ހ ]                      [ b í      t ހ  ]              [ n  á      k ހ  ] 
      ‘ four’         ‘epazote plant’                  ‘be’ 

 [ l  á ௧ހ ] 
‘my name’ 

[ l â ސ ]
‘names’ generic   

(a) (b) 
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The glottalization on the word in (2b) is analyzed as a vowel feature. I will 

discuss this in section 2.4. 

 

3.1.3.  Lenis stops 

The following lenis consonants b, d, g and gw are in contrastive distribution with 

the fortis segments presented previously. Lenis segments undergo more changes, so they 

have more allophones compared to the fortis ones. There are two phonological processes 

characteristic to lenis stops: fricativization in word medial and in word final position. I 

provide the generalization and the rule for these phonological processes at the end of this 

section. Additionally, there are three phonological processes characteristic of all 

obstruents: progressive assimilation, regressive assimilation and devoicing in word 

finally. The details on these phonological processes are in section 3.4.  

The lenis stop b occurs in word-initial, intervocalic and word-final position. The 

phoneme b is fricativized between vowels and when preceded by the semivowel w. This 

is shown in (23).  

 

(23) Fricativization of b in word-medially 

Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

[dòȕé௧ހ]  dòbé7  ‘feather’ 

[nìȕâs]  nìbâs  ‘cilantro seed’ 

[tòȕƝ௧ހ]  tòbe7 ‘one of them’ 

[sìȕé௧ހ]  sìbé7 ‘above’ 

[wȕìࡈݤ ]  wbìzx ‘sun’  
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In word-final position, b is also weakened to a fricative, but in this position it is 

slightly devoiced. This is illustrated in (24). 

 

(24) Fricativization of b in word-final position 

Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

[láȕࡢ]  láb  ‘buzzard’ 

[bdıҒȕࡢ]  bdìb  ‘wash’ 

 zxób  ‘type of sand  [ࡢóȕݤ]

[jêݐȕࡢ]  yêrb  ‘black spider 

 ’txîb  ‘goat   [ ࡢîȕݹ]

 

In (25) b occurs in other contexts and in (26) I provide some minimal and near 

minimal pairs.   

(25) [b] / elsewhere 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

#__V [békò]  Békò ‘dog’ 

 [bís]  bís  ‘cat’ 

 [bòs]  bòs  ‘guest’ 

 ’txònghbé7  ‘he ran  [ހònȤ.bé௧ݹ] 

N__ [ lmbé௧ހ]  lhnbé7  ‘with him’ 

 [mbà.nà௧ހ]  nbànà7  ‘I am alive’ 
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(26) Minimal and near minimal pairs 

 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

b vs. g  bòzé'  

[bòzeސ] 

‘guest’ 

 gòze7  

[gòzƝ௧ހ] 

‘he 

scattered’ 

  

 gôba7  

[gôbƗ௧ހ] 

‘you will 

carry it’ 

 gògá7  

[gògá௧ހ] 

‘to get 

blocked’ 

 

 kób  

[kóȕࡢ ] 

‘new’ 

 bkòg  

[݊kòޝ ܵࡈ ] 

‘to put ones 

head on a 

pillow’ 

b vs. f  bâb 

[bâȕࡢ] 

‘counted’ 

 fáb  

[fáȕࡢ] 

‘detergent’ 

 

 txòbe7  

 [ހݦòȕƝݹ 

‘he’s 

pulling’ 

 txòfêr  

 [ݐòfêݹ]

‘car 

driver’ 

 láb  

[láȕࡢ] 

‘vulture’  

 

-------- 

b vs. m  blhâ7  

[blâހݦ] 

‘I came 

back’ 

 mlhâd  

[mlâðࡢ ] 

‘sugar cane 

honey’ 

 lábàdà7  

[láȕàðàހݦ] 

‘calabash’ 

 yàmadà'  

[jàmƗðàސ] 

‘phone 

call’ 

 zxób  

 [ࡢóȕݤ]

‘cement 

mix’ 

 zxôm  

  ômݤ 

‘type of 

basket’  

 

Lastly, the spectrograms in Figure (3) show the phonetic properties of the 

phonological processes described above. The arrows in (3a) and (3b) show the 

fricativization, the first one intervocalically and the second one in word-final position. 
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Figure 3: Fricativization of the labial plosive 

 

The lenis plosive d follows the same pattern as the b lenis stop detailed in the 

previous segment. It gets weakened to a fricative as illustrated in (27). 

  

(27) Fricativization of d  in word-medially 

Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

[tsðé]   tsdé  Cit. ‘to study’  

[jìðƗހݦ]  yìda7  Pot. ‘I will come’ 

[zðހݦ]  zd7  ‘salt’ 

[zìðƝހݦ]  zìde7  ‘sticky’  

[wðéސ]  wdé'  Imp. ‘come in’ 

 

In word-final position d is also weakened to a fricative. This is shown in (28). 

 

[dòȕé௧ހ ] ‘feather’ [b d  ìޝ ȕࡢ ] Imp.‘wash’ 

(b) (a)
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(28) Fricativization of d word-finally 

Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

ࡢíðݓ] ]  ghíd  ‘hen’ 

[jîðࡢ ]  yîd  ‘leather’ 

[dzíðࡢ ]  dzíd  ‘is coming’ 

[bî:ðࡢ ]  bîd  ‘bed bug’ 

[bé:ðࡢ ]  béd  ‘Pedro’ (name) 

  

The alveolar lenis stop d does not undergo any change in other environments. 

This is represented in (29).  

 

(29) [d] / elsewhere  

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

#__V [dô:nà௧ހ]  dônhà7  ‘somewhere’ 

 [dòté]  dòté   ‘all’ 

Cd [bdâ௧ހ]  bdâ7 ‘I traveled’ 

 [txdà௧ހ  txdà7 ‘fourteen’ 

 [ndôlà ȕên]  ndôlàbên  Stat. ‘he is in charge’ 

  

I list minimal and near minimal pairs in (30) to show the contrast of this segment 

with g and dz. 
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(30) Minimal and near minimal pairs  
 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

d vs g  dá  

[dá] 

 ‘palm 

mat’ 

 

 gá  

[gá] 

‘where’ 

 bàdà7  

[bàðà௧ހ] 

‘tumpline’ 

  

 làgà7  

[làgà௧ހ] 

 ‘leaf ‘  

 béd  

[béðࡢ ] 

‘Pedro’ 

(name) 

 wàg  

[waܵҒ ࡈ ] 

‘firewood’ 

d vs dz  dԁ  

[dԁ] 

‘rope’ 

dzô' 

[dzôސ] 

‘your 

mouth’ 

 bdé7  

[bðé௧ހ] 

‘you, pass’ 

Imp. 

bdzê7 

[bdzê௧ހ] 

‘back to sit’ 

Imp. 

 bíd  

[bíðࡢ ] 

‘came’ 

bӿdz 

[bӿdz ࡢ ] 

‘not 

anymore’ 

 

 

The spectrograms in Figure (4) show examples of the phonetic properties of the 

phonological processes presented in (27) and (28). The arrows in each spectrograms 

show the fricativization. 
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Figure 4: Spirantization of the alveolar plosive 

 

[zðހݦ] 
‘salt’ 

[jî:ðࡢ ]
‘leather’ 

(a) (b) 
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In the group of plain lenis stops, g is the last one. This segment occurs in all three 

basic positions. In word-initial position, the lenis velar stop g does not occur with the 

high vowel i, and it takes only the lax vowels a and o. This is shown in (31). 

 

(31) g before a and o   

Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

[gàݹè]  gàtxè  ‘yellow’ 

[gàlà௧ހ]  galà7  ‘near 

[gópà௧ހ]  gópà7  ‘mist’  

[gònà௧ހ]  gònà7  ‘mud’ 

[gól]  gólh  ‘old’ 

 

If the following vowel is an e, this segment is weakened to a fricative, as 

illustrated in (32).  

 

(32) g/ ------ > [ܵ] / #__ V. 

[-high, - low, +front] 

Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

[ܵêmbéހݦ]  gênbé7  Comp. ‘he made it’ 

[ܵèsànén]  gèsànhén Imp. ‘give it back’ 

lâܵ] n]   glân  Imp. ‘grab it’ 

[ܵên]  gên  Imp. ‘do’ 

 

The restriction in (31) and the phonological processes in (32) occur only to the 

lenis velar g. In word medial position, the lenis velar g behaves similarly to b and d as 

shown in (33).  
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(33) Fricativization of g in word medial position.  

Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

[bléܵàހݦ]  blégà7  ‘I took out’ st.  

 ’zxògé'  ‘hot sauce  [ސòܵéݤ]

[wzáܵéހݦ]  wzágé7  Pot. ‘I will make him wait’ 

[nòܵé n]  nhògén  ‘he has boiled it’ 

[wܵČހݦ]  wgČ7  ‘he will refill’  

 

In word-final position g is also weakened to a fricative and slightly devoiced. This 

change is represented and exemplified in (34).  

 

(34) Fricativization of g in word final position  

Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

[blaܵҒ ࡈ ]  blàg   ‘plank’ 

[jaܵҒ ࡈ ]   yàg  ‘tree’ 

[wá ܵࡈ ]  wág  ‘firewood’ 

[nà: ܵࡈ ]  nhàg  ‘ear 

[ts: ܵࡈ ]  tsg  Cont. ‘burning’ 

 

Additionally, there is an interesting morpho-phonological process that g 

undergoes when it is added to a verb stem as a potential aspect marker. This is shown in 

(35). 
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(35) /g/ --- > [kއ]/ #__ [b].  

AM Pot. gloss  Stem Pot.  Cont. Cont. gloss 

g-  *gb    

(a) ‘he will choose’ -bé- kwébé7 dzbébé7 ‘he is choosing’ 

(b) ‘he will sit’ -bé- kwêbe7 dzbébe7 ‘he is sitting’ 

(c) ‘he will cry’ -bédx- kwêdxbe7 dzbdxbe7 ‘he is crying’ 

 

The verbs in the potential aspect column (bold face) undergo two phonological 

processes. First, g becomes kއ, then there is deletion of the initial segment of the verb 

stem, which is b as shown in the verb stem column (italics). I consider these processes as 

a type of coalescence, in which the phonotactic constraint *gb [verb stem (velar and 

labial plosive never occurs as cluster in verb stems) determines the deletion. I will discuss 

this in section 3.2.2, where the alveolar affricate dz undergoes a similar phonological 

process. 

Lastly, in (36) I present forms where g occurs elsewhere and in (37) I list some 

minimal and near minimal pairs where g contrasts with b, d and gh. The uvular gh is 

included to show that it is not an allophone of g.  

 

(36) [g] / elsewhere  

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

bg [bgá]  bgá  ‘necklace’  

dzg [dzgáސ]  dzgá' ‘getting ripe’ 

xg [ݕgá௧ހ]  xgá7 ‘my head’ 

ng [ngâmbé௧ހ]  ngânhbé 7 ‘he is behind’ also type of 

illness 
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The forms in (36) include onset consonant clusters, where g is the second 

consonant (C2); g never occurs as C1, except in loan words, such as grâp ‘staple’.  

 

(37) Minimal and near minimal pairs  

 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

g vs. b  gòze  

[gòzƝ] 

‘scattered’ 

 bòzé  

[bòzé] 

‘guest’ 

 gògá7  

[gòܵá௧ހ] 

‘get blocked’ 

 gôba  

[gô bƗ] 

‘you’ll carry it’ 

 blàg  

[blà ܵࡈ ] 

‘wood’ 

 blâb  

[blâ:ȕࡢ]  

‘you count’ 

g vs d  gô  

[gô:] 

‘potatoes’ 

 dԁ  

[dԁ:] 

‘rope’ 

 gògé7  

[gòܵéހݦ] 

‘get choked’ 

 kòde7  

[kòdƝހݦ] 

‘to join’ 

 tsèg  

[tsè: ܵࡈ ] 

‘burning’ 

 béd  

[béðࡢ ] 

 ‘Pedro’ 

g vs. gh  gînda  

[ܵînda] 

‘m. color’ 

 ghíd  

ࡢíðݓ] ] 

‘hen’ 

 sègé7  

[sèܵéހݦ] 

‘flour drink’  

 yèghé  

[jȤé] 

‘flower’ 

 byg  

[bj ܵࡈ ] 

‘burned’ 

 byêgh  

[bjê ࡢݓ ] 

‘go’ 

 

The phonetic properties of the processes presented above are illustrated in Figure 

(5). The arrow in the spectrogram in (a) shows fricativization in word-medially and the 

one in spectrogram (b) shows the fricativization and slightly devoiced segment in word 

final position. 
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Figure 5: Plosive velar spirantization 

   

In the group of lenis stops, the last segment to account for is the lenis labialized 

velar stop gw. This segment also occurs word-initially, intervocalically and word-finally. 

In word-medial position, it gets weakened to a fricative and it preserves the labial feature, 

but it is not preceded by the semivowel w like the rest of lenis plosives. This is 

exemplified in (38). 

 

(38) Fricativization of gw in word-medially 

Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

[ lêܵއà]  lêgwà  ‘league’ (loan, length measure) 

[nâܵއà]  nâgwà  ‘skirt’ (<Sp) 

[nàܵއáހݦ]  nhâgwà7  ‘ I am following’ (someone) 

 

This consonant is also fricativized in word-final position; the resulting fricative 

from this sound change is slightly devoiced as demonstrated in (39). 

[bèܵéހݦ] 
‘ice’ 

[w á ܵࡈ ]
‘firewood’ 

(a) (b)
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(39) Fricativization of gw in word-final position 

Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

[ làt ܵࡈ  ’lhàtgw  ‘space, room  [އ

[bêd ܵࡈ  ’bêdgw  ‘skin pustule  [އ

[blé ܵࡈ  ’blhégw  ‘bend over  [އ

[ lád ܵࡈ  ’lhádgw  ‘between  [އ

 

In (40) I list other environments where gw occurs, and I provide some minimal 

and near minimal pairs in (41).  

 

(40) [gw]/ elsewhere  

 Phonetic Phonemic Gloss 

#__ [gއâސ] gwâ'  ‘ripe’ 

 [gއàݑâ  ’gwàrâtx  ‘type of sandals [ݹ

bgއ [bgއČހݦ] bgwČ7 ‘he used to smoke’ 

tsgއ [tsgއé n] tsgwén  ‘he is smoking it’  

 

(41) Minimal and near minimal pairs 

 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

gw vs. g  gwá'a 

[gއáސa] 

‘I will 

give’ st. 

 gӽ'a  

[gӽސa] 

‘nine’ 

nhâgwá7  

[nâܵއáހݦ] 

‘I am 

following’ 

 nhàgá7  

[nàܵáހݦ] 

‘I am 

blocked’ 

 zìgw  

[zì ܵࡈ  [އ

‘fart’ 

 nhîg  

[nî ޝ ܵࡈ ] 

‘non sense 

word’ 
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Lastly, the spectrograms that show the phonetic properties of the phonological 

processes in (38) and (39) are in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Labiovelar fricativization. 

 

The arrow in spectrogram (a) shows the fricativization in word-medially and in 

(b) the arrow indicates the fricativization in word-final position. 

In sum, the lenis stops b, d and g behave similarly in that they have more than two 

allophones and undergo phonological processes as a natural class. Also, more rules affect 

lenis stops than their fortis counterparts, which is probably a reflection of the greater 

stability of the fortis consonants. The velar phoneme g is fricativized in word-initial if the 

following segment in the verb stem is an e, and both g and b provide the phonotactic 

constraint *gb [verb stem. The distribution of the labialized velar gw is parallel to the 

plain velar segment [g], with one exception: it is not fricativized if the subsequent 

segment is an e.  

[lêܵއàހݦ] 
‘league’ 

[b l é  ܵࡈ   [އ
‘bend over’ 

(a) (b)
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There are common sound processes among the plain lenis stops and the labialized 

velar gw. They undergo fricativization in word medial position and in word final position. 

The rules that describe these phonological processes are in (42) and (43).  

 

(42) Intervocalic fricativization 

 

[+voice,-son,-cont]--->[+cont,+voice,-son,]/ [+syll,-con,+approx,+son] __V. (Obligatory) 

 

(43) Final devoicing 

 

[+voice, -son, -cont] ---- > [+cont,-son - voice] /__#. (Obligatory)      

 

3.2.  AFFRICATES 

Betaza Zapotec has a set of four affricates ts, dz, tx [ݹ], and dx [ݶ]. The BZ fortis 

affricates are ts and tx and their lenis counterparts are dz and dx. Fortis affricates are 

always voiceless and their lenis counterparts are voiced in word-initial and word-medial 

positions. In word-final position, the lenis affricates are slightly devoiced. Next, in the 

same order as in the previous section, I present first the fortis segments.  

 

3.2.1. Fortis affricates  

There are two fortis affricates: ts and tx. They both are articulated with the tongue 

blade (coronal), though the first differs from the second in that the ts is anterior and tx is 

not.  

The alveolar fortis affricate ts occurs in all three common positions and it has a 

single realization. Its distribution is illustrated in (44).  
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(44) ts distribution  

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

 ’tsìlhé  ‘dawn  [ìléݸ] __#

 ’tó7  ‘oursts  [ހtó௧ݸ] 

V__V [bݸbé௧ހ]  btsbé7  ‘take him back’ 

 [bݸgó௧ހ]  btsgó7  ‘kicked it back ’ 

__# [báݸ]  báts  ‘a little while ago’ 

tsk [ݸkàݹé௧ހ]  tskàtxé7 ‘hiding’ 

xts [ݸݕČ n]   xݸČn  ‘its excrement’ 

 

The fortis affricate ts can precede and follow few consonants to form consonant 

clusters. It precedes only two consonants, k and kw, and it can be preceded by b, x, s, l 

and w. Two examples are provided above. Minimal and near minimal pairs are in (45). 

 

(45) Minimal and near minimal pairs 

 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

ts vs. tx  tsó7  

[tsó௧ހ] 

‘to be 

born’ 

 txԁ'o  

 [oސԁݹ]

‘let’s go’ 

 dzgòtsé7  

[dzgòtsé௧ހ] 

‘he is getting 

gray hair’ 

 dzgòtxé7 

[dzgòݹé௧ހ] 

‘he’s been 

denounced’ 

 báts  

[báts] 

‘a few 

minutes ago’ 

 gátx  

 gáݹ  

‘yellow’  

 

ts vs. t  tsà'  

[tsàސ] 

‘I am 

walking’ 

 tâ'  

[tâސ] 

‘will ring’ 

 

 bátse  

[bátsƝ] 

‘a few minutes 

ago’ 

 báté  

[bátƝ] 

‘when’ 

 

 blats  

[bláts] 

‘mosquitoes’ 

 lât  

[lâtހ] 

‘metal 

can’ 
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The next fortis alveo-palatal affricate is tx. This consonant also has a single 

realization. Its distribution is presented in (46) and the minimal and near minimal pairs 

are in (47). 

 

(46) tx distribution  

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

 ’txòngh  Cont. ‘run way  [ònȤݹ] __#

V__V [bíݹ௧ހ]  bítx7  ‘grasshopper’ 

 [jݹé௧ހ]   ytxé7  ‘needle’ 

__# [dzláݹ]  dzlátx  ‘laborious’ 

 ’txítx  ‘white  [ݹíݹ] 

btx [݊ݹàݹo௧ހ]  btxàtxo7  Comp. ‘you scold’  

txd [ݹdìސ] txdì' ‘a bit’ adv. of time 

 

(47) Minimal and near minimal pairs 

 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

tx vs. ts   txԁ'  

 [ސԁݹ]

‘let’s 

go’ 

 tsó  

[tsó] 

‘to be 

born’ 

 dzgòtxé7 

[dzgòݹé௧ހ] 

‘he’s been 

denounced’ 

 dzgòtsé7  

[dzgòtsé௧ހ] 

‘getting gray 

hair’ 

 gátx  

[gáݹ]  

‘yellow 

color’ 

 báts  

[báts] 

‘a few 

minutes 

ago’ 

tx vs. x 

 

 txӿ  

 [ӿݹ]

‘neat’ 

 xí  

 [íݕ]

‘delicious’ 

 btxé 

[bݹé] 

‘louse’  

 bxé  

[bݕé] 

‘tomatoes’ 

 yìtx 

[jìݹ] 

‘paper’ 

 yîzx  

[jîࡈݤ ] 

‘dry grass’ 

 

In sum, there are two fortis affricates. They both are coronal, but ts is anterior and 

tx is not. These two consonants do not undergo any change due to the environment in 
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which they occur, however, their lenis counterparts dz and dx are affected by 

phonological rules, particularly the lenis alveolar dz. These segments are presented in the 

following section.  

 

3.2.2.  Lenis affricates 

In BZ, there are two lenis affricates: the alveolar dz and the alveo-palatal one, dx. 

They have the same place features as their fortis counterparts. Both are coronal, but the 

first one is anterior and the second one is not. The fortis alveolar dz undergoes important 

phonological processes. For instance, in word final position it is devoiced. This is 

essentially the same process for the lenis plosives described previously and the obstruents 

in general, so in the obstruent section I will provide a general rule that accounts for this 

natural class. Examples of dz final devoicing are in (48). 

 

(48) [dz] final devoicing  

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

V__# [nࡢݵ ]  nhdz  ‘first 

 [jáࡢݵ ]  yádz  ‘clean’ 

 [neݵғ ࡢ ]   nhédz   ‘resin’ 

 [jࡢݵ ]  ydz   ‘resin stick’ 

 

In verb morphology, the alveolar affricate lenis dz undergoes three morpho-

phonological processes when it comes into contact with the alveolar and the alveo-palatal 

affricates. These phonological processes are illustrated with the following set of data.  

In the Betaza Zapotec verb system, the continuative basic aspectual marker is the 

lenis alveo-palatal dz-. This segment occurs only before voiced segments, as illustrated in 

(49). 
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(49) dz- basic aspectual marker  

Verb stem Orthography Phonetic Gloss  

-áw- dzáwé7  [dzáwbéހݦ] Cont. ‘he is eating it’ 

-wá- dzwán  [dzwá n] Cont. ‘I am carrying it’ 

-yid- dzyitxbe7 [dzjíݹbƝހݦ] Cont. ‘he is defecating’ 

-bék- dzbékbe7 [dzbékbƝހݦ] Cont. ‘he is setting up’ smtg. 

-d- dzdbé7 [dzdȕéހݦ] Cont. ‘he is passing around’ smtg. 

-gô- dzgôbe7 [dzgôbƝހݦ] Cont. ‘he is putting in’ smtg. 

-l- dzlben [dzlȕƝ n] Cont. ‘it is boiling’ 

-lh- dzlhbe7  [dzlȕƝހݦ] Cont. ‘he is getting use to’ 

- n- dznbé7  [dznȕéހݦ] Cont. ‘he is speaking’ 

-nhìt- dznhìtbé7 [dznìtbéހݦ] Cont. ‘he is getting lost’ 

 

When the aspectual marker (AM) dz- is added to a verb stem beginning with the 

lenis fricatives z and s there is a type of coalescence. First the AM undergoes devoicing 

and then the initial segment of verb stem (VS) is deleted. This morpho-phonological 

process is detailed in (50).  

 

(50) Devoicing and deletion 

AM Cont gloss Cont. Stem Comp. Pot. 

dz-  *C1C2[VS    

 ‘he’s burning’ tsgbé7 -zg- bzgbé7 gózgbé7 

 ‘he is walking’ tsàbé7 -zà- bzàbé7 gózàbé7 

 ‘he is listening’ tsnhágbé7 -znhág- bznhágbé7 góznhàgbé7 

 ‘he is studying’ tsdbé7 -sd- bsdbé7 wsdbé7 

 ‘he is buying’ tsànhìbé7 -sànhì- bsànhìbé7 gosànhìbé7 
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First, the AM is devoiced when it encounters the fricatives z and s in a verb stem 

initial position. Next, the fricatives which always are followed by a vowel are deleted 

when the resulting AM is the affricate ts. The second morpho-phonological process is 

motivated by a phonotactic constraint. In BZ, the affricates as C1 and the fricatives as C2 

cannot form a consonant cluster. In a verb initial stem this constraint can be represented 

as: *C1C2 [verb stem, where C1 is the alveolar affricate and C2 the alveolar fricative in 

an initial verb stem.  This is also true when the aspect marker dz comes across with the 

alveo-palatal sibilants x and zx as shown in (51). 

 

(51) Devoicing and deletion.  

AM Cont. gloss Cont. Stem Comp. Pot. 

dz-  *C1C2[ VS     

 ‘he is running away’ txònghbé7  -zxòngh- bzxònghbé7  gòzxònghbé7 

 ‘he is tearing’ txòxghbé7 -zxòxgh- bzxòxghbe7 gòzxòxghbé7 

 ‘he is setting a fire’ txnbe7 -zxn- bzxnbé7 gòzxnbe7  

 ‘he is swelling’ txnbé7 -xn- bxnbé7 xnbé7 

 ‘he is caring’ for st. txòsbé7 -xòs- bxòsbé7 xòsbé7 

 

The lenis affricate dz undergoes devoicing and then the post-alveolar fricatives 

are deleted as a consequence of the phonotactic constraint *C1C2 [verb stem. In sum, it is 

not permissible to have the fortis affricates ts and tx preceding the alveolar and post-

alveolar fricatives as shown in (50) and (51) respectively; this is because two adjacent 

sibilants cannot co-occur.   

In (52) I provide the rule that describes the devoicing of the aspectual marker, and 

in (53) there is a representation of the deletion. 
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(52) Devoicing of the AM 

                                                                       + cont 

 - cont                     - voice    +cor   

+ voice       ---- >     - cont                # ____    + - dist   

+ del rel  + del rel                              + - ant               

+ - voice                                       

 

 

(53) Fricatives deletion  

[+cont, +cor, +_dist, +_ant, +_voice]-- > � /[verb stem[ -voice, -cont, + del rel] __V. 

 

The phonotactic constraint *C1C2 [verb stem, contrasts with the consonant cluster 

where the fricatives s and x occur as C1 and the affricates ts, dz, tx, dx as C2. When this 

consonant cluster occurs in a verb stem, two other morpho-phonological processes occur. 

This is shown with the data in (54) and (55). 

 

(54) Fricativization 

AM Cont. Gloss Cont. Base Comp. Pot. 

dz-   (sts, sdz)    

 ‘he is stacking it’ stsîbe7 - tsî- btsîbé7 wtsîbe7 

 ‘he is accepting’  stsépe7 -tsé- btsép7 wtsépe7 

 ‘he is coughing’ sdzôbé7 -dzô- bdzôbe7 wdzôbé7 

 ‘he is throwing’ st. sdzônbe7 -dzôn- bdzònbé7 wdzònbé7 

 

 

The set of data in (54) shows that the aspect marker dz undergoes fricativization 

when it comes across with a verb stem where the initial segment is either ts or dz. This 
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pattern is quite similar when the first segments of the verb stem are the alveo-palatal 

affricates tx and dx. Additionally, in this environment there is place assimilation. This is 

illustrated in (55).  

 

(55) Fricativisazion and place assimilation 

AM Cont. gloss Cont. Base Comp. Pot. 

dz-   (xtx, xdx)    

 ‘he is twisting it’  xtxòkbên -txòk btxòkbên gotxòkbên 

 ‘he is shaving’ xtxìkwbé7 -txìkw- btxìkwbé7 gotxìkwbé7 

 ‘he is mixing’ xtxíxbe7 -txíx- btxíxbe7 gotxíxbe7 

 ‘he is getting mad’ xdxábe7 -dxá- bdxáb7 wdxábe7 

 ‘he is measuring’ xdxíxbe7 -dxix- bdxìxbé7 wdxíxbe7 

 

The rule that describes the spirantization of the AM is in (56). The rule that 

accounts for place assimilation is in (57). The place assimilation rule applies only to the 

data in (55). 

 

(56) dz- fricativization 

               - voice 

- cont   + - ant     + - cont                              

  + voice      ------ > + cont  # ___  + del rel 

+del rel  - del rel   

 

(57) place assimilation 

 

[ + del rel, + ant, -cont] ---- > [+cont –ant, -del rel] / #__ [+cont, -ant, +del rel]. 
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Lastly, I show the context where the lenis affricate dz does not undergo any 

change in (58). Minimal and near minimal pairs where dz contrast with dx, z and zx are in 

(59). 

 

(58) [dz] / elsewhere  

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

 ’dzàk  ‘happen  [ àkݵ] __ #

 ’dzô'  ‘your mouth  [ސôݵ] 

V__V [jݵó]  ydzó  ‘hole’ 

 [làݵ௧ހ]  lhàdz7  ‘clothe’ 

bdz [bݵê n]  bdzên  Imp. ‘paint’ 

ndz [nݵê n]  ndzên Stat. ‘it is painted’ 

 

(59) Minimal and near minimal pairs 

 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

dz vs. dx   dzá'  

 [ސáݵ]

‘I’m going’ 

dxà' 

 [ސàݶ]

‘day’ 

 dzlhádzé7 

 [ހé௧ݵláݵ]

‘he’s suffering’ 

dzlhàdxe' 

 [ސéݶlàݵ]

‘walk around’ 

 yádz  

[jáࡢݵ ] 

‘clean’ 

yàdx 

[jàdࡈݤ ] 

‘peach’

dz vs. z 

 

 dzíd  

ࡢíðݵ] ] 

‘coming’ 

zíd 

[zíðࡢ ] 

‘difficult’

 bdzô7  

[bݵô௧ހ] 

‘you cough 

again’   

bzò7  

[bzò௧ހ] 

‘you revived’ 

 nhêdz 

[nêݵ ࡢ ] 

‘first’ 

nhz 

[nzࡢ ] 

‘path’ 

dz vs. zx dz7 

 [ހ௧ݵ]

‘pot like’ 

zxé7 

 [ހé௧ݤ]

‘his 

clothes’ 

gàdzò7 

[gàݵò௧ހ] 

‘flu’ 

gâzxó7 

[gâݤó௧ހ] 

‘you’ll call’ 

someone’ 

bídz 

[bídzࡢ ] 

‘not 

anymore’ 

bízx 

[bíࡈݤ ] 

‘what’ 
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The other affricative segment is the alveo-palatal lenis dx. In contrast, to the 

alveolar affricate, this segment undergoes only two phonological processes. First, in 

word-final position it is devoiced as shown in (60).  

 

 final devoicing [ݶ] (60)

Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

[jà:dࡈݤ ] yàdx  ‘plums’ 

[bdࡈݤ ]  bdx  ‘bull’ 

ࡈݤídݹ] ]  txídx  ‘laugh’ 

[bîwlâ dࡈݤ ] bîwlâdx  ‘native people’  

[jê dࡈݤ ]  yêdx  ‘town’ 

 

In other contexts this segment does not undergo any change. In (61) there are 

examples where it occurs elsewhere, and I list minimal and near minimal pairs in (62) 

where dx contrasts with dz, zx and z. 

 

(61) [dx] / elsewhere 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

 ’n  ‘shoulderdxìty  [nìtjݶ] __ #

 ’dxís  ‘quiet  [ísݶ] 

V__V  [láݶetó௧ހ]  lhádxetó7  ‘we are walking around’ 

 ’dxé7  ‘his cattlexp  [ހé௧ݶpݕ] 

C __ [bݶé௧ހ]  bdxé7  ‘he got mad’ 
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(62) Minimal and near minimal pairs  

 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

dx  

vs.  

dz  

 txô'  

 [ސôݹ]

‘earthquake’ 

dzô' 

 [ސôݵ]

‘getting in’ 

 lhádxé7e 

[ládxé௧ހ] 

‘he walks’ 

lhàdzé7 

[làdzé௧ހ] 

‘clothes’ 

 gàdx  

[gàdࡈݤ ] 

‘seven’ 

nhàdz 

[nàdzࡢ ] 

‘then’ 

dx  

vs.  

zx 

 

 dxî7  

 [ހî௧ݶ]

‘coast’ 

zxí7 

 [ހí௧ݤ]

‘delicious’ 

 bdxîn  

[bݶîn] 

‘it got back’ 

bzxîn 

[bݤîn] 

Imp.‘clean 

it’ 

 yîdx  

[jîdࡈݤ ] 

‘diarrhea’ 

yîzx 

[jîࡈݤ ] 

‘dry grass’

dx  

vs.  

z 

 

 dxî7  

 [ހî௧ݶ]

‘coast’ 

zî7 

[zî௧ހ] 

‘hard’ 

 bdxín  

[bݶîn] 

‘say it back’ 

bzín 

[bzín] 

Imp. ‘buy 

it’ 

 yêdx  

[ jê dࡈݤ ] 

‘town’ 

yêz 

[jêz ࡢ ] 

‘cigarette’ 

 

In sum, the fortis affricates ts and tx have single realizations and they are always 

voiceless as demonstrated in their respective chart. Lenis affricates dz and dx undergo 

more phonological changes, particularly the alveolar affricate. One of the features that dz 

and dx share is that of devoicing word-finally. The phonetic property of this phonological 

process is shown in Figure (7).  
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Figure 7: Lenis affricates final devoicing 

 

The arrows in (7a-b) show the contrast of voicing vs. devoicing of affricates; (7a) 

is an example of the alveolar affricate dz, and (7b) is an example of the post-alveolar dx.  

 

3.3.  FRICATIVES 

In BZ there are six fricative segments: five native segments and one Spanish loan-

segment. The fricative segments are: f , s , z , x [ݕ], zx [ݤ] and gh [ݓ]. The alveolar and the 

alveo-palatal segments exhibit the lenis-fortis opposition. The Spanish loan segment f is 

presented as a fortis and the uvular gh as lenis. In the following section I present first the 

fortis segments. 

 

3.3.1.  Fortis fricatives 

The first fortis fricative is f, which is a Spanish loan-segment. The distribution of 

this phoneme is shown in (63). 

(a) (b)

 [nݵ]
‘blood’  

[néࡢݵ ]
‘resin’

[ހݦêtǀݶ]
‘we are together

[jê dࡈݤ ] 
‘village’ 
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(63) Distribution of f  

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

#__ [f:în]  fîn (<Sp) ‘end’ 

 [f:íݑm]  fírm (<Sp) ‘signature’ 

V__V [kàf:êݦ]  kàfê7  (Sp) ‘coffee’  

òf:êݹ]  r]  txòfêr (<Sp) ‘car driver’ 

  ’ríf (<Sp) ‘raffle  [:ífݐ] #__

 

The labial fortis fricative f is treated as a fortis because its duration is significantly 

longer in comparison with its original source, the Spanish form. The lengthening of this 

segment can be considered a phonological adjustment, since fortis segments in Zapotec 

were historically geminated. The fortis fricative f contrasts in all positions with the other 

two labial consonants p and b. In (64) I provide minimal and near minimal pairs that 

demonstrate this contrast. 

 

(64) Minimal and near minimal pairs  

 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

f 

vs. 

p 

 

fôk  

[fôk] 

‘bulb 

(light) 

pôl 

[pôl] 

‘Hippolito’ 

(name) 

kàfê' 

[kàf:êސ] 

‘coffee’ 

góp 

[góp] 

‘mist’ 

ríf 

 [:ífݐ]

‘raffle’ 

líp 

[lípހ] 

‘Felipe’ 

(name) 

f 

vs. 

b 

 

 fáb  

[fáȕࡢ] 

‘detergent’

 bâb  

[bâȕࡢ ] 

‘counted’ 

 txòfêr  

 [òfêrݹ]

‘car driver’ 

 txòbe7  

 [ހݦòȕƝݹ

‘pulling’ 

 

------------ 

 lâb  

[lâȕࡢ] 

‘vulture’  
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The next fortis consonant is the alveolar fricative s. This segment has a single 

realization, and its distribution is illustrated in (65). 

 

(65) Distribution of s 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

#__ [sân]  sân  ‘give birth’ 

V__V [ݕísƝ௧ހ]  xíse7  ‘his water’ 

 [bsé]  bsé  ‘stomach ache’ 

__# [nìs ]   nhìs  ‘water’ 

 [lâs]   lâs  (<Sp) ‘Lázaro’ (name) 

C+s [nsdé௧ހ]  nsdé7  Stat. ‘he is well trained’ 

s+C [stìn]  stìn  ‘burst’ 

 

The consonant s contrasts in the three basic positions with x, t and ts. The minimal 

and near minimal pairs that demonstrate this contrast are in (66). 
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(66) Minimal and near minimal pairs  

 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

s 

vs. 

x 

 sìn  

[ sìn] 

‘palm 

plant’ 

 xìn  

 [ìnݕ]

‘twelve’ 

 bsé  

[bsé] 

‘stomach 

ache’  

 bxé  

[bݕé] 

‘tomatoes’ 

 xís  

 [ísݕ]

‘water’ 

(poss. form) 

 zxíx  

 [ݕíݤ]

‘sweet’ 

s 

vs. 

 t 

 

 sôn  

[sôn] 

‘song’ 

 tón  

[tón] 

‘one’ 

specified  

 nàsé 

[nàsé] 

‘the day 

before 

yesterday’ 

 bàté  

[bàté] 

‘when’ 

 bís  

[bís] 

‘cat’ 

 bnhìt  

[bnìtހ] 

‘lost’ 

s 

vs. 

ts 

sí' 

[síސ] 

‘to buy’ 

tsí7i 

[tsíސi] 

‘buying’ 

 bsé7  

[bsé௧ހ] 

Imp. 

‘spread it’  

btsé 

[btsé௧] 

Imp.‘bring 

it back’ 

bâs 

[bâs] 

‘glass’ 

báts 

[báts] 

‘a while 

ago’ 

 

The last fortis fricative is x. The distribution of this segment is very similar to the 

previous segment since it occurs in all positions as well. This is shown in (67). 
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(67) The distribution of x  

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

 ’xòpé ‘six  [òpéݕ] __#

 ’xôga'  ‘finger nail   [ސôgàݕ] 

V__V [tíݕ௧ހ]  tíx7  ‘deer’ 

 [gòݕóސ]  gòxó'  Pot. ‘will set’ 

__# [wȕíݕ]  wbíx  ‘to fall dawn’ 

 ’xhíx  ‘sweet  [ݕíݤ ] 

C+x [݊ݕòs]  bxòs  ‘priest’ 

x+C [ ݕná ]  xná  ‘red’ 

 

I provide minimal and near minimal pairs where x contrasts with s and tx in (68). 

 

(68) Minimal and near minimal pairs 

 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

x vs. s 

 

 

 xí 

 [íݕ]

‘delicious’ 

 síb  

[síȕࡢ] 

‘at the top’

 lyíx7  

[ljíݕ௧ހ] 

‘field’ 

 kìsê7  

[kìsê௧ހ] 

‘to 

distribute’ 

 xhíx  

 [ݕíݤ ]

‘delicious’ 

 nhìs  

[ nìs] 

‘water’

x vs. tx 

 

 

 xìn 

 [ìnݕ]

‘twelve’ 

 txìn  

 [ìnݹ]

‘thirteen’ 

 góxé7  

[góݕé௧ ] 

‘he will 

hold’ 

gótxé'  

[góݹéސ] 

‘I’ll bother 

him’ 

 bíx  

[bíݕ] 

‘falling’ 

 bítx 

[bíݹ] 

‘voice’ 

 

To summarize, the three fortis fricatives presented in this section have single 

realizations, and all of them are voiceless, which is also the main feature of the fortis 

affricates. Thus, fortis affricates and fricatives are always voiceless. Additionally, they 
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have stronger friction compared to their lenis counterparts which might be the reflex of 

fortis length, assuming that they were historical geminated segments.  

 

3.3.2.  Lenis fricatives 

There are three lenis fricatives: the alveolar fricative z, the alveo-palatal fricative 

zx and the uvular fricative gh. The first two have fortis counterparts, and the last one does 

not. The following set of data shows the distribution of each segment. 

The alveolar fricative lenis z is produced in front of the alveolar ridge with the 

tongue blade and without closure of the oral cavity. The friction occurring while the 

airflow is released is less than its counterpart fortis s.  

The alveolar fricative lenis z undergoes a single phonological change; it is 

devoiced in word-final position. This is illustrated in (69).  

 

(69) [zࡢ ] devoicing in word-final position 

Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

[nzࡢ ]  nhz  ‘pat’ 

[ìzࡢ ]  ìz  ‘year’ 

[twìzࡢ ]  twìz  ‘one year’ 

[jzࡢ ]  yz  ‘corncob’ 

[lâz ࡢ ]  lhâz ‘instead of’ 

 

The surface form of this segment is partially devoiced, and the underlying 

representation is /z/. The lenis fricative z does not change in other contexts as illustrated 

in (70). It also contrasts in all positions with zx and dz. In (71) I provide minimal and near 

minimal pairs that demonstrate this contrast. 
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(70) [z] / elsewhere 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

# __ [zàg] zàg  ‘cold’ 

 [zìdéހݦ] zìdé7  ‘sticky’ 

V__V [nózéހݦ] nhózé7  ‘I do not know’ 

 [bzáހݦ] bzá7  ‘fox’ 

C+z [bzàސ] bzàސ   Imp. ‘walk’ 

z+C [zwá] zwá ‘is there’ 

 

(71) Minimal and near minimal pairs  

 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

z  

vs.  

zx 

zâ7  

[zâހݦ] 

‘baby corn’ 

zxà'  

 [ސàݤ]

‘my clothes’ 

nhòzé  

[nòzé] 

‘I do not 

know’ 

nhòzxé  

[nòzxé] 

‘who’ 

yz  

[jzࡢ ] 

‘corncob’ 

yêzx  

[jê ࡈݤ ] 

‘village

’ 

z  

vs.  

dz 

zàdòpe7  

[zàdòpހݦ] 

‘pinto 

beans’ 

dzàdóbe7  

[dzàdóbހݦ] 

‘he is 

poking’ 

kwzé'   

[kއzéސ] 

‘I’ll wait 

for him’ 

kwédze7 

[kއédzƝހݦ] 

‘let him 

sit’ 

yz  

[jzࡢ ] 

‘corncob’ 

ydz  

[jdzࡢ ] 

‘hole’ 

 

The next fricative to consider is the alveo-palatal zx or [ݤ]. This phoneme has 

similar features to z and shares one place feature (coronal) and differs in one because it is 

not anterior.  

The lenis fricative zx undergoes only one phonological change: it is devoiced in 

word-final position. This is represented in (72).  
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ࡢݤ] (72) ] devoicing in word-final position 

Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

[jîݤ ࡈ ]   yîzx  ‘grass’ 

[jôݤ ࡈ ]  yôzx  ‘sand’ 

[pàdjôݤ ࡈ ]  pàdyôzx  ‘greetings’ 

[bݕ.jîݤ ࡈ ]  bxyîzx  ‘green tomatoes’ 

[kއànâݤ ࡈ ]  kwànhâzx  ‘type of herb’ 

 

This phoneme does not change elsewhere as shown in (73), and it contrasts in all 

position with gh and z. The minimal and near minimal pairs that illustrate this contrast are 

in (74). 

 

 elsewhere / [ݤ] (73)

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

 ’zxìlhá7  ‘cotton  [ހìlá௧ݤ] __ #

 ’saliva‘  7zxénh  [ހ௧énݤ] 

V__V  [bìݤé]  bìzxé ‘what’ 

  [gàݤé]  gàzxé  ‘where’ 

C+zx [bݤànƝ௧ހ]   bzxànhe7  Comp. ‘she gave birth’ 

 [nݤéސ]  nzxé'  ‘he is different’ 
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(74) Minimal and near minimal pairs  

 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

zx vs.gh  zxîn  

 [nîݤ]

‘son’ 

 ghíd  

ࡢíðݓ] ] 

‘hen’ 

 

 gòzxé7  

[gòݤéހݦ] 

‘call 

him’ 

 zxòghé7  

 [òȤé௧ݤ]

‘hot sauce’ 

 gázx  

[gáࡈݤ ] 

‘where’  

 yêgh  

[jêݓ ࡢ ] 

‘stone’ 

zx vs. z 

 

 zxìlhá7  

 [ހݦìláݤ]

‘cotton’ 

 zìnhá7  

[zìnáހݦ] 

‘oak tree’ 

 gàzxén  

[gàݤén] 

‘where 

is it’  

 gâzƝn  

[gâzƝ n] 

‘he’ll scatter 

it’ 

 gòzx  

[gòݤ ࡢࡢࡢ
ࡈ ] 

Cit.‘to 

call’ 

 gòz  

[gòzࡢ ] 

‘ to 

scatter’ 

 

Lastly, in the group of lenis obstruents, the last one to consider is the uvular 

fricative gh. This segment is articulated behind the soft palate, and it has two phonetic 

realizations. First, it is devoiced or weakened in word-final position. Word-finally, this 

segment never occurs after the vowel a or i, but it does after o, e and after a consonant. 

This is shown in (75). 

 

ࡢݓ] (75) ] devoicing in word-final position 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

V__# [ljêݓ ࡢ ]  lyêgh  ‘testicles’ 

 [bjêݓ ࡢ ]  byêgh  Imp. ‘go’ 

 [bzôݓ ࡢ ]  bsôgh Imp. ‘write’ 

C__# [bétࡢݓ ]  bétgh  Imp. ‘get downstairs’ 

 [jítsࡢݓ ]  yítsgh  ‘head’ 

 [bjálࡢݓ ]  byálgh  ‘it opened’ 
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It is important to mention that when gh is preceded by the vowel as in o7 and e7, 

it devoices less in comparison with forms where the preceding phoneme is a consonant. 

These environments are shown in (75), and in both cases I transcribe this segment as a 

devoiced uvular.  

The uvular fricative does not change elsewhere; this is illustrated in (76), and in 

(77) there are minimal and near minimal pairs where gh contrasts with g and k to show 

that gh is a distinct phoneme. 

 

 elsewhere / [ݓ] (76)

 Phonetic Phonemic Gloss 

ࡢíðݓ] __# ]  ghíd  ‘hen’ 

V__V [ lݓé]  lhghé  ‘fence’ 

 [jݓé]  yghé  ‘flower’ 

òݤ]   ’é]   zxòghé  ‘hot sauceݓ

Cf_V [jítsݓéހݦ]  yitsghé7  ‘his head’ 

 [jétݓéހݦ]  yétghé7  Pot. ‘he will get down stairs’ 
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(77) Minimal and near minimal pairs  

 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

gh 

vs.  

g 

 

 

 ghíd  

ࡢíðݓ] ] 

‘hen’ 

 

 gîndà  

[ܵînðà] 

‘maroon 

color’ 

 

 yèghé  

[jݓé] 

‘flower’ 

sègé7  

[sè ܵࡈ éހݦ] 

‘flour drink’ 

 byêgh  

[bjêݓ ࡢ ] 

‘go’ 

byg  

[bj ܵࡈ ] 

‘burned’ 

gh 

vs.  

k 

 

 ghíd  

ࡢíðݓ] ] 

‘hen’ 

 

 kîb  

[kîȕࡢ] 

‘to wash’ 

yèghé  

[jݓé] 

‘flower’ 

yéké7  

[yékéހݦ] 

‘he’ll take 

back’ st. 

 blègh  

[blèࡢݓ ] 

Imp.‘take 

out’ st. 

 blk  

[blkހ] 

‘to place st.’ 

 

Lastly, the spectrograms in Figure (8) show the phonetic properties of two lenis 

fricatives: the post-alveolar and the uvular lenis. The spectrograms in (a) illustrate the 

contrast between the voiced post-alveolar zx and the voiceless one. Similarly, in (b) there 

is the contrast of voicing for the uvular consonant.  
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Figure 8: Lenis fricatives final devoicing 

(a) (b)

  [íݤ]
‘delicious’ 

[jîࡢݤ ]
‘dry grass’ 

ࡢíðݓ] ]
‘hen’ 

[yítsࡢݓ ] 
‘head’ 
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Finally, it is important to highlight that the uvular lenis fricative gh is typical of 

Xhon Zapotec, and BZ has this sound. However, I have observed that Yechikobi Zapotec, 

which is a dialect from the same area, exhibits k instead of gh word-finally. In fact, in 

word-final position, proto-Zapotec (PZ) forms have *k (Kaufman 2005 - 2007), whereas 

BZ exhibits the uvular fricative gh. This is shown in (78). 

 

(78) *k PZ, gh BZ 

PZ  BZ Gloss 

*yekkek yítsgh ‘head’ 

*yakkwak yápgh ‘pear vegetable’ 

*keyek yêgh ‘stone’ or ‘rock’ 

*asak gâsgh ‘shower’  

*kassak gásgh ‘black’ 

*ketta7k yétgh ‘to go down’ 

(taken from Kaufman 1994 - 2004) 

 

This suggests that the gh in BZ was historically a k, and possibly in dialects where 

k occurs instead of gh, the gh is a reflex of an historical *k. Additionally, the fact that in 

PZ there were no *kk geminates word-finally can possible explain why gh does not have 

a distinctive fortis counterpart in BZ and in most Xhon dialects.  

In sum, there are three lenis fricatives in the BZ sound inventory, the alveolar z, 

the alveo-palatal zx and the uvular gh. The first two have their fortis counterparts and the 

last one does not. Lastly, lenis fricative are devoiced in word-final position. This 

phonological process also occurs with the lenis affricate. In (79) I present the rule that 

accounts for the final devoicing of affricates and fricatives. This phonological process is 

characteristic of all lenis obstruents, so I will examine this rule further in the next section.  
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(79) Lenis affricates and fricatives final devoicing 

[ - son, +voice, +cont] ----- > [- voice] / ___#. 

 

3.4.  OBSTRUENTS 

In BZ, obstruents undergo important phonological processes; word final 

devoicing and obstruent neutralization are the most common. Word final devoicing and 

voice assimilation are not particular to BZ; they have been reported for Cajonos Zapotec 

(Nellis & Hollenbach 1980) and for Yalálag Zapotec (Avelino Becerra 2004). In addition, 

word final devoicing and voice assimilation occurs in several languages, for example in 

Dutch, Turkish, Yiddish, and Russian (Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1994). 

The literature on these phenomena has also established a typology of the 

devoicing and voice assimilation. This is illustrated in (80); Yalálag and Betaza Zapotec 

are included.  

 

(80) Obstruent neutralization  

Language Word-finally Word-medially Assimilation 

German Yes Yes No 

Yiddish No No Yes 

Dutch Yes Yes Yes 

Berber No No No 

Yalálag Zapotec Yes Yes Yes 

Betaza Zapotec Yes Yes Yes 

 

(adapted from Wetzels & Mascaró 2001) 
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3.4.1.  Word final devoicing 

In BZ fortis obstruents are always voiceless word-finally. Lenis plosives are 

weakened to a fricative and slightly devoiced. Lenis affricates and fricatives are also 

devoiced. This has been shown for each sound class in the previous section. Thus, in (81) 

I just provide the rule that accounts for this phonological process.  

 

(81) Final devoicing rule 

[ - son ] ----- > [-voiced ] / _____ #. 

 

3.4.2.  Obstruent voicing neutralization  

In BZ lenis obstruents undergo fortition (devoiced) when the post-alveolar 

fricative [ݕ] is prefixed for possession to a noun stem. Thus, there is progressive voice 

assimilation. The set of data in (82) shows evidence of this process. 
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(82) Progressive voice assimilation 

Noun stem Gloss Possessed 

forms  

Phonetic Gloss 

bêdzgh  ‘hen’  xpédzgwà7  [ݕpédzgއà௧ހ] ‘my hen’ 

bdxé ‘bull’  xpdxébe7 [ݕpݶbé௧ހ] ‘his bull’ FAM 

bbé  ‘trash’  xpêbà7  [ݕpêbá௧ހ] ‘my trash’ 

blhá7 ‘flesh’  xplhé7 [ݕplé௧ހ] ‘his flesh’ HON 

dԁ7  ‘cord’  xtòbé7  [ݕtòȕé௧ހ] ‘his cord’ 

dòbé ‘feather’  xtòbbá7 [ݕtòȕ.bá௧ހ] ‘its feather’ 

gàdên (<Sp) ‘necklace’  xkàdénhà7  [ݕkàdénà௧ހ] ‘my necklace’ 

gòbé ‘broom’  xkòbtó7 [ݕkòȕtó௧ހ] ‘our broom’ 

dz7n  ‘blood’  xtsénhà7  [ݕtsénà௧ހ] ‘my blood’ 

dzóp ‘croup’  xtsópbá7 [ݕtsópbá௧ހ] ‘bird’s butt’ 

dzô7 ‘basket’  xtsô' [ݕtsôސ] ‘your basket’ 

dzìghƝ ‘chin’  xtsìghƝ7 [ݕtsìghƝ௧ހ] ‘his chin’ 

dxî7l  ‘comal’  xtxìlhé7 [ݹݕilé௧ހ] ‘his comal’ 

dxìn ‘work/job’  xtxìntó7 [ݹݕintó௧ހ] ‘our job’ 

zâ7 ‘baby corn’  xsân [ݕsâ n] ‘this is my baby 

corn’ 

 

The data in (82) show that lenis (or voiced) obstruents do not occur after the 

alveolar fricative [ݕ], but they occur elsewhere. Fortis (or devoiced) obstruents occur 

there as well as elsewhere. So these two classes of sound are in neutralization 

distribution. The rule that governs this phonological process is in (83) 
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(83) Progressive voice assimilation 

C 

  [+voice, +cons -son ] ---- > [-voice ] / [+cor, + cont, +del rel,- son, -voice,] __V.  

 

Lastly, in BZ there is also regressive voice assimilation. When the labial plosive 

lenis (voiced) is prefixed for completive aspect to a verb stem that starts with voiceless 

obstruent, the voiced obstruent surfaces as voiceless. This is illustrated in (84), and I offer 

the rule that accounts for this phonological process in (85). 

 

(84) Regressive voice assimilation. 

Verb stem Orthography Phonetic Gloss 

-kàtx-  bkàtxbé7 [݊kàݹȕé௧ހ] Comp. ‘he hide himself’  

-kà-  bkàbé7 [݊kàȕé n] Comp. ‘he pulled it’ 

-tàn-  btàbén  [݊tàȕé n] Comp. ‘he moved it ’ 

-tònh-  btònhén [݊tòné n] Comp. ‘it enlarged’ 

-sí-  bsíbên  [݊síȕê n] Comp. ‘he squeezed it’  

-s-  bsbé7 [݊sȕé௧ހ] Comp. ‘he threw’ st.  

-tsòg-  btsòga7  [݊tsòܵƗ௧ހ] Comp. ‘I cut’  

-tseg-  btsgó' [݊tsܵóސ] Comp.  ‘you kicked’ 

-txàlgh-  btxàlgó'  [݊ݹàlȤóސ] Comp.  ‘you talked’ 

-txatx-  btxàtxò' [݊ݹàtxòސ] Comp.  ‘you complained’ 

 

(85) Regressive voice assimilation (obligatory) 

 

 [ +voice, – cont, + lab ] --- > [-voice +cont]/  #__ [-son -voice]   
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3.5.  SONORANTS 

In BZ,  there are seven sonorant segments. Four of them are fortis (m, n, ñ and l) 

while three are lenis (nh, lh, and r). Typically, fortis sonorants are longer than the lenis 

ones. The nasals are always voiced, but the lenis liquid and the rhotic are not; they are 

devoiced in word-final position. In this section I describe first the nasals, then the liquids, 

lastly the rhotics. This is to show the length contrast between the fortis and lenis 

segments.  

 

3.5.1.  Nasals  

The nasal segments are: m, n, nh and ñ. The labial nasal m and the alveo-palatal ñ 

are loan segments. These segments are treated as fortis consonants because their phonetic 

properties are similar to the native segments. For instance, they do not undergo any 

phonological change word-finally. The phonemes m and ñ do not have lenis counterparts, 

but the alveolar nasal n does. Based on this, I present first the nasals that do not show a 

lenis counterpart, then the alveolar nasal n. 

The labial nasal m has a single realization. It is not a native segment, and it occurs 

mostly in Spanish loanwords. The distribution of this segment is exemplified in (86). 

 

(86) Distribution of m 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

# __ [mê :ts]  mêts (< Sp) ‘money’ 

 [mís]  mís (< Sp) ‘mass’ 

V__V [límà]  límà (< Sp) ‘lime’ 

V__ p [tmpࡢݐ ân] tmpݐân (< Sp) ‘early’ 

__# [kàmޝ]  kàm (< Sp) ‘bed’ 

 [ lòmޝ]  lhòm (< Sp) ‘hill’ 
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Word-initially and word-medially, the length of m does not vary much as it occurs 

in word final position. This is shown in the last two examples above. A possible source of 

m lengthening word-finally is the deletion of the vowel in the original Spanish forms 

([kàmޝ] < cama, ‘bed’, [lòmޝ] < loma ‘hill’).The minimal and near minimal pairs where m 

contrasts with n, p and b are shown in (87). 

 

(87) Minimal and near minimal pairs of m contrasting with n, p and b 

 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

m  

vs.  

n 

 mâl  

[mâl] 

‘bad’ 

 nàl  

[nàl] 

‘Bernardo’ 

(name) 

 

 dzômé7 

[dzômé௧ހ] 

‘he’s doing’ 

(contracted 

form) 

 dzóné7 

[dzóné௧ހ] 

‘he’s giving 

away’ st. 

 

 kám  

[ kám:] 

‘bed’ 

 kân  

[kân] 

‘Candido’ 

(name) 

m  

vs.  

p 

 mâl  

[mâ:l] 

‘bad’ 

pâl  

[pâl] 

‘shovel’ 

txêmò  

 [êmòݹ]

‘Anselmo’ 

(name) 

txépò7  

 [ހݦépòݹ]

‘to drown’ 

 lhóm  

[ lómޝ] 

‘hill’ 

 

lhòp  

[lòpހ] 

‘Lupe’ 

(name) 

m  

vs.  

b 

mlhâd  

[mlâðࡢ ] 

‘sugar 

cane 

honey’ 

blhâtó  

[blâ tó] 

‘we 

returned’ 

yàmâdà7  

[jàmâðàހݦ] 

‘phone call’ 

 lábàdà7  

[láȕàðàހݦ] 

‘calabash’ 

zxôm  

  ômݤ 

‘type of 

basket’ 

 zxôb  

ࡢôȕݤ] ] 

‘cement 

mix’ 

 

The next segment without a lenis counterpart is the alveo-palatal ñ. Like the m, 

this is a borrowed segment. It has a single realization, and it occurs only in word-medial 

and in word-final positions. This is illustrated in (88).  
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(88) Distribution  of ñ 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

V__V [pà݄âl]  pàñâl  (<Sp) ‘diapers’ 

 [pò݄âl]  pòñâl  (<Sp) ‘dagger’ 

__# [sê ݄:]  sêñ   (<Sp) ‘sign’ 

 [bâ ݄:]  bâñ  (<Sp) ‘restroom’ 

 

Similar to m, in word-final position this segment is longer than those in word-

medial position. A possible explanation of [݄] lengthening is the lost of the final vowel 

from the original Spanish forms ([sê ݄:] < seña ‘sign’, [bâ ݄:] < baño ‘restroom’).     

Additionally, there are three native forms that are realized with this phoneme ñ, [w݄àݦ] 

wñà7 ‘rich’, [݄àݦ] ñà7 ‘feet’, and verb [w݄á] wñá ‘to call’ (two conjugated forms are in 

the list below). Lastly, in (89) I present minimal and near minimal pairs for this segment. 

 

(89) Minimal and near minimal pairs of ñ 

 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

ñ vs. n  ñà  

[݄à] 

‘his foot’ 

 nà7  

[nà௧] 

‘now’ 

 gòñé7  

[gò݄é௧ހ] 

‘he’ll call’ 

 gòne7  

[gònƝ௧ހ] 

‘he’ll 

give’ st. 

 sêñ  

[sê ݄ ] 

‘signal’ 

 sên  

[sê n] 

‘he’s 

driving it’ 

ñ vs. y  ñò'  

[݄òސ] 

‘your 

foot’ 

 yô7  

[jô௧ހ] 

‘house’ 

 bñá7  

[b݄á௧ހ] 

‘I called 

back ’ 

 wyá  

[wjá] 

‘dance’ 

 sêñ  

[sê ݄ ] 

‘signal’ 

 sêy  

[sê j] 

‘seal’ 

 

The next segments to consider are the alveolar nasals n (fortis) and nh, (lenis). 

Both segments are voiced, but the lenis undergoes phonological changes. Because of this, 
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I present the lenis consonant first. The lenis segment has two allophones; first, it 

assimilates the point of articulation of the following consonant as shown in (90). 

 

(90) /n/ ----- > [m] / V__b. 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

V__b [ݕbmbá௧ހ]  xbnhbá7  Poss. ‘its finger’ 

 ’xbànhbá7  Poss. ‘its tail  [ހbàmbá௧ݕ] 

 ’xtxìnhbé7  Poss. ‘his work  [ހìmbé௧ݹݕ] 

 ’nhbé7  Pot. ‘he will huntx  [ހmbé௧ݕ] 

 [bmbé௧ހ]  bnhbé7  Pot. ‘he made it’ 

 

The examples in (90) show that when nh is preceded by a b it becomes [m]. In 

other contexts, this segment does not undergo any other change. In (91) I provide 

examples where it occurs elsewhere. 

 

(91) [ n ] / elsewhere  

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

# __ [ nà௧ހ]  nhà7  ‘there’ 

 [ nèdá௧ހ]  nhèdá7  ‘me’ 

V__V [jìná௧ހ]  yìnhá7 ‘chili’ 

 [dzàknèná௧ހ]  dzàknhènhá7  Cont. ‘I’m helping’ 

 ’xbành  ‘tail  [ bànݕ] #__

 ’txênh ‘together  [ ênݹ] 

 

In contrast, the fortis nasal has a single realization. This consonant is not affected 

if it precedes the labial stop b. In (92) I provide some examples. 
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(92) Fortis nasal preceding b  

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

a) [ݹnbé]  txnbé  Cont. ‘he is getting fat’ 

 ’nhbé7  Pot. ‘he will huntx  [ހmbé௧ݕ] 

b) [bnbên] bnbên Comp. ‘he gave it’ 

 [bmbé௧ހ] bnhbê7 Comp. ‘he did it’ st. 

c) [stsnbá௧ހ] stsnbá7 Cont. ‘he is scratching’ 3SANI 

 nhbƗ7 Poss. ‘his blood’ 3SANIxts [ހmbƗ௧tsݕ] 

 

In (92) there are three examples where the fortis nasal is not affected by the 

following labial stop, and at the bottom of each example there is a word containing a 

lenis nasal which assimilates the point of articulation of the labial stop. This is to 

establish a contrast and verify that the fortis nasal does not undergo place assimilation. 

So, the fortis nasal n  has a single realization. The distribution of this segment is shown in 

(93).  

 

(93) Distribution of n 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

#__ [nȤé]  nèghé  ‘yesterday’ 

 [néslǀ௧ހ]  néslho7   ‘you know 

V__V [ݤînà௧ހ]  zxînà7  Poss.‘my son’ 

 [bné௧ހ]  bné7  ‘person 

 ’xôn ‘nest  [ônݕ] #__

 ’xén  ‘to commence  [énݕ] 

 

Lastly, in (94) I present minimal pairs to show the fortis-lenis opposition.  
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(94) Minimal pairs  

 Fortis Lenis Fortis Lenis Fortis Lenis 

#__  nà'  

[nàސ] 

‘now’ 

 nhá7  

[náހݦ] 

‘there’ 

  nàsé 

[nàsé] 

‘the day 

after 

yesterday’ 

 nhàsé 

[nàsé] 

‘just’, 

‘right 

there’ 

 nèghé  

[nèȤé] 

‘yesterday’ 

 

 nhêghé7  

[nêȤéހݦ] 

‘he’s 

drunk’ 

V__V zxînà7 

 [ހݦînàݤ]

‘my son’ 

zxìnhâ' 

 [ސìnâݤ]

‘my 

nose’ 

bèné7 

[bèné௧ހ] 

‘he gave’ 

st. 

bènhé7 

[bèné௧ހ] 

‘he made 

it’  

yíná7 

[jíná௧ހ] 

‘I’m 

chewing’ 

yìnhá7 

[jìná௧ހ] 

‘chili’ 

__# zîn 

[zîn] 

‘it is 

heavy’ 

zình 

[zìn] 

‘palm 

leaf’ 

xôn 

 [ônݕ]

‘nest’ 

zxônh 

 [ ônݤ]

‘left over  

xén 

 [énݕ]

‘to start’ 

zxénh 

 [énݤ]

‘its cover’ 

 

In sum, the main similarity of fortis and lenis alveolar nasals is that of voicing. 

The alveolar nasals are never devoiced. However, there is also an important difference to 

account for, and that is length. The difference in length is illustrated with the 

measurements listed in (95), and the spectrograms where these measurements were taken 

are shown in Figure (9). 
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(95) Length difference 

Position  Fortis Lenis Difference in ms. 

(a)  # ___ 097 ms 054 ms 43 ms 

(b) V ___ V 156 ms 041 ms 115 ms 

(c)  ___# 148 ms 135 ms 13 ms 
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Figure 9: Length differences of the alveolar nasals 

The measurements in (95) and the spectrograms in Figure (9) show that the fortis 

alveolar nasal is longer than its lenis counterpart in all positions. The environment where 

the length difference is more noticeable occurs intervocalically as shown in (95b) and the 

spectrogram (b) in Figure (9) above.  

 

 [nàސ]      [na:g]             [bné௧ހ]     bèné௧ހ]           [ݕôn]           [ݤôn ] 
 ‘now’    ‘there’             ‘person’   ‘he made it’     ‘nest’            ‘ZL’ 

 

 (a) (b) (c) 
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3.5.2. Liquids  

The next sonorants to account for are the liquids. In BZ there is a fortis liquid and 

a lenis liquid. The fortis liquid l [l] is always voiced, while the lenis one lh [l] changes to 

a voiceless fricative when it occurs word-finally. This is illustrated in (96).  

 

(96) / l / ----- > [ܾ] / __#. 

Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

 ’xlòlh  ‘pine nut  [lòܾݕ]

[kއâjòܾ]  kwâyòlh  ‘sweet potatoes’ 

[zàblòܾ]  zàblòlh  ‘peas’ 

 ’pîlh  ‘type of planttx  [pîܾݹ]

[wâ ܾ]  wâlh  ‘strong’ 

 

In (97) I present examples where the lenis liquid lh occurs elsewhere.  

 

(97) [ l ] / elsewhere  

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

#__ [lá௧ހ]  lhá7  ‘my name’ 

 [látè௧ހ]  lhátè7 ‘few’ 

 [bléskà௧ހ]  blhéskà7  Imp. ‘wait’ 

V_V [nòlƝ]  nhòlhe  ‘woman’ 

 [bèbèlá n]  bèbèlhán  ‘I like it’ 

 [nìlé]  nhìlhé  ‘this way’ 

 

The data above show that the lenis /lh/ has two allophones, [ܾ] and [l]. In contrast, 

the fortis phoneme has a single realization, and it occurs in the three positions. The chart 

in (98) illustrates this distribution. 
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(98) Distribution of l  

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

#__ [làgàހݦ]  làga7  ‘leaf’ 

V_V [ nòlé]  nhòlé  ‘which one’ 

 [gàlàހݦ]  gàlà7  ‘near’ 

__# [bêl]  bêl (< Sp) ‘Abel’ (name) 

 ’zxôl  ‘shadow  [ôlݤ] 

lb  [lbá]  lbá  ‘vine’ 

lm [lmâðࡢ ]  lmâd  (<Sp) ‘pillow’ 

 

The liquid fortis l is strongly syllabic when it occurs as an initial consonant 

cluster. The last two examples in (98) show how this phoneme occurs as C1 in a 

consonant cluster. Lastly, to show the fortis-lenis opposition of the alveolar liquids, in 

(99) I present minimal pairs. The spectrograms in Figures (10) and (11) illustrate the 

acoustic properties of these consonants. 
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(99) Minimal pairs 

 Fortis Lenis Fortis Lenis Fortis Lenis 

#__ lò 

[lò] 

‘on’ 

 lhô' 

[lôސ] 

‘buddy’ 

lâté  

[lâté] 

‘to Oaxaca’ 

lhàté  

[làté] 

‘few’ 

lòz7  

[lòz௧ހ] 

‘the wall’ 

lhòzé  

[lòzé] 

‘his horn’ 

V_V nhìle 

[nìlƝ] 

‘nixtamal’ 

nhìlhé 

[nìlé] 

‘this way’ 

 blán  

[blá n] 

‘I sang it’ 

 blhàn  

[blàn] 

‘erased’ 

nhòlé 

[nòlé] 

‘which one’ 

nhòlhe 

[nòlƝ] 

‘woman’ 

__# blòl  

[blòl] 

‘rounded’ 

blólh  

[blóܾ] 

‘to roll’ 

 zxól 

 [ólݤ]

‘wife’ 

zxôlh 

 [ôܾݤ]

‘shadow’ 

 bél  

[bél] 

‘Abel’ name 

bêlh  

[bêܾ] 

‘fish’ 
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Figure 10: Length differences of the alveolar liquids 

 

096 ms                036 ms           155 ms    049 ms 
[lò]         [lôސ]         [nìlƝ]                [nìlé] 
‘on’             ‘‘buddy’         ‘nixtamal’                 this way’ 

 (b)  (a) 
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The spectrogram in Figure (10a) contrasts the fortis and the lenis liquid word-

initially in which the length difference is of 60 milliseconds. Similar to the alveolar 

nasals, the length difference between the fortis liquid and the lenis liquid is more 

perceptible in the intervocalic position, as shown in Figure (10b). The difference is 

approximately 106 milliseconds. In Figure (11) I contrast the fortis l and the lenis lh 

word-finally. The main difference is that the lenis liquid is weakened to a voiceless 

fricative but the fortis liquid does not as shown in Figure (11a-b).  
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Figure 11: Lenis liquid weakened to a fricative. 

 

Additionally, it is important to mention that word-initially, there is variation in the 

way the lenis segment is produced by BZ speakers, especially literate speakers.2 

Sometimes they alternate the lenis liquid with a sound similar to a retroflex lateral flap 

 However, the majority of BZ speakers pronounce the lenis liquid lh as a lateral, where .[]

                                                 
2 I assume that the contact with reading materials and with Spanish in general influences the variation on 
this sound. Older speakers do not make the flap sound.   

        [b    l    ò      l ]       [b    l    ó       ܾ]
            ‘rounded’   Imp.‘to roll’ 

 (a)  (b) 
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the contact between the articulator is shorter than the correspondent fortis l.3 In fact, I call 

it ‘liquid’ because of the alternation that BZ speakers tend to do when they articulate it. 

Thus, I consider the alternation of [l] and [] in free variation. 

 

3.5.3.  Rhotic4  

The last sonorant to account for is the rhotic lenis r. This segment is articulated as 

a ‘tap’ in which the articulators (tip of the tongue and the alveolar ridge) strike each other 

briefly (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996). The rhotic lenis r has two allophones, [ݐ] and [ࡢݐ ]. 

This segment is slightly devoiced in word-final position. This is illustrated in (100). 

 

ࡢݐ] < ------ /ݐ/ (100) ] /  __#. 

_# Phonetic Orthography Spanish Gloss 

 [pࡢݐ ]  pr (<Sp) pero ‘but’ 

 [bâࡢݐ ]  bâr (<Sp) bara ‘stick’  

 [sêࡢݐ ]  sêr (<Sp) cera ‘candle’ 

 [gއêࡢݐ ]  gwêr (<Sp) guero ‘blond’ 

 [kôȕࡢݐ ]  kôbr (<Sp) cobrar ‘to charge   money’ 

 

The forms above are Spanish loanwords. As part of the adjustment to BZ 

phonology the final vowels of these loanwords are dropped, and the taps are slightly 

weakened. Examples where the tap occurs elsewhere are in (101).  

 

                                                 
3 The term ‘liquid’ is used as a “covert term for r’s and l’s, especially in languages where their roles in 
phonology are similar” (Matthews 1997:210). 
4 Rhotic is another term for ‘r’ sounds, originally from Greek name of the letter ‘r’ (Matthews 1997). 
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  elsewhere/ [ݐ] (101)

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

 ’rîs  ‘squirrel  [îsݐ] __#

 ’rós (<Sp) ‘rice  [ósݐ] 

 râns (<Sp) ‘Esperanza’ (name)  [ânsݐ] 

V__V [pݐík]  prí k (<Sp) ‘parrot’ 

 [bîݐòހݦ]  bîݐò ‘short’ 

+C2__V [ݐmêdzࡢ ]  rmêdz (<Sp) ‘medicine’ 

ࡢݐsâݐ]  ]  rsâr (<Sp) ‘to pray’ 

 

It is also important to mention that there are some native words containing the 

lenis rhotic. Two of them are in the list above, and in (102) I provide some more r in 

native words. 

  

(102) In native words 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

Onomatopoeic  [pݐjó]  pryó  ‘cricket’ 

 [txìgíݐí]  txìgírí  ‘cicada’  

Innovations [jêݐȕࡢ ]  yêrb  ‘tarantula’, spider-like 

 ’rsìlhé  ‘lunch  [sìléݐ] 

 

The first two words are based on the sound that BZ speakers perceive from the 

insects glossed in third column. The other two, rî7s ‘squirrel’ and bî7Ѷò ‘short’, in (101) 

and the last two in (102) are possibly innovations, which indicate an integration of this 

sound into BZ phonology. Lastly, I list minimal pairs where r contrasts with lh in (103), 

and the Figure in (12) shows the acoustic properties of the tap. 
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(103) Minimal and near minimal pairs 

 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

r vs. lh 

 

 rôs 

 [ôsݐ]

‘rice’ 

 lhòs 

[lòs] 

‘horn’ 

 bírò7  

[bíݐòހݦ] 

‘short 

bìlhó7  

[bìlóހݦ] 

‘your sister’ 

 bâlh  

[bâܾ] 

‘certain’ 

 bâr  

[bâࡢݐ ] 

‘stick’  
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Figure 12: Tap weakened word-finally 

 

The spectrograms in Figure (12) contrast the tap word-initially and word-finally. 

In word-final position this segment is devoiced as shown with the arrow in (12b), while 

initially it is voiced as shown with the arrow in (12a).  

In sum, there are seven sonorants: four native segments and three borrowed from 

Spanish. The segment that does not undergo any phonological change is the alveolar 

fortis nasal. Lastly, the main acoustic feature of the sonorants is that of length.  

 

s       ê  ]                [   î          s           ݐ ]       ࡢ  ݐ        ] 
‘squirrel’         ‘candle/ wax’ 

 (a) (b) 
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3.5.4.  Semivowels 

The semivowels in BZ are w and y, which are the non-syllabic versions of the 

high vowels o and i. These segments are a type of approximant; thus they have a specific 

place of articulation. The first one is a labio-velar approximant. The labio-velar w has two 

allophones, [w] and [wࡢ ]. In word-final position this segment is slightly devoiced. This is 

illustrated in (104). 

  

(104) /w/------- > [wࡢ ]/ __#. 

Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

[bıdawҒ ࡂ ࡢ ]  bìdâw  ‘child’ 

[jìndáwࡢ ]  yìndáw  ‘type of stew’ 

[bêw ࡢ ]  bêw  ‘mask’ 

[ nìsdáwࡢ ]   nhìsdáw  ‘sea’ 

[bldâwࡢ ]  bldâw  ‘shrimp’ 

 

The labio-velar w listed above is transcribed as devoiced, however it is actually a 

semi-voiced segment and the underlying form is /w/. In (105) I present examples where it 

occurs elsewhere. 

 

(105) [w]/ elsewhere 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

#__ [wàzé]   wàzé  ‘tarnish’ 

 [wí]  wí  ‘orange’  

V_V [bjàwìnȤ]  byàwìngh  ‘snail’ 

 [bzìwé௧ހ]  bzìwé7  ‘dirty’ 

C_ [twìzࡢ ]  twìz  ‘one year’ 

 [lwén]  lhwén  ‘its root’ 
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In consonant clusters, w is often found as a C1. This is illustrated in (106). 

 

(106) w as C1 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

wt [wtӽ n] wtӽn ‘ring it’ 

wk [wkӽ n] wkӽn ‘stretch it’ 

ws [wsČސ] wsČ' Imp.‘stand up’ 

wlh [wlân ] wlhân ‘it hurt’ 

wdz [wݵêސ] wdzê' ‘have a seat’ 

wn [wnČސ] wnČ' Imp.‘speak up’ 

wy [wjáސ] wyá' ‘I went’ somewhere  

 

Note that when w precedes the lenis plosives b, d and g, these segments are 

weakened to a fricative as normally happens between two vowels, so in this context the 

glide behaves like a vowel. This is illustrated in (107). 

 

(107) w + b, d, g  

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

w+b [wȕìݶ] wbìdx ‘sun’ 

w+d [wðìݹ] wdìtx ‘defecate’ 

w+g [wܵéސ] wgé' ‘he will refill’ 

 

In (108) I provide minimal pairs where w contrasts with b and gw.  
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(108) Minimal pairs 

 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

w vs b  wČ7e  

[wČސe] 

‘wound’ 

 b'  

[bސ] 

‘wind’ 

 dzàwé௧  

[dzàwé௧ހ] 

‘he’s 

eating 

 tsàbé7  

[tsàbe௧ހ] 

‘he’s 

walking 

 bêw  

[bêw ࡢ ] 

‘mask’ 

 bb  

[bȕࡢ] 

‘trash’ 

w vs 

gw 

 wág  

[wá ܵࡈ ] 

‘firewood’ 

 gwá'  

[gއáސ] 

‘I will 

give’ 

 lhàwá7  

[làwáހݦ] 

‘my eyes’ 

 nâgwà  

[nâܵއà] 

‘skirt’ 

 bêw  

[bê :wࡢ ] 

‘mask’ 

 lhégw  

[ léܵއ] 

‘curved 

like’ 

 

Lastly, the spectrogram in Figure (13) contrasts w word-initially and word-finally. 

The spectrograms in (b) illustrates the labio-velar w devoicing. 
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Figure 13: w final devoicing 

 

(a) (b) 

[ w n Čސ ]
‘speak up’

[b ê wࡢ ]
‘mask’
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The second semivowel is y. The place of articulation corresponds to a palatal 

approximant. In word-final position, this segment is realized as a voiceless palatal 

fricative, as illustrated in (108). 

 

(109) /j/----- > [ç] / __#.  

__# Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

 [wtxîç]  wtxîy (<Sp) ‘knife’ 

 [ làc ࡤ ]  lày  ‘tooth’ 

 [sêç]  sêy  (<Sp) ‘stamp’ 

 [ lâc ࡤ ]  lhây  ‘poison ivy’ 

 [nìslàc ࡤ ]  nìslhày  ‘holy water’ 

 

When /j/ precedes the vowel i and e, it is also realized as a voiceless fricative. 

This is shown in (109).  

     

(110) /j /-- > [ç] /  # __ V 

                                            [+_ high, -low, -tense]. 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

#__i [çíxoࡢ ]  yíxoࡢ  ‘avocado’ 

 [çìnáހݦ]  yìnhá7  ‘chili’ 

#__e [çédzò]  yédzò  ‘hole’ 

 [çéxòހݦ]  yéxò7  ‘toast’ 

 

In (110) I list examples where this segment occurs in other contexts.  
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(111) [j] / elsewhere 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

#__ [jôݤ]  yôzx  ‘sand’ 

 [jàݶ]  yàdz ‘plums’ 

V_V [kއâjól]  kwâyól  ‘sweet potatoes’ 

 [béjáސá]  béyá'a  Comp. ‘I went back’ 

 [bèjóސ]  bèyó' Imp. ‘get back inside’ 

 

In (111) I provide minimal and near minimal pairs where y contrasts with w and 

tx. The spectrograms in 14 illustrate that [j] becomes voiceless palatal fricative in word 

initial and word final position. 

 

 

(112) Minimal and near minimal pairs 

 #__ #__ V__V V__V __# __# 

y  

vs. 

w 

 yàg  

 [jaܵҒ ࡈ ] 

‘tree’ 

 wág 

[wá ܵࡈ ] 

‘firewood’ 

 lhàye7  

[ làyƝ௧ހ] 

‘his tooth’ 

 lhàwƝ7  

[ làw௧ހ] 

‘his eyes’ 

 báy  

[ báj] 

‘hand-

kerchief’ 

 bàw  

[bàw] 

‘coal’ 

y  

vs. 

tx 

yô' 

[jôސ] 

‘house’ 

txô7 

 [ހô௧ݹ]

‘earth-

quake’ 

byn 

[bjê n] 

‘he sewed 

it’  

btxn 

[bݹn] 

‘he changed 

it’ 

lhây 

[ lâc ࡤ ] 

‘tooth’ 

lhàtx 

[làݹ] 

‘industrious’  
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Figure 14: y weakened to voiceless fricative 

 

The context where y is weakened to a fricative is shown in Figure (14). From that 

figure, I conclude that w and y behave differently in word-final position. The first, w, is 

semi-voiced, but the second one, y, is weakened to a voiceless fricative. Additionally, y is 

also devoiced in word initially when it precedes an i and e. Finally, most of native lenis 

sonorants are weakened in word-final position, with the exception of the alveolar nasals. 

Based on this I propose the following rule: 

 

(113) Sonorants weakened in word-final position 

 

[+syll, +approx, +son + cor,-con,] --- > [-voiced] /__#. 

   [ç      ì   n      áހݦ ] [ l        â          ç ] 
       ‘chili’      ‘tooth’ 

 

(a) (b)
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Chapter 4:  Vowels 

Vowels are classified as modal vowels (MV) and non-modal vowels. In Betaza 

Zapotec, the non-modal vowels are: laryngealized vowel (LV), glottalized vowels (GV), 

and creaky vowels (CV). Modal, glottalized, and laryngealized vowels are contrastive, 

but the creaky vowel is not contrastive. Modal vowels are lengthening in open and closed 

syllables. In closed syllables, the modal, the glottalized and the laryngealized vowels 

surface with creaky voice. Therefore, creaky vowels are allophones of the modal, the 

laryngealized and the glottalized vowels. These assertions are detailed in the following 

sections, and I provide the rules that describe the allophonic variations in the last part of 

this section. 

 

4.1.  MODAL AND NON-MODAL VOWELS  

The Betaza Zapotec vowel system consists of three series of vowels that contrast 

in phonation type: the modal vowels, the glottalized vowel and the laryngealized vowels. 

This is shown in (114). 

 
(114) BZ vowel system 

 Front Central Back 

High i , i', i'i   (u) 

Mid e  , e', e'e   o, e', e'e 

Low  a, a', a'a  

 

The modal vowels are: i, e, a, o, and the Spanish loan vowel (u), so there are four 

native modal vowel phonemes. In (115) I provide some forms containing the modal 

vowels. 
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(115) Modal vowels  

Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

[bít]  bít  ‘epazote plant’ or ‘goosefoot’  

[bèt]  bèt  ‘skunk’  

[bát]  bát  ‘when’ 

[bôt]  bôt  ‘aluminum can’ (< Sp)  
 

The laryngealized vowels are: i'i, e'e, a'a, and o'o. The laryngealized vowels are 

produced as a fast sequence of two vowels with an intervening glottal closure. The 

laryngealized vowels have glottal feature constrictions and are considered part of the 

vowel, so to differentiate them from the glottal consonant in the phonetic transcription I 

use a superscript diacritic. The contrast in tongue position of laryngealized vowels is 

shown in (116).  
 

(116) Laryngealized  vowels  

Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

[zíސi]  zí'i  ‘heavy’ 

[béސe]  bé'e  ‘this morning’ 

 ’txӿ'i ‘ten  [iސӿݹ]

[gӽސa]  gӽ'a ‘nine’ 
 

The glottalized vowels are: i', e', a', and o'. The glottalized vowel is produced 

with a complete glottal closure, so there is not any release of air, as opposed to the 

aspirated glottal stop found word-finally. Similar to the laryngealized vowel, the 

glottalized vowel is transcribed with a superscript to differentiate it from the glottal 

consonant. In (117) are some examples. 
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(117) Glottalized vowel 

Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

[kއâސ]  kwâ' ‘dough’ 

[gއâސ]  gwâ' ‘ripped’ 

[lôސ] lô' ‘inside’ 

[zîސ] zî' ‘pain’ 

[bސ] b' ‘wind’ 
 

In (115) to (117) I have shown the contrastive tongue position of modal vowels, 

laryngealized vowels and glottalized vowels..  These series of vowels also make for a 

three-way contrast. I discuss this in the following section. 
 

4.1.1.  Phonation type contrast 

Otomanguean languages typically exhibit a contrast between modal vowels and 

one or more instances of glottalized vowels (Benton 1999). In Zapotec languages, there 

are reports where plain vowels contrast with glottalized and laryngealized vowels 

(Avelino Becerra 2004; Beam de Azcona 2006; Nellis & Hollenbach 1980; Sonnenschein 

2004). In BZ there are three contrastive phonation types: modal, laryngealized and 

glottalized vowel. This is illustrated in (118).  

 

(118) Phonation type contrast  

 V Gloss Vސ Gloss VސV Gloss 

(a) [ݹí]   ‘cleaning’ [ݹìސ] ‘voice’ [ݹӿސi] ‘ten’ 

(b) [bé] ‘cracked’ [bސ] ‘wind’ [béސe] ‘this morning’ 

(c) [bá] ‘summer’ [lbàސ] ‘neck’ [báސa] ‘grave surface’ 

(d) [jô] ‘soil [jôސ] ‘house’ [jóސo] ‘ lime stone’ 
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In (118) I show the contrast of modal, glottalized and laryngealized vowel; in all 

cases they bear different tones, but the phonation contrast is consistent. The acoustic 

properties of the contrastive vowels are shown in Figure (15)  
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Figure 15: Contrast in phonation type 

 

The spectrograms above show the three phonation types; the spectrogram of the 

modal vowel in (a) shows regular striations as highlighted by the two-way arrows. The 

arrow at the end of the spectrogram in (b) highlights the glottal closure without release 

and the vertical arrow in (c) highlights the vowel interruption, which indicates the medial 

glotalization in the laryngealized vowel. Additionally, the striations of the spectrogram in 

(c) are not as regular as those from the modal vowel in (a). 

 

 (a) (b)

[bé] 
‘cracked’ 

[béސe] 
‘this morning’ 

 (c) 

[bސ]
‘wind’ 
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4.2.  DISTRIBUTION  OF MODAL  VOWELS AND PHONETIC VARIATIONS 

Modal vowels can occur in open and closed syllables either in monosyllabic or 

disyllabic and polysyllabic words. In this section I present first the monosyllabic forms, 

and then the disyllabic and polysyllabic forms.  

 In open syllables and closed syllables the modal vowels are lengthened. The 

lengthening of the vowels in open syllables is normally conditioned by a preceding lenis 

consonant and in closed syllables by the consonant in the coda position. This is typical in 

most of the Xhon Zapotec. For instance, both San Pedro Cajonos Zapotec (Nellis & 

Hollenbach 1980) and Yalálag Zapotec (Avelino Becerra 2004) have this phonetic 

property in their vowels. This is also true for BZ; additionally, in BZ vowel lengthening 

seems to be associated with stress and tone. Usually long vowels attract stress, while 

sometimes the vowels with low and contour tones are significantly longer than the 

vowels with high tone. In cases like this, the vowels with low/contour tones are stressed 

and those with hight ones are not. However, when there are two light syllables, the first 

syllable is stressed. In this section when referring to stress as part of the explanation for 

some of the phonetic variations on the vowels, I include stress in the phonetic 

transcription. I discuss stress in detail in Chapter 8. 

In monosyllabic words the modal vowels bear the four phonological tones, and 

they are lengthened if the preceding segment is a lenis or voiced consonant. This is 

illustrated in (119). 
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(119) Modal vowels in open syllables 

Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

 ’bá  ‘summer  [:bá ࡌ ]

 ’wí ‘orange  [:wí ࡌ ]

 ’xná ‘red  [:náݤ ࡌ ]

  ’zó ‘mess  [:zó ࡌ ]

 ’bì ‘negation  [ޝbì ࡌ ]

 ’lò ‘on   [:lò ࡌ ]

  ’zxê ‘husk  [:êݤ ࡌ ]

 ’dԁ ‘rope  [:dԁ ࡌ ]

 

A short modal vowel also occurs in this context and preceded by a fortis or 

voiceless consonant. Thus, the long vowel is an allophone of the short modal vowel, so 

vowel length is not contrastive. In (120) I provide examples of the short modal vowels.  

 

(120) Short modal vowels in open syllable 

Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

[bí]  bí ‘human’ clasifier 

 ’lhí ‘straight  [lí ࡌ ]

 ’bné ‘call  [bné ࡌ ]

 ’xtó ‘your lover  [tóݕࡌ ]

 ’té ‘to pass   [té ࡌ ]

 ’txí ‘clean  [íݹ ࡌ ]

 ’tá ‘stamped   [tá ࡌ ]

 ’tò ‘one  [tò ࡌ ]
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Normally, short modal vowels bear high tone while low and contour tones are rare 

as illustrated in (120).  

To establish the length differences of the modal vowels in open syllable I provide 

some pairs and their measurements. These measurements were analyzed from the 

spectrograms displayed in Praat, software for the analysis of speech in phonetics 

(Boersma & Weenink 2007).  To measure the vowel lengthening, I analyzed three tokens 

for each word. I examined the waveform and the spectrogram of each vowel. In open 

syllables I measure the vowel duration from the release of the constriction of the 

preceding consonant until the end of the high frequency energy observed in the 

spectrogram. 

  

(121) Length in modal vowels 

Gloss Phonetic Length Gloss Phonetic  Length 

‘vine’ [ ࡌ lbá:] 201 ms ‘delicious’ [ ݕ ࡌí]     134 ms 

‘orange’ [ ࡌ wí:] 192 ms ‘verification’ [ké]   143 ms 

‘red’ [ ݤ ࡌná:] 188 ms ‘clean’ [ ݹ ࡌí] 127 ms 

‘negation’ [bìޝ]             188 ms ‘orange’ [ ࡌ wí] 138 ms 

‘animal’ cl [bà:] 220 ms ‘stamped’ [ ࡌ tá] 159 ms 

‘ash’ [ ࡌ dޝ] 221 ms ‘to pass’ [ ࡌ té] 133 ms 

 Average 201 ms  Average 139 ms 

 

The measurements in (121) show the difference in length between the short modal 

vowel and the phonetic long vowel: the length average for the long vowels is 201 

milliseconds and the length average for the short modal vowels is 139 milliseconds. Note 

that the long and the short modal vowels are stressed, but not always; there are 

monosyllabic forms that are unstressed, mainly those words that cannot stand alone, for 
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instance, particles like  bìӃ ‘negation particle’ from the list in (121). Figure (16) shows the 

length difference of these vowels and their tones.  
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Figure 16: Lengthening, stress and tone 

 

The arrows on the pitch tracks show the tones, and the two-way arrow under the 

spectrograms shows the length of each vowel. The length of the vowel with low tone in 

(16a) is significantly longer that the vowel with high tone in (16b).  

 In a closed syllable, a modal vowel is lengthened if the segment in the coda is a 

lenis consonant (slightly devoiced) or a voiceless fricative consonant. This is illustrated 

in (122).  

 

221 ms. 
 ’ash‘ [ޝdࡌ ]

      133 ms.
 ’to pass‘ [té ࡌ ]

(a) (b) 
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(122) Long modal vowels in closed syllables 

Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

ޝnà ࡌ ] ܵࡈ ]  nhàg ‘ear’ 

ࡈࡢݤޝlò ࡌ ] ]  lhòzx ‘mustaches’ 

  ’bêlh ‘fish  [ܽޝbê ࡌ ]

ࡢjè:z ࡌ ] ]  yèz ‘cob’ 

ࡢðޝbî ࡌ ] ]  bîd ‘bedbug’ 

ޝzì ࡌ ] ܵࡈ  ’zìgw ‘fart  [އ

 ’bdìb  ‘washed   [ ࡢȕޝbdì ࡌ ]

ࡢdzޝmêݐ ࡌ ] ]   rmêdz  ‘medicine’ 

ࡢðޝlmâ ࡌ ] ]   lmâd  ‘pillow’ 

ࡢࡢࡈݶޝblò ࡌ ] ]  blòdx ‘frog’ 

 ’bólhs ‘bag  [sܽޝbó ࡌ ]

ࡢðޝbé ࡌ ] ]  béd ‘Pedro’ (name) 

 

The short modal vowel in closed syllables occurs there too and followed by fortis 

or voiceless consonants, so the long vowels in (122) are also a phonetic variation of the 

short modal vowel. In (123), I list examples of short modal vowels in closed syllables. 
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(123) Short modal vowels in closed syllables 

Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

[síȕࡢ]  síb ‘on top of’ 

[dzíðࡢ ]  dzíd ‘coming’ 

[nátހ]  nát ‘is dead’ 

[bítހ]  bít ‘epazote plant’ 

[lóm]  lóm ‘hill’ 

[zíkއ]  zíkw ‘Francisco’ (name) 

[zítsࡢݓ ]  zítsgh ‘sour’  

[jétȤ]  jétgh ‘sugar cane’ 

[sókݐ]  sókr ‘sugar’ 

 ’dzàk ‘happen  [ހàkݵ]

[nàl]  nàl ‘Reinaldo’ (name) 

[kôȕࡢݐ ]  kôbr ‘currency’ 

[mâݐtހ]  mârt ‘Tuesday’ 

[bČܽ]  bČlh ‘Abel’ (name) 

 

Similar to the short modal vowel in an open syllable, the most common tone in a 

short modal vowel in a closed syllable is a high tone. Low and contour tones are rare. The 

above set of data reflects this. 

Lastly, in (124) I provide the measurements of the short and long vowels in closed 

syllable and the spectrograms in Figure (18) show the length difference in a pair of 

words. Each word was repeated three times to verify its length.  
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(124) Length in modal vowels 

Gloss Phonetic Length Gloss Phonetic  Length 

‘ear’ [ ࡌ nàޝ ܵࡈ ] 227 ms ‘Natalia’ (name) [ ࡌ nát] 143 ms 

‘horn’ [ ࡌ lòޝzࡈ ] 246 ms ‘Lucia’ (name) [ ࡌ lós] (<Sp) 153 ms 

‘mustaches’ [ ࡌ lòࡈݤޝ ] 254 ms ‘hill’ [ ࡌ lóm] (<Sp) 152 ms 

‘diarrhea’ [ ࡌ jîࡈݤޝ ] 206 ms ‘epazote plant’ [ ࡌ bítހ] 92 ms 

‘bad’ [ ࡌ mâܽޝ] 209 ms ‘happen’ [ ࡌ gàk] 111 ms 

‘frog’ [ ࡌ blòࡈݶޝ ] 199 ms ‘nest’ [ ݕ ࡌôn] 105 ms 

‘fish’ [ ࡌ bêܽޝ] 202 ms ‘Abel’ (name) [ ࡌ bČl] 155 ms 

 Average 220  Average 130 

 

The measurements in (124) show the difference in length between the short modal 

vowel and the long vowel in closed syllable: the length average for the long vowels is 

220 milliseconds and the length average for the short modal vowels is 130 milliseconds. 

Similar to the vowels in open syllable, the long and the short modal vowels are stressed if 

they are lexical words and so can stand alone. Figure (17) shows the difference in length 

of these vowels and their tones. 
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Figure 17: Long and short modal vowels in closed syllables 

The two-way arrows in Figure (17) show the differences in length on the vowels, 

and the arrows on the pitch tracks show the tone on the vowels. 

In disyllabic roots, modal vowels can occur in both syllables. There are roots with 

two light syllables, and roots with a light and a heavy syllable. Usually, the first syllable 

is stressed. This is shown in (125). 

 

(125) CV.CV  

 Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

(a) [ ࡌ bté] bté ‘fox’ 

(b) [ ࡌ bòzé] bòzé ‘guest’ 

(c) [ ࡌ nìlé] nhìlé ‘nixtamal’ 

(d) [ ࡌ nàޝsé] nhàsé ‘right there’ 

(e) [ ࡌ nòޝlƝ] nhòle ‘woman’ 

 

(a) 

239 ms. 
 'fish‘ [ܽޝbê ࡌ ]

(b) 

     155 ms.
 ’Abel‘ [bČl ࡌ ] 
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In all cases stress falls in the first syllable. I provide more examples and discuss 

the stress pattern in detail in Chapter 8. 

Modal vowels can occur in the first syllable when the second syllable contains a 

non-modal vowel or is followed by glottal stops. This suggests that only one non-modal 

vowel is possible in a root as shown in (126-129).  

 

(126) Modal vowels in the first syllable 

 Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

CV.CV C [nìޝȕâ s] nìbâs ‘cilantro seed’ 

 [pàޝnê l]  pànhêlh (<Sp) ‘sugar cane’ 

CV.CV+௧ [bêgà௧ހ]   bêgà7 ‘gourd’ 

 [wîlá௧ހ]  wîlhá7 ‘worm’ 

 [gòݶޝéހݦ]  gòdxé7  ‘pus’ 

 [gòpá௧ހ]   gòpá7 ‘mist’ 

 [népހݦ] nhép7 ‘small hill’ 

 

Modal vowels also occur in the second syllable of a disyllabic root when the 

preceding syllable contains a non-modal vowel. This is shown in (127). 

 

(127) Non-modal vowel in the first syllable   

 Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

CV .CV [bݶé]  bdxé ‘bull’ 

 [nò  ’é]  nhòdxé ‘whoݶ

nà ࡌ ]   ’ké] nàké ‘nowޝ

 [bà lé] bàlé ‘how many’ 

CV .CVC [wݤ ࡌ îޝȕࡢ ] wdxîb ‘roadrunner’ 
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If both syllables are closed, only one vowel is modal and the other is non-modal. 

Lengthening can occur either in the first or the second syllable, depending on the context. 

The first two examples in (128) are compound words and the vowels of the second root 

are lengthened.  

 

(128) Modal vowels in closed disyllabic words 

 Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

CVC.CV C [blkò   ’lkòts ‘amoebats]  bޝ

 [nìsܾà  ’ç] nhìslhày ‘holy waterޝ

 [bàstê ܾ]  bàstêlh    ‘getting sharp’ 

CVC.CV+ݦ [dzòlbéހݦ] dzòlbé7 ‘he is singing’ 

 [gòltóހݦ] gòltó7 ‘we will sing’ 

 

The last three examples in (128) also show that in verb forms only one non-modal 

vowel can occur. The restriction on glottalization is also observed in polysyllabic forms. 

This is shown in the examples in (129). 

 

(129) Modal vowels in polysyllabic forms 

 Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

CV.CV.CV C [bì.gó.  ࡌ tá s] bìgótáޝ s ‘do not let it sleep’ 

 [sìn.tr.  ࡌ gô : ܵࡈ ] sìntrgôg ‘mountain dove’ 

CV.CV.CVݦ [w.ܵó.  ݹ ࡌà:ހݦ] wgótxà7 ‘gossiper’ 

 [bðòݸéݦ] dedotse7 ‘it is over’ 

 

The first and second syllable of the words in (129) contains modal vowels and the 

final syllables contain a non-modal vowel or the plosive glottal stop. 
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In BZ there are disyllabic forms in which the final vowel is devoiced. Most of the 

vowels are devoiced, except the front vowel i. This is not a general rule, but rather is 

idiosyncratic. In (130) I provide some examples. 

 

(130) Final vowel devoicing 

 Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

(a) [raðऊoࡢ ] radio(<Sp) ‘radio’ 

(b) [màݹéteࡢ ] màtxéte (<Sp) ‘machete’ 

(c) [bátnàteࡢ ] bátnhàte ‘long time ago’ 

(d) [bíݶànঀ] bídxànha ‘the other day’ 

(e) [wݹàܵnঀ] wtxàgnha Imp. ‘get married’ 

(f) [jêݹoࡢ ] yêtxho ‘tepejilote’ (a vegetable) 

(g) [jíݕoࡢ ] yíxo ‘avocado’ 

 

The first two examples in (130a-b) are loanwords. Normally, in loanwords vowels 

in word-final position are devoiced or completely deleted. This is also true for some 

native polysyllabic forms, like the adverbial forms in (130c-d) and in some disyllabic 

forms like the examples in (130e-g).    

Modal vowels can surface with creaky voice in a CVC or CCVCC stem where the 

onset consonant is a voiced segment and the consonant in the coda a voiceless one. 

However, this is not a regular feature of the vowel, but optional. This is shown in 

examples in (131).  
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(131) Creaky vowels in closed syllables 

Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

bò ࡌ ]  ’s]  bòs ‘guestޝ

 ’dèt ‘it exists  [ހt:d ࡌ ]

 ’gâx ‘to call  [ݕޝgâ ࡌ ]

bjê ࡌ ]  ’Ȥ]  bjêgh  ‘goingޝ

bdê ࡌ ]  Ȥ]  bdêtxgh ‘Betaza’ (name)ݹ:

 ’yès ‘corncob   [s:j ࡌ ]

nà ࡌ ] :tހ]   nhàt ‘there’ 

mê ࡌ ]  ’mêts ‘currency   [ݸ:

lâ ࡌ ] :ç]   lhây   ‘poison ivy’  

là ࡌ ] :ç]   lày  ‘teeth’  

 

The forms in (131) are long and they normally bear a falling tone or a low tone. 

Modal vowels occur in this context as well and elsewhere. In (132) I list examples of 

modal vowel in CVC.  

 

(132) Modal vowel in closed syllables 

Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

 ’nhôp ‘fermented drink [nôp ࡌ ]

 ’dzát ‘dying [ހdzát ࡌ ]

 ’fôk (<Sp) ‘bulb light [ހfôk ࡌ ]

ࡈݤjî ࡌ ] ]  yîzx  ‘dry grass’ 

 ’zxíx ‘sweet  [ݕíݤ ࡌ ]

 ’mìs (Sp) ‘mass  [mìs ࡌ ]

  ’kwîn ‘self [înއk ࡌ ]
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The modal vowels in this kind of environment are short and stressed. Normally, 

the creaky vowels are long and stressed, except for particles and prefixes. In (133) I 

compare the vowel length between a creaky voice and a modal vowel in closed syllable.  

 

(133) Length on creaky vowels and modal vowels 

Gloss Phonetic  Length  Gloss Phonetic  Length 

‘there’ [ ࡌ nà :t224  [ހ ms ‘ear’ [ ࡌ nàޝ ܵࡈ ] 227 ms 

‘ to call’ [ ࡌ gâ ࡈzޝlò ࡌ ] ’ms ‘horn 265 [ݕޝ ] 246 ms 

‘going’ [ ࡌ bjê ࡈݤޝlò ࡌ ] ’Ȥ] 210 ms ‘mustachesޝ ] 254 ms 

‘Betaza’  [ ࡌ bdê ࡈݤޝjî ࡌ ] ’Ȥ] 215 ms ‘diarrheaݹ: ] 206 ms 

‘currency’ [ ࡌ mê  ms 209 [ܽޝmâ ࡌ ] ’ms ‘bad 233  [ݸ:

‘corncob’ [ ࡌ jè:s]  233 ms ‘frog’ [ ࡌ blòࡈݶޝ ] 199 ms 

 ‘poison ivy’  [ ࡌ lâ :ç]  210 ms ‘fish’ [ ࡌ bêܽޝ] 202 ms 

 Average 204  Average 220 

 

The vowel length in these two types of phonation is significantly similar. In both 

cases the vowels are stressed. The average length of the creaky vowel is 204 

milliseconds, and for the modal vowel the average length is 220 milliseconds. It is 

important to mention that phonetically a creaky vowel is distinguished from a modal 

vowel by the vocal fold pulses represented on a waveform. The following establishes 

these differences.  

Creaky phonation is usually associated with vocal folds that are tightly adducted 

but open enough along a portion of their length to allow for voicing (Gordon & 

Ladefoged 2001). The acoustic result of this laryngeal setting is a series of irregularly 

spaced vocal pulses that give the auditory impression of a rapid series of taps (Catford 

1964). An example of the irregularity on the vocal fold pulses is shown with the series of 

vertical arrows in the waveform in Figure (18). 
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Figure 18: Creaky vowel, irregular periodic vocal fold pulses  

 

The waveform above the spectrograms in Figure (18) correspond to the vowel ò֓Ӄ 

separated from the onset and coda segments of the word  ࡌ bò֓Ӄs ‘guest’. This waveform 

represent the vocal fold pulses which are “sharp variation in air pressure produced when 

the vocal folds come together to form a complete closure” (Ladefoged 2003:170). The 

intervals between each glottal pulse seen in the waveform on top of the spectrogram in 

Figure (18) are different from the intervals of the glottal pulses in a waveform of a modal 

vowel as shown in Figure (19).  

219 ms
bò ࡌ ]  ’s] ‘guestޝ

ò : 
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Figure 19: Modal vowel, regular periodic vocal fold pulses 

 

The waveform in Figure (19) corresponds to the modal vowel in [ ࡌ blòࡈݶޝ ] ‘frog’. 

The consecutive glottal pulses are evenly spaced, that is, the intervals between each 

glottal pulse are regular. This is shown with the series of arrows under each glottal pulse. 

For a creaky vowel like the one in Figure (19), the spaces between each glottal pulse are 

uneven. The striations on the spectrograms below each waveform also differ. The 

striations on the creaky vowel are not as regular as those in the modal vowel.  

 

4.3.  DISTRIBUTION OF LARYNGEALIZED VOWELS AND PHONETIC VARIATIONS  

The laryngealized vowels occur in both open and closed syllables. In open 

syllables the laryngealized vowels are normally long. They are usually longer than the 

long modal vowel in open syllables and than the glottalized vowels in open syllables. 

This is because they have an extra portion of a vowel after the glottis constriction. 

199 ms
ࡈݶޝblò ࡌ ] ] ‘frog’ 

ò: 
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However, in closed syllable they are reduced and realized with creaky voice. The 

following set of data reflects this. 

In an open syllable a laryngealized vowel (LV) is normally long and usually it 

takes a high or low tone. This is illustrated in (134). 

 

(134) Laryngealized vowels in open syllables 

Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

[béސe]  bé'e ‘this morning’ 

[jóސo]  yó'o  ‘limestone’ 

[gӽސa]  gӽ'a ‘nine’ 

 ’txӿ'i ‘ten  [iސӿݹ]

 

In open syllables, a laryngealized vowel is realized in two ways: either with 

creaky voice and a fast interruption or with an intervening complete glottal closure. This 

is shown in Figure (20).  
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Figure 20: Phonetic realization of the laryngealized vowels 

[zíސi] ‘heavy’ [ݹӿސi] ‘ten’ 

(a) (b) 
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The horizontal arrow in Figure (20a) indicates where the creaky voice starts 

which is extended until a fast interruption occurs as is shown with the second arrow in 

(20a). The second part of the vowel is usually realized with less intensity. The first 

portion of the vowel is normally longer than the second portion. In (20b), the first arrow 

shows the end of the first portion of the laryngealized vowel, and then there is complete 

glottal closure followed by the second phase of the vowel which is shown with the arrow 

on the right. The realization of the laryngealized vowels in BZ is closely related to what 

has been defined for the laryngealized vowel in Yalálag Zapotec: “laryngealized vowels 

can be phonetically implemented either as rearticulated vowels or with creaky phonation” 

(Avelino Becerra 2004:181). It is also related to Nellis and Hollenbach’s account (1980) 

of how laryngealized vowels are realized in San Pedro Cajonos Zapotec. Nellis and 

Hollenbach state that the laryngealized vowels are realized “with an intervening glottal 

stop and sometimes with a peak of laryngealization rather than a full glottal stop” (98).  

A variation of the laryngealized vowel occurs when a noun root ending with a 

laryngealized vowel is inflected for definiteness. In BZ -nh ~ -nh marks definiteness, so 

when this morpheme is added to a root ending with a laryngealized vowel, the 

laryngealized vowel is shortened and realized with a creaky phonation. This is 

demonstrated in (135). 

 

(135) Reduced laryngealized vowels in closed syllables 

Source Gloss Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

[gáސa]  ‘tortilla’s basket’ [gâ n]  gânh ‘the tortilla container’ 

[jóސo] ‘limestone’ [yô n] yônh ‘the limestone’ 

[dzôސo] ‘basket’ [dzô n] dzônh ‘the basket’  

[dâސa] ‘palm mat’ [dâ n] dânh ‘the palm mat’ 
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The same process occurs in verb forms, when the 3S.INA - énh ~ -nh, is suffixed 

as an object marker. This illustrated in (136).  

 

 

(136) Reduce LV realized with creaky voice. 

Source Gloss Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

[ܵČސe] Imp. ‘drink’ [ܵČ n] gČnh  ‘go and drink it’ 

[wðéސe] Imp. ‘pass’ [bdČ n] bdČnh ‘pass it’ 

ӽއܵ] ’Imp. ‘give [aސӽއܵ] n] gwӽnh ‘take it’  

 ’bzxӿnh ‘clean it up [nӿݤb] ’Imp. ‘clean [iސӿݹ]

 

The reduced version of the laryngealized vowels in (135) and (136) results from a 

morpho-phonological process of inflection. In these forms the vowels are also realized 

with creaky phonation similar to the first portion of the long laryngealized vowel. The 

length difference between the short and long version of the laryngealized vowel is 

considerable. This is illustrated in (137). 

 

(137) Short and long laryngealized vowels.  

Gloss Phonetic  Length  Gloss Phonetic Length 

‘the beans’ [zà n] 157 ms ‘beans’ [zӽސa] 237 ms 

‘it is a nine’ [gà n] 113 ms ‘nine’ [gӽސa] 242 ms 

‘this morning’ [bê n] 123 ms ‘morning’ [béސe]  249 ms 

‘it is heavy’ [zîn] 122 ms ‘heavy’ [zíސi] 259 ms 

‘the limestone’ [yô n] 131 ms ‘limestone’ [jóސo] 216 ms 

Average  129 ms   240 ms 
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The measurements were taken from the spectrogram displayed in Praat. For this, I 

considered sixteen forms in total including nouns and verbs with laryngealized vowels. 

Each form was repeated three times to verify the measurements. Based on the examples 

above, the average difference is 131 milliseconds. The data above also show that a 

laryngealized vowel followed by a nasal bears a low or falling tone, which results from 

tone change. When the verb or noun stem is inflected for definiteness or 3S.INA, the 

rising tone changes to low, and the high tone changes to a falling tone. The spectrograms 

in Figure (21) compare one of the pairs provided in (137). 
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Figure 21: Length difference of the short and long laryngealized vowels 

 

Figure (21) is a representative form from the list in (137). The duration of each 

vowel is illustrated with the two-way arrows and the difference in length is 85 

milliseconds. The arrows on top of the pitch track show the tone change. I will discuss 

this in Chapter 7. 

Lastly, it is important to point out that the laryngealized vowel realized with 

creaky phonation is different from the long creaky vowels (LCV) in closed syllables 

259 ms 
[zíސi] ‘heavy’ 

(b) 
(b) 

         122 ms
[z în] ‘it is heavy’ 
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analyzed as a variation of the modal vowel in the previous section. That is, I do not 

analyze the LCV as laryngealized vowels in a closed syllable. The phonetic difference 

can be observed in the following figures which show the spectrogram analysis. 

A creaky vowel in a closed syllable normally has clear aperiodic cycles. That is, 

the consecutive glottal pulses are distinguishable, whereas in an open syllable there is a 

vocal fry throughout. This is shown in Figures (22) and (23). 
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Figure 22: Creakiness in a closed syllable 

The waveform on top of the spectrogram represents the vowel of the spectrogram 

in Figure (22). The waveform is regular and the spaces between the consecutive glottal 

pulses are visible as shown with the two way arrow on the waveform. On the contrary, in 

a laryngealized vowel the space between glottal pulses are very irregular. This is 

illustrated in Figure (23). 

       224 ms
nàࡌ ] :tހ] ‘there’ 
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Figure 23: Creakiness in a laryngealized vowel 

The waveform on top of the spectrogram in Figure 23 corresponds to the 

laryngealized vowel áҶa shown on the spectrogram with the two way arrow. The shape of 

the waveform shows what is called vocal fry. 

In sum, laryngealized vowels occur in open and in closed syllables. In open 

syllables, they are long with a fast interruption marked with creaky voice or a complete 

glottal closure. In closed syllables where the segment in coda position is a nasal, the 

laryngealized vowels are reduced and realized with creaky phonation. The laryngealized 

vowels in open syllables differ from the long creaky vowels in closed syllables. 

 

4.4.  GLOTTALIZED VOWELS DISTRIBUTION AND PHONETIC VARIATIONS  

A glottalized vowel in open syllable differs phonetically from a laryngealized 

vowel in that it lacks the second portion of a vowel characteristic of a laryngealized 

vowel. Another feature of the glottalized vowel is that it occurs with a complete glottal 

closure, which cuts off any vowel-like sound. Additionally, it is realized without any 

release of air as occurs with the consonant glottal. This illustrated in Figure (24). 

       231 ms
 ’green‘ [aސgáࡌ ] 
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Figure 24: Glottalized vowel and the glottal closure with aspiration 

 

The arrows in Figure (24) show the difference between the glottalized vowel and 

the consonant glottal in word final position. In (a) the arrow shows an abrupt cessation of 

the vowel formant, which indicates a complete closure of the vocal folds right after the 

glottal stop. This is what I have analyzed as a glottalized vowel. In (b) the arrow shows 

the release of the glottal closure which is common for all the fortis plosives. Based on 

these phonetic properties I conclude that the glottal closure without aspiration is more 

likely to be considered as part of the vowel, whereas the glottal closure with an aspiration 

is an independent phoneme as described previously in the fortis plosive section. 

 The glottalized vowel normally occur in word finally position. In (138) I provide 

some examples.  

 

  [ݦâݹ]
‘if’ conditional 

[nàހݦ]
‘there’ 

(a) (b) 
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(138) Glottalized vowel in word-final position 

Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

[kއâސ]   kwâ' ‘dough’ 

[gއâސ]   gwâ' ‘ripped’ 

[lôސ]    lhô' ‘friend’ 

[zîސ]  zî' ‘pain’ 

[bސ]  b' ‘wind’ 

 

The glottalized vowel undergoes similar change as the laryngealized vowel when 

the noun root with glottalized vowel is suffixed for indefiniteness. This is shown in (139). 

 

(139) Glottalized vowel plus definiteness    

Gloss Phonetic Phonetic Gloss 

‘dough’ [kއâސ]  [kއâ n]  ‘the dough’ 

‘pain’ [zîސ] [zîn] ‘the pain’ 

‘wind’ [bސ] [bn] ‘the wind’ 

‘green’ [gâސ] [dà gâ n] ‘the green one’ 

 

The data in (138) and (139) and the account presented in section 3.1.2 suggests 

that glottal stop V+ހݦ and the glottalized vowoel Vސ are different. I analyze the former as 

a consonant and the latter as part of the vowel.  

Another important feature to consider is the length of the glottalized vowel. The 

glottalized vowels are normally longer that the modal vowel in open syllable and shorter 

than the laryngealized vowels. In (138) I provide the measurements for the glottalized 

vowel, taken from spectrograms of the vowels. Each vowel was repeated three times to 

verify their length. 
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(140) Length of the glottalized vowels 

Gloss Phonetic Length 

‘pain’ [zîސ] 179 ms 

‘wind’ [bސ] 207 ms 

‘friend’ [lôސ] 184 ms 

‘dough’  [kއâސ] 176 ms 

‘handcraft pot’ [dzސ] 170 ms 

Average  183 ms 

 

Based on measurements above, the length average is 183 milliseconds. This is 

considerable longer than the length average of the short modal vowels (140 ms) in open 

syllable, and close to the length average of the long modal vowels (201 ms). So I 

considered this vowel as bimoraic, like the rest of the vowels where lengthening is 

significant. The spectrogram in Figure (26) is a representative form of the glottalized 

vowel in (140).  
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Figure 25: Length of a glottalized vowel 

95 ms
[bn] ‘the wind 

207 ms 
[bސ] ‘wind’ 

(a) (b) 
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In Figure (25a), the arrow at the end of the vowel shows the glottal closure and 

the two-way arrow shows the vowel length; I compared it with the length of the vowel 

with the same form, but inflected with definiteness. This shows that glottalized vowel in a 

noun is shortened when inflected for definiteness. 

In sum, BZ has three contrastive vowel phonation types: modal, laryngealized and 

glottalized. The modal vowels and the non-modal vowels undergo different phonological 

process; this is summarized in (141).  

 

(141) Rules for vowel variations 

Phoneme  Allophones Environments  

V  ---- > Vޝ  /    C  

[ + voice] ____#. (optional) 

 

V ---- > Vޝ  /                  C 

C0 __[-voice, + cont, + _ del rel]word 

 

V ---- > V  ࡢ / C0 ___ #. 

 

V ---- > V  C              C      /  ޝ

[ + voice] __ [-voice]f  (optional) 

 

Vސ ---- > V   / C0 __N [+son,+ant]word  

 

Vސ V ---- > V   / C0 __N [+son,+ant]word 
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The summary in (140) shows the following: 

(1) In an open syllable, a modal vowel is lengthened if the preceding segment is a 

lenis consonant (voiced). This rule includes lenis obstruents and lenis sonorants.  

(2) In a closed syllable, if the consonant in coda position is fortis (voiceless) or 

voiceless fricative, then the modal vowel lengthens too. This rule applies mostly 

in word final position as indicated in the summary above.   

(3) A modal vowel is also devoiced in word final position; this is an idiosyncratic 

variation. In disyllabic and polysyllabic words it occurs only once. 

(4) A modal vowel surfaces with a creaky voice if it occurs between a lenis consonant 

(voiced) and a fortis consonant (voiceless).  

(5) Lastly, laryngealized and glottalized vowels surface with creaky phonation when 

the consonant in the coda is the velar nasal. This phonological process occurs as a 

result of inflection. 

 

Other morpho-phonological processes where the vowels take part are presented in 

the following chapter.  
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Chapter 5:  Vowels in morpho-phonological processes 

In Betaza Zapotec, verb and noun inflexion provides the context to observe 

morpho-phonological process where the vowels take part. To observe these processes, in 

this section I discuss (1) vowel clusters, (2) vowel hierarchy and the completive aspect 

(3) the schwa Ω a phonetic variance of e, and (4) vowels in loanwords. 

 

5.1.  VOWEL CLUSTERS 

In BZ, the sequence of two identical vowels is not permitted. Two similar vowels 

in a morpheme boundary are reduced to one. This is a result of noun and verb inflection, 

as shown in (142).  

 

(142) /V/ ----- > � / __ + V. 

Gloss Stem + clitic Inflected form Gloss 

‘to chew’ dzàsá' =à' dzàsâ' ‘I am chewing’ 

‘to lay down’ dzàtá' =à' dzàtâ' ‘I am lying down’ 

‘to hide’ tskàtxé' =é' tskàtxé' ‘he is hiding’ 

‘to hold’ dzòxó' =ó' dzòxó' ‘you are holding’ 

‘hat’ lhápà' =à' xlápà' ‘my hat’ 

‘broom’ gòbé' =é' xkòbé' ‘his broom’ 

 

If a nominal or a verb stem ends with a vowel similar to the subject markers =à', = 

=ó', or =é' (first, second and third person respectively), the sequence of two vowels is 

reduced to one. Normally the first vowel is deleted, because of the resulting tones and 

because of the following rule (the tone changes will be discussed in Chapter 7). 
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When the vowels are dissimilar, the vowel of the stem is deleted and the subject 

markers are preserved. This can be observed only in noun inflection as illustrated in (143)  

 

(143) /V/ ---- > � stem] /  __ +V 

        [+ - low, - high, - back]. 

Gloss Stem + clitic Inflected form Gloss 

‘hat’ lhápà' =é' xlápé' ‘his/her hat’ 

‘broom’ gòbé' =á' xkòbá' ‘my broom’ 

‘palm mat’ dà' =é' xté'  ‘his/her palm mat’ 

‘firewood’ wàgé =á' xwàgá' ‘his/her firewood’ 

 

The morpho-phonological process above only occurs with the vowels /e/ and /a/ 

where either one can be a subject marker as shown in (143).   

The high vowel i changes to its correspondent semivowel when preceded by an 

unlike vowel, as shown in (144). 

 

(144) /i/ ------ > [y] / C __V.          

Gloss Stem + SM Continuative Gloss 

‘to clean’ txí' = á' txyá' ‘I am cleaning’ 

‘to squeeze’ tsí' = ò' tsyó' ‘you are squeezing’ 

‘to stretch’  dzlí' =é' dzlyé' ‘he is stretching’  

‘to buy’ sí' =é' tsyé' ‘he is buying’ 

 

In non-verbal forms, the glide + V sequence occurring morpheme-internally is 

consistent with the rule above. Most of the forms containing the glide y plus a vowel (o, 
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a) were historically two-syllable forms as illustrated in (145). The Proto-Zapotec forms 

listed in the first column were taken from Kaufman (1994 - 2004). 

 

(145) /i/ ------ > [y] / b __V 

  [+ - back, + -low, -mid, -high]. 

P-Zapotec Gloss 
BZ  
underlying forms 

BZ  
surface forms 

* kwe+yo: ‘boy’ /bio'/ [byԁސ] 

*kwe+e7yo7 ‘moon’ /bio'/ [byòސ] 

*kwe+eyu ‘flea’ /bio'/ [byóސ] 

*kwe+ ya ‘prickly pear cactus’ /bia'/ [byáސ] 

*kw+eya7 ‘animal’ /bia'/ [byàސ] 

*kw+e7ya ‘fly’ /bia'/ [byâސ] 

   

The Proto-Zapotec forms are listed in the first column. The contemporary forms 

in BZ are listed in the third and the last columns. The third column includes the 

underlying forms and the last column includes the surface forms.  

The vowel o also changes to its correspondent glide w, when the subject marker 

(SM) =a ‘1S’ or =é' ‘3S HON’ is added to a verb stem, or to a noun stem ending with 

this vowel, as illustrated in (146). 
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(146) /o/ ----- > [w] / C__ V 

                                      [+ - low, - high, - back]. 

Gloss Stem + SM Continuative Gloss 

‘to pile up’ txò' = á' txwâ' ‘I am piling’ 

‘cough’ dzò' =é' sdzwé' ‘he is coughing’ 

‘rope dԁ = á' xtwá' ‘my rope’ 

‘one’ tò =é' twé' ‘only one’ 

 

Unlike the glide y, there are no forms with w+V occurring morpheme-internally. 

However, in my data I have found two words where o precedes an a: [doa] ‘agave plant’, 

and the compound word [doaݶinaސ] ‘pineapple’. So the generalization in (146) does not 

apply in these cases. There may be other exceptions. 

 Another example where the vowel o turns to its correspondent glide occurs when 

a noun or verb stem ends with an a, and the subject marker =ò' ‘2S’ is added. This 

illustrated in (147). 

 

(147) /o/ ----- > [w] / V___#  

                                     [+low –high,+back]. 

 Gloss Stem + clitic Inflected form Gloss 

‘to break’ dzlá'  = ò' blâ'w   ‘you broke’ st. 

‘to walk’ tsà' = ò' tsà'w ‘you are walking’ 

‘mother’ xnhà' = ò' xnhà'w ‘your mother 

‘throat’ lbà' = ò' lbà'w ‘your throat’ 

 

The surface form of the vowel clusters in the examples above is [aސw] and the 
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underlying form is /a'o/. This is also true in a sequence of a+w occurring morpheme-

internally as illustrated in (148). 

 

(148) /o/ ----- > [w] / V___#  

                                     [+low –high,+back]. Morpheme-internally 

P-Zapotec Gloss 
BZ  
underlying forms 

BZ  
surface forms 

*niss tawo7 ‘sea’ /nis da'o/ [nìsdáސw] 

*tawo ‘maize spike’ /bis ta'o/ [bìstâސw] 

*kwe+tawo7 ‘child/baby’ /bi da'o/ [bìdâ'w] 

*yo7o tawo7 ‘churche’ /yo da'o/ [jôdáސw 

*kwawo ‘charcoal’ /ba'o/ [bӽސw] 

 ‘jaguar’ /bezx ta'o/ [beݶtáސw] 

 

These forms were originally disyllabic words as listed in column one. The data 

was taken from Kaufman (1994 - 2004). The contemporary forms in BZ are shown in the 

last two columns. 

Lastly, there are also some Spanish loanwords where the sequence of two vowels 

is not permitted, and other phonological adjustments occur. I analyze these in section 5.4. 

 

5.2.  PHONETIC VARIANCE OF E 

In BZ, the vowel e varies phonetically from mid-front [e] to central [ԥ]. The 

‘schwa’ occurs when it is preceded by the continuative aspect marker dz and the 

completive marker b. This is illustrated in (149). 
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                                                         C0 
(149) /e/ --- > [ԥ] /[+ con, + voice, +cor, +del rel, + lab] __ [+voice]. (optional) 

Phonetic  Orthography  Gloss 

[dzԥláleސ]  dzlhále Cont.‘he is in a hurry’  

[dzԥlbé n]  dzlbén  Cont. ‘it is boiling’ 

[dzԥnàb]  dznàb ‘asking back for something’ 

[bԥlà]  bélhà' Comp. ‘I came back’ 

[bԥgànéސ]  bgàné' Comp. ‘he stayed ’ 

[bԥzéސ]  bzé' Comp.‘he left’ 

 

The front mid-vowel e occurs elsewhere, so the ‘schwa’ [ԥ] is an allophone of the 

front mid-vowel. The surface of the central mid-vowel [ԥ] in the context above could 

possibly be a result of an articulacy transition. Additionally, the phonetic realization of 

[ԥ] and the preceding consonant is possibly a reflex of the historical shape of the aspect 

markers, which were originally a consonant plus a vowel (C+V). For instance, the 

continuative aspect was *tyi and the completive aspect was *kwe ~ ko (Kaufman 1994 - 

2004). The reflexes in BZ are: [dzԥ] and [bԥ] respectively.  

The aspect marker in current-day Betaza Zapotec and the reconstructions of the 

Proto-Zapotec aspect markers partake in another morpho-phonological process of vowel 

substitution. I address this in the following section. 

 

5.3.  VOWEL HIERARCHY  

In BZ, there is a type of vowel substitution that is possibly determined by a 

‘vowel hierarchy’. This is an expression that has been used by Kaufman (1994 - 2004) 

when analyzing Zapotec verb morphology. According to Kaufman, there are Zapotec 
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verb stems that begin with vowels and aspect markers ending with vowels. This is true 

for BZ. However, in BZ as in most of the Zapotec languages the sequence of two vowels 

in a morpheme boundary is not tolerated, so when two vowels encounter each other one 

gets deleted. The deletion is determined by the vowel hierarchy, in which the ‘strongest’ 

vowel replaces the ‘weaker’ one.  

Similar to the reconstructions of Proto-Zapotec, in BZ the vowel deletion is 

observed within the continuative aspect marker as illustrated in (150b). The examples in 

(150a) and (150c) show that in the three basic verb aspects, the verb stem starts with the 

vowel a. 

 

(150) PZ and BZ forms 

 *AM *PZ  verb stem *PZ Gloss 

(a) Cont *tyi + *a7nna > *tya7anna ‘I am cultivating’ 

(b) Comp. *ko + *a7nna > *ko7onna ‘I cultivated’ 

(c) Pot *ki + *a7nna > *ka7anna ‘I’ll cultivate’ 

 

In (150b) the proto-forms show that o replaces a, when the morpheme *ko is 

added to the verb stem. This is similar in BZ, when the aspect marker go is added to the 

verb stem o replaces a,, so o is the strongest vowel  (o >> a). This is shown in (151). 

 

(151) o >> a 

 AM BZ verb stem SM Comp. Gloss 

 (a)  go -àn-  ‘cultivate’ =a' gònƗ' ‘I cultivated’ 

 (b) go -àt-    ‘died’ =bé' gòtbé' ‘he died’ 

 (c)  go -àl-    ‘born’ =bé' gòlghbé' ‘he was born’ 
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It is important the point out that besides the completive aspect marker go, b ~ be 

also mark the completive forms. So, when the aspect marker be is added to verb stem 

there is also a vowel deletion. This is shown in (152).   

 

(152) e >> o 

 AM Vern stem SM Conjugated Gloss 

 (a)  be -ón-    ‘did’ =a' bénhà' ‘I did’ sm. 

 (b)  be -ót-     ‘beat’ =a' bétà' ‘I beat’ 

(c)  be -ól-     ‘sing’ =a' bélhà' ‘I sang’ 

 

The set of data in (151) and (152) shows the relation of three vowels e, o and a, in 

which e is the ‘strongest’ vowel and a is the ‘weakest’ one (e > o > a). To some extent 

this relation is evidence that a ‘partial’ vowel hierarchy exists in Betaza Zapotec. I have 

not found forms to show directly the relation of e and a (e > a). Additionally, verb stems 

where the vowel i occurs as the first segment are very rare. This limits the possibility to 

find the position of the high vowel i in this hierarchy. However, there might be a 

historical correspondence of e to i that could help to determine the position of this vowel. 

Therefore, we need more data and analysis to draw definitive conclusions.  

In sum, in verb morphology vowels undergo important phonological processes; 

those I presented in this section are common in most of the Xhon Zapotec. Loanwords are 

another context where vowels undergo phonology processes. I address this in the 

following section. 
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5.4.  VOWELS IN LOANWORDS 

Spanish loanwords undergo important phonological adjustments; one of these is 

the reduction of polysyllabic forms to a one syllable word. Usually, the tendency is to 

drop the pretonic vowel (Operstein 2004). Examples where this phonological adjustment 

occurs in BZ are listed in (153). 

  

(153) Deletion of the pretonic vowel 

Spanish form  BZ form Phonetic Gloss 

remedio rmêts [ݐmêts] ‘medicine 

arroz rôs [ݐôs] ‘rise’ 

limeta lmét [lmétހ] ‘bottle’ 

Antonio tôn [tô n] ‘Antonio’ (name) 

Manuel wêlh  [wê ܾ]  ‘Manuel’ (name) 

 

A word-final vowel is also dropped when the loanwords are produced by BZ 

speakers. Examples where vowels are ‘apocopated’ are in (154). 

 

(154) Apocope 

Spanish form  BZ form Phonetics Gloss 

prueba prêb [pݐêȕࡢ] ‘test’ 

pobre prôb [pݐôȕࡢ] ‘poor’ 

molonillo mòlnîy [mòlnîç] ‘hand mill’ 

Marzo márs [maݐs] ‘March’ 

cuchillo wtxîy [wݹîç] ‘knife’ 
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Another important phonological adjustment is the reduction of diphthongs. In 

(155) I provide examples where the two Spanish vowels are reduced either to one vowel 

or completely deleted.  

 

(155) Diphthong reduction 

Spanish form  BZ form Phonetics Gloss 

vidrio bîdro [bîdݐoࡢ ] ‘glass’ 

paciencia pàsêns [pàsê:ns] ‘patient’ 

Leticia Ltîs [ltî:s] ‘Leticia’ (name) 

justicia jòstís [xòstís] ‘justice’ 

medio mêts  [mê:ts]  ‘currency’ 

 

Lastly, there are cases in which BZ speakers alternate from o to u. This is not 

ruled by a phonetic principle but is rather the result of a sociolinguistic phenomenon 

relating to the speaker’s degree of bilingualism. For instance, for the word ‘donkey’ older 

speakers tend to say ‘bor’ and younger speakers ‘bur’. However, there are instances in 

which both types of speakers prefer to syllabify u into a glide. This is shown in (156). 

 

(156) u ~ w 

Spanish form  Orthography Phonetics Gloss 

cuchillo  wtxîy   [wݹî:ç]  ‘knife’ 

cuchara  wtxâr   [wݹâ:ࡢݐ ]  ‘spun’ 

cuete  kwét   [kއétހ] ‘firework’ 

cuento  kwént   [kއéntހ]  ‘story’ 
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In loanwords in which the vowel u occurs as a single mora, it is usually de-

syllabified into a glide as in the first two examples listed in (156). On the other hand, if u 

is part of a diphthong containing e, the velar Spanish segment is adjusted to the fortis 

labio-velar forming a single segment kҭ, like the last two examples in (156).  
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Chapter 6:  Syllable structure  

In BZ, the syllable normally can have two consonants in the onset and two 

consonants in the coda. However, there are rare cases in which onsets and codas have 

three consonants; these are normally the result of a vowel deletion. On the other hand, all 

vowels and their phonation type occupy the nucleus position. The sequence of two 

vowels is not allowed, thus the laryngealized vowels (V'V) are analyzed as a single unit 

(V1V1). Based on this, the maximum syllable structure that BZ allows is of the shape 

shown in Figure (26). 

  

 

Figure 26: BZ syllable template 

Examples that illustrate the syllable template are in (157) and (158). In BZ there 

are simple and complex syllables. In (157) I list the simple syllables.  

 

(157) Simple syllables 

Syllable shape Orthography Phonetic  Gloss 

CV tò [tò] ‘one’ 

CVC lòs [lòs] ‘horn’ 

CCVC.CV7 lgwdxto7 [lܵݶއtǀހݦ] ‘our relatives’ 

CCV.CVCC byâwíngh [bjàwínȤ] ‘snail’  

CCVCC bdôlgh [bdô lȤ] ‘soursop fruit’ 

CV'V bé'e [béސe] ‘this morning’ 

CV' dz' [dzސ]  ‘cántaro’ (a pot)  

(C)(C)CV(C)(C)
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On the one hand, the simple syllables are those containing from one to two 

segments as onset and coda as I have listed in (157). On the other hand, the complex 

syllables are those with three-consonant clusters and the atypical cases of syllables with 

vowel initial forms (VC) as shown in (158). 

 

(158) Complex syllables 

 Syllable shape Orthography Phonetic  Gloss 

(a) CCCVC.CV7 xtlázà7 [ݕtlázà௧ހ] ‘my peach’ (<Sp) 

(b) CVCCC.CVC sìntrgôg [sìntrgôܵ] ‘mountain dove’ 

(c) CV.CVCCC sìlántr [sìlántr] ‘cilantro’(<Sp) 

(d) CVC.CCVCCC Sptyémbr [sptjémbr] ‘September’(<Sp) 

(e) VC ìz  (*yìz) [ìz]  ‘year’ 

(f) VC â'w [âސ:w] ‘yes’ restricted  

(g) V.V ò'.ó [òސ.ó] ‘not’  

(h) V  ò7 [ò ௧ހ] ‘yes’ general  

(i) V á [á] interrogative particle 

 

It is important to point out that there are few vowel-initial words. Those listed 

above are native forms and none of them exhibit pre-glottalization features. The forms in 

(158e-f) are analyzed as nucleus plus coda. The form in (155g) is considered disyllabic, 

containing two nuclei and the last two forms have a single nucleus. The atypical onsets, 

codas and nucleus listed above are not considered in the following description.  
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6.1.  NUCLEUS 

Modal, glottalized and laryngealized vowels occupy the nucleus position. The 

data provided in sections 4.2 and 4.3, where the vowels were long and stressed, suggests 

that the weight of the nucleus is bimoraic. The nucleus of a syllable with a short vowel is 

analyzed as monomoraic. I would like to emphasize that the vowel length is not 

contrastive; the rule for this phonetic variation was provided in (141).  The syllable 

weight in (159) accounts for this, and an example for each case is listed in (160). 

 

(159) Vowel lengthening average   

Weight of the nucleus  Syllable shape Length average 

(a)         PP]ı CV201 ޝ ms 

 CVޝC  220 ms 

 CVސV 240 ms 

 CV  C 204 msޝ

 CV183 ސ ms 

(b)            P]ı CV 139 ms 

 CVC 130 ms 

 CV C 129 ms 
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(160) Heavy  and light vowels  

(a)   (b)   

PP]ı Form Gloss P]ı Form Gloss 

CVސV [ ࡌzíސi]      ‘heavy’ CV [ ࡌdé] ‘exist’ 

CVޝ [ ࡌdޝ]      ‘ash’ CVC [ ࡌ bís] ‘cat’ 

CVސ [ ࡌdzސ] ‘cántaro’ (a pot) CV C [ ࡌwín] ‘orange’

CV bjê ࡌ ] Cޝ ࡢݓޝ ] ‘go’    

CVޝC [ ࡌnàޝ ܵࡈ ] ‘ear’    

 

The vowels in (160a) are considered bimoraic because of their length which 

operates in conjunction with stress and partially with tone, and those in (160b) are 

monomoraic. One important point is that short vowels usually bear high tone. I discuss 

this in detail in Chapter 7. The lenis consonants in coda position in the last two examples 

in (160a) are not moraic and that applies to all the lenis segments. Usually, fortis 

consonants are consider moraic when they occur in coda position, but this is not true for 

the lenis consonants (Avelino Becerra 2004; Sicoli 2006). Lastly, in (155b) the vowels 

are light, so they are monomoraic. My assertion about the syllable weight is based on the 

analysis provided in the vowel section.  

 

6.2.  SIMPLE ONSET  

In native words, onsets are obligatory, with the exception of the vowel-initial 

words provided in (158). The onsets are normally one or two consonants and rarely three 

consonants. Therefore, there are simple and complex onsets. In simple onsets, most of the 

consonants can occur, and few of them are rare. For instance, for p and gh I have found a 

single example in onset; pîtá'‘rainbow’ and ghíd ‘hen’ respectively. The rest of the native 
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consonants occur freely word-initially. In (161) I provide examples of each segment in 

simple onset.  

 

(161) Simple onset 

Phoneme  Gloss Phoneme  Gloss 

 p  pîtá ‘rainbow’  s  síb ‘high’ 

 b  bèbé ‘trash’  z  zӽ7 ‘baby corn’ 

 t  tò ‘one’  x  xòpé ‘six’ 

 d  dԁ ‘rope’  zx  zxîgá' ‘gourd’  

 k  kàrdá ‘begging’  gh  ghíd ‘hen’ 

 g  gԁlhé ‘old’  nh  nhèdá' ‘me’ 

 kw  kwâ7 ‘corn flour dough’  n  nèghé ‘yesterday’ 

 gw  gwâ ‘ripe’  (m)  môs (<Sp) ‘labor’ 

 ts  stóp ‘two’  (ñ)  ñá' ‘my foot’ 

 dz  dzáp ‘take care of’  lh  lhátè ‘few’ 

 tx   txӿ7i ‘ten’  l  lӽ' ‘Oaxaca’ 

 dx  dxà7 ‘day’  (r)  rìnkó ‘small’ 

 (f)  fáb (<Sp) ‘detergent’  w  wàge ‘firewood’ 

    y  yédzò ‘hole’ 

 

The consonants in parenthesis are borrowed from Spanish. Two of them have 

been incorporated into the BZ sound system: r and ñ. Hence there are some native forms 

where these consonants are found. The labial nasal m is found in several  loanwords 

word-initially; mís ‘mass’, més ‘table’ and mâl  ‘bad’ are some other examples. The labial 
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fricative f is rare in all positions. Lastly, the consonant 7 never occurs in onset and in 

word medial position, but occurs word-finally as a coda. 

 

6.3.  SIMPLE CODA 

In simple coda, the native segments are common and they occur more freely in 

comparison to the Spanish loan segments. For instance, for each of the segments m, f, r 

and ñ, there is a single example in word-final position: kám ‘bed’, ríf ‘ruffle’, gêr ‘scar’, 

and bâñ ‘restroom’. Examples of each native segment in coda position are listed in (162).  

 

(162) Simple coda 

Phoneme  Gloss Phoneme  Gloss 

 p  nhòp ‘fermented drink’  s  bís ‘cat’ 

 b  kòb  ‘new’  z  nhèz  ‘path’ 

 t  yet ‘tortilla’  x  bèx ‘tomatoes’ 

 d  yîd  ‘leather’  zx  yòzx ‘sand’ 

 k  gàk ‘will happen’  gh  yétgh  ‘sugar cane’ 

 g  nhàg ‘ear’  nh  lwénh ‘its root’ 

 kw  brékw ‘curve like’  n  xòn ‘nest’ 

 gw  blhégw ‘bend over’  (m)  kâm ‘bed’  

7 nhà7 ‘ over there’  (ñ) bâñ ‘bathroom’  

 ts  blats ‘mosquito’  lh wêlh  ‘Manuel’ 

 dz  méݵ  ‘money’  l bêl ‘fish’ 

 tx  txítx ‘white’  (r) gêr ‘wound’ 

 dx  yàdx  ‘plums’  w bìdâw  ‘child’ 

 (f)  ríf  ‘ruffle’  y lhӽy  ‘poison ivy’ 
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The data in (161) and (162) show that in simple onset and in simple coda, the 

native segments are common with few exceptions; for instance, p is rare as onset. Spanish 

loan consonants are even more restricted, and there are few examples where they occur in 

onset and coda. In complex onset and coda, there are specific restrictions to take into 

account. I offer the details on these restrictions in the following section.  

 

6.4.  ONSET CONSONANT CLUSTER   

In BZ, consonant clusters (CL) occur more word-initially than word-finally. In 

word initial position, most of the consonant clusters results from morphological 

processes, e.g. affixation for aspectual marker and for possessives. However, there are 

also initial clusters in stems without affixation. Additionally, there are important phonetic 

restrictions to highlight. For instance, zx, dx, and gh never occur as the C1. To describe 

the consonant clusters features in detail I consider the following class of sounds.  

 

6.4.1.  Plosives in consonant clusters  

The plosives p, b, t, d, k, and g can be a member of a cluster either as C1 or C2, 

but kw and gw can only be C2. The plosive 7 cannot be either C1 or C2. This is shown in 

(163).  
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(163) Plosives 

C1 Gloss C2 Gloss  

pryó  ‘cricket’ xpdxe' ‘his bull’ 

blòdx ‘frog’ xbáse' ‘his head 

btxòk ‘to twist’ dzbӽb ‘counting’ 

tns  ‘the path’  stòbe' ‘he is collecting’ 

tyӽ' ‘measurement’ stӽs ‘sleeping’ 

drîl ‘pants brand’ txdà' ‘fourteen’ 

krôs ‘cross’ tskàtxé' ‘to hide’ 

grâp (<sp) ‘staple’ dzgôbe' ‘he is putting in st.’ 

*kw+C2  dzkwČ'e ‘he is piling’  

*gw+C2  dzgwČ' ‘he is smoking’ 

*7  *7 (as part of a consonant 

cluster) 

 

 

In (163) the first column shows representative examples of the consonant clusters 

beginning with plosives. All the examples are native forms, except grâp ‘staple’ and krôs 

‘cross’ which comes from the Spanish form grapa and cruz. The third column shows that 

all plosives are also allowed as C2 word-initially, except the glottal stop. In (164) there is 

a summary of the clusters in word initial position. The consonants in the first column are 

the C1. The X in the following columns indicates that the consonant clusters do occur, 

whereas the C2 are the consonants on top of the chart.  
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(164) Plosive initial consonant clusters 

 t d k g kw gw s z ts dz tx dx ñ n nh l lh r w y 

p                  X   

b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X  X 

t              X  X  X  X 

d                  X   

k                  X (x)  

g                  X (x)  

 

The summary in (164) illustrates the following:  

(1) b occurs more frequently in comparison to the rest of the plosives; this is because 

the lenis plosive b is the affix for completive aspect, and usually the verb initial 

stem is a consonant. The labial b is realized as a plosive when it precedes a lenis 

consonant, but when it precedes a fortis obstruent it surfaces as a voiceless 

fricative [݊].  

(2) All the stops precede the rhotic r, which is always pronounced as a flap [ݐ]. 

However, the flap occurs as C2 mostly in loanwords like pݐês ‘prisoner’, tѶómp 

‘type of toy’, dѶîlh ‘cloth brand’, gѶâp ‘staple’.  

(3) The alveolar plosive t occurs only with sonorants.  

(4) I analyze the velar plosives k and g plus the semivowel w as the phonemic 

labialized velars. The contrast in place of articulation with neighboring segments 

provided in the plosive section supports my claim. Additionally, if they were 

considered as two different segments, there will be a sequence of three gestures 

(C –k –w) which is rare in BZ. Thus, in forms like bkwe7 ‘he pilled up’ and 

bgwe7 ‘he smoked’ are considered the common pattern of two consonant clusters.  
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(5) The stops p, d, k, g can not precede any obstruents and sonorant, but r.  

(6) The plosive t can precede n and l.  

(7) Lastly, kw and gw do not occur as C1.  

 

6.4.2.  Affricates and fricatives in consonant clusters  

In the group of affricates and fricatives there are more incidences of consonant 

clusters wherein these segments are C1.This is because affricates and fricatives are 

prefixed for continuative aspect, or in the case of the fricative x, it is prefixed as a 

possessive marker. Not all affricates and fricatives can occur as C1 in a consonant cluster. 

This is illustrated in (165). 

 

(165) Affricates and fricatives 

C1 Gloss  C2 Gloss  

tskàtxé' ‘hiding’ btsép' ‘he accepted’  

dzgòtsé' ‘he is getting gray hair’ bdzôgbe' ‘he went out’ 

txdì' ‘a bit’ adv. of time xtxíxbe' ‘he is mixing’ 

stìn  ‘burst’ bsô' ‘adobe brick’ 

 zwá ‘is there’ bzàl ‘pull it over’ 

xná ‘red’ bxòs  ‘priest’ 

xnhá' ‘my mother’ bxà' ‘open’ 

*zx+C  bzxànhe'  ‘she gave birth’ 

*gh+C  xghése' ‘chicken liver’ 

*dx+C  xdxíxbe' ‘he is measuring’ 
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The first column in (165) shows representative examples of consonant clusters 

beginning with fricatives and affricates, and the third column provides examples where 

the two groups of consonants occur as C2. In (166) a summary shows in detail the 

consonant clusters formed with affricates and fricatives plus obstruents and resonants.  

 

(166) Summary of consonant clusters for fricatives and affricates 

 p b t d k g kw gw s ts tx gh m ñ n nh l lh w y 

s  X X X X     X    X  X  X X X 

z                   X X 

x X X X  X X X  X X X X X  X X X X X X 

ts     X  X              

dz  X  X  X  X      X X X X X X X 

tx  X  X          X    X X X 

 

The summary shows the following:  (1) The fortis fricative s can precede most of 

the obstruents and the resonants, contrary to the lenis fricative z, which only precedes the 

semivowels w and y. (2) The post-alveolar fricative x precedes all the consonants above 

except d, gw, ñ, and most of the forms found with x are possessed forms. When the 

possessive marker x precedes the fortis obstruents, these segments are usually the result 

of progressive voice assimilation wherein the initial lenis obstruents of a noun stem has 

undergone fortition because of the prefix x. However, there are some consonant clusters 

where the initial segment x does not mark possession (e.g. xna ‘red’, xkol ‘turkey’). There 

are also forms where the lenis consonant as a C2 is not affected by the possessive marker 

x (e.g. xban ‘its tail’ xga7 ‘my head’ xnha7 ‘my mother’).These forms are inalienable 

nouns or inherently possessed, which possibly explains why they are not affected by the 
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preceding x or just the exceptions of the progressive voice assimilation rule defined in the 

obstruents section. The lenis counterpart of x, zx, never occurs as C1 word-initially. This 

is also true for the uvular gh; it does not occur as C1 in word initial position. 

In the group of affricates, ts, dz, and tx occur as C1 word-initially, but the lenis dx 

does not. Most of the forms where the affricates occur as C1 are verb forms. The alveolar 

affricate dz is the basic continuative aspect marker, and ts and tx alternates with dz as a 

result of morpho-phonological process. Based on this, the characteristics of the affricates 

as C1 are:  

(1) The basic aspect marker dz precedes only lenis segments usually from a verb 

stem.  

(2) The alveolar affricate ts precede only the velar k and the labialized velar kw.  

(3) The affricates precede only voiced segments; the obstruents b and d, and the 

sonorants; ñ, l, lh, w and y.  

(4) The semivowels can be preceded by the fricatives and the affricates, except ts. 

(5) Lastly, the affricates never precede fricatives, but fricatives can precede the 

affricates as shown in (165).      

 

6.4.3.  Sonorants in consonant clusters  

The group of sonorants y, m, and ñ do not occur as C1 in word initial clusters, but 

they can occur as C2. The rest of the resonants can occur either as C1 or C2 in word 

initial position. This is shown in (167). 
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(167) Sonorants 

C1 Gloss  C2 Gloss  

nwé' ‘she is expecting’   xná ‘red’ 

nhlâ' ‘it is ironed’ bnhàn ‘say it’ 

lhbà' ‘neck’ blhâ' ‘I arrived’ 

lmet ‘bottle blӽn ‘break it’ 

rsìlhé'e ‘lunch’ kré ‘quickly’ 

wdzê' ‘have a seat’ twìz  ‘one year’ 

*y+C  wyá' ‘I went’ somewhere  

*m+C  lmét ‘bottle’ 

*ñ+C  txñà' ‘once’ 

 

The first column in (167) shows representative examples of resonants as C1 word-

initially. I also list the segments that are restricted to occur as C1 in a consonant cluster. 

The third column provides examples where the resonants occur as C2. In (168) there is a 

summary that shows in detail the consonant clusters. 
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(168) Sonorants as C1 in consonant clusters. 

 p b t d k g gh s z ts dz x tx dx m ñ n nh l lh w y 

n                   X  X X 

nh  X    X                 

l               X  X    X X 

lh  X     X X  X             

r X       X               

w  X X X X X  X X X X X X X  X X X X X  X 

y                     X  

 

The summary above shows the following:   

(1) The fortis and lenis alveolar nasal is rare as C1 word-initially. The fortis nasals 

can precede only l, w and y. The lenis nasals nh can precede the plosive b and g, 

and when it precedes the labial plosive it is pronounced as [m].  

(2) The fortis and lenis liquid follows the same pattern; the fortis liquid precedes the 

sonorants; m, n, w, and y, and the lenis one the obstruents; b, gh, s, and ts.  

(3) The rhotic r occurs as a C1 only in two loanwords rpâg ‘refajo’ (a type of skirt) 

and in rsâr ‘resar’ (to pray), and in a one native word rsìlhé7 ‘lunch’.  

(4) The semivowel w as C1 occurs with most of the consonants. However, as pointed 

out in the consonant section when the following segments are the plosives b, d, g 

and gw it behaves as a vowel. However, it is not analyzed as u for two reasons; 

first, word-initially a vowel is rare in BZ and second u occurs only in few 

loanwords from Spanish. 

(5)  Lastly, y can be precede w in words like ywӽ7 ‘pile of firewood’ and ywé7 ‘he is 

in’ or ‘he is involved in something’.               
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6.5.  CONSONANT CLUSTERS IN CODA POSITION 

Consonant clusters in word final position are not as common as those allowed 

word-initially. The reduced number of incidences of consonant clusters in word final 

position has been attested across languages (Greenberg 1978 ). There is asymmetry in 

consonant clusters: more incidence of consonant clusters word-initially and fewer 

consonant clusters word-finally have been recorded for Yatee (Jaeger & Van Valin Jr. 

1982) and Yalálag Zapotec (Avelino Becerra 2004). This is also true for BZ. In (169) I 

list examples where consonant clusters are found as coda. 

 

(169) Consonant clusters in coda position  

 Phonetic Orthography  Gloss 

Obst + ࡢݓ  [wìtࡢݓ ] wìtgh ‘play’ 

 [bdìdࡢݓ ] bdìdgh ‘nail’ 

 [bdࡢݓݹ ] bdtxgh ‘Betaza’ 

 [zìtsࡢݓ ] zìtsgh ‘sour’ 

 [bê dzࡢݓ ] bêdzgh ‘chicken’ 

 [jíࡢݓݕ ] yíxgh ‘net’ 

 [kîݓݤ ࡢ ]   kîzxgh   ‘pay’ 

Son+ ࡢݓ  [bݤònࡢݓ ]  bzxòngh  ‘run’ 

 [wzìnࡢݓ ] wzìngh ‘squeeze’ 

 [wlálࡢݓ ] wlhálgh  ‘pour’ 

 [bjinࡢݓ ] byingh ‘destroyed’ 

n+ݹ [wê nݹ] wêntx ‘masked dancer’ 

s+ ܵࡈ  [bés ܵࡈ ] bésg ‘dirt’ 
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The set of data in (169) shows native words with consonant clusters in word final 

position. Interestingly, the uvular fricative gh occurs very often as a C2, and it can be 

preceded by an obstruent or a sonorant. I have found only one case each where the 

second consonant is the affricate tx and the plosive g.  

In Spanish loanwords the deletion of post-tonic vowels leads to a consonant 

cluster in word final position. In (170) I listed some examples and in (171) there is a 

summary of consonant clusters in word final position.  

 

(170) Word-finally consonant clusters in loanwords 

Spanish BZ Phonetic Gloss 

bolsa bóls   [bóls]   ‘bag’ 

libro lîbr   [lîbݐ] ‘book’ 

ázucar sókr [sókݐ] ‘sugar’ 

martes mart [mâݐtހ] ‘Tuesday’ 

purga pórg [póݐ ܵࡈ ] ‘purge’ 
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(171) Consonant clusters in word final position 

 b t d k g gh s tx r 

p       X   

b         X 

t      X    

d      X   X 

k         X 

g         X 

ts      X    

dz      X    

tx      X    

s  X   X X    

zx      X    

n      X  X X 

l      X X  X 

r  X   X     

 

The summary in (171) shows the consonant cluster in word final position. (1) The 

velar stop, the uvular fricative and the post-alveolar affricate (in bold face) are the only 

three native segments that can occur as C2. The velar stop g in this position is 

pronounced as a devoiced fricative [ ܵࡈ ]. (2) The uvular fricative gh and the rhotic r are the 

segments that occur most as C2. The uvular segment occurs in native words and the 

rhotic which is pronounced as a flap occurs only in loanwords. (3) The alveolar fricative s 

occurs as C2 only in loanwords.  
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Lastly, onsets and codas with three segments are rare. Onsets with three 

consonants are the result of morphological or phonological processes. For instance, the 

possessive marker x leads to a cluster like xtlázà' ‘my peach’. Compound words also 

result in a three-consonant cluster onset: lghwׯdxtó' [lȤwédݤ.tóސ] ‘our relatives’ (lhádgw > 

lghw ‘among’, +lhàx > ׯdx ‘relative/ heart’, +tó' ‘our’) is an example. In native words 

there are no consonant clusters with three segments in coda position, but in loanwords 

there are some examples, a circumstance in which the final vowel is often deleted. For 

example, in words like kùlántr ‘cilantro’ the deletion of the final vowel leads to a three-

consonant clusters. 
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Chapter 7:  Tone  

In this section, I present a preliminary version of the BZ tone system. This section 

includes the following issues: (1) Betaza tone system, (2) The relation between phonation 

types and tone, and (3) Patterns of tone substitutions. 

 

7.1.  THE TONE SYSTEM IN BETAZA ZAPOTEC  

Betaza Zapotec is a tonal language. A language is tonal if the pitch of a word, 

with the auditory sensation of tonal height, can change the meaning of that word 

(Gussenhoven 2004; Yip 2002). Examples where this definition applies are listed in 

(172). 

 

(172) Same segments with different meaning 

Phonetic Gloss Tone 

[góݶƝސ] ‘he will urinate’ High mid 

[gòݶèސ] ‘to suck’ Low low 

[gòݶƝސ] ‘I told him’ Low mid 

 

Most of the Xhon Zapotec dialects exhibit at least three phonological tones. Xhon 

dialects with three phonological tones are: Yatzachi el Bajo (Leal 1950; Pike 1948), San 

Pedro Cajonos (Nellis & Hollenbach 1980), and Yalálag Zapotec (Avelino Becerra 

2004). Zoogocho Zapotec uses four tones (Long & Cruz 1999). Betaza Zapotec also uses 

four tones (Woodbury 2008).  

The Betaza Zapotec tone system consists of four phonological tones: high, low, 

rising, falling and a phonetic mid tone. In (173) I show BZ tones. 
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(173) Phonetic tone inventory 

Tone Phonetic Gloss 

High  [báj] ‘handkerchief’  

Low [gòtހ] ‘dead’ 

Rising [bӽܽ] ‘how many’ 

Falling [jâtހ] ‘net’ 

Mid [dzàwbƝސ] ‘he is eating’ 

 

The list above shows five tones: the high, low, rising and falling tones are 

contrastive, and the mid tone is the result of tone sandhi. In (174) I present minimal pairs 

to show the phonological tones.  

 

(174) Phonological tones  

High  Low Rising  Falling  

byá ‘cactus plant’ byà  ‘animal’ byӽ' Imp.‘dance’ byâ'  ‘fly’ 

zé'  ‘to stand’ z'  ‘wall’ wČ' ‘wound’ wê'  ‘to give’ 

yá' ‘sweating house’ yà'  ‘hill’ yӽ'  ‘metal’ yâ'  ‘reed’ 

 

The pitch tracks representing the contrastive tones are in Figure (27). 
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Figure 27: Pitch tracks of the phonological tones. 

 

Based on the speech of a male speaker I have noted that the following pitch 

ranges occur. The analysis of the pitch track was done in Praat. The pitch range I 

considered for this analysis was from 50 Hz to 300 Hz. The following list provides the 

pitch range for each tone: 

(1) For a high tone, the measure range from 125 to 135 Hertz. The pitch track in (27a) 

is of 130 Hertz.  

(2) For a low tone, the measure varies from 95 to 105 Hertz. The pitch track in (27b) 

is of 98 Hertz.  

(3) For a rising tone, the starting point range from 100 to 105 and the ending point 

range from 130 to 140 Hertz. The pitch track in (27c) rises from 108 to 130 Hertz. 

(a) 
xán 

‘father’ 
H 

(b)
zxàn 

‘buttock’ 
L 

(c)
bxӽn 

‘open it’ 
R 

(d) 
xnhân 

‘it’s my mother’  
F 
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(4) For a falling tone, the starting point varies from 130 to 125 Hertz, and the ending 

point range between 95 to 85 Hz. The pitch track in (27c) starts to fall at 125 

Hertz and ends up at 85 Hertz.  

 

The pitch track measure of the mid tone is provided in Figure (28). 
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Figure 28: Pitch track of a mid tone 

The suffix high tone in (28a) lowers to mid when added to a root as shown in the 

examples (28b-c). Thus, the result is a mid tone, and this is shown in with the arrow in 

(28c). The measure for a mid tone range from 105 to 120 Hertz. The pitch track measure 

of the mid tone in (28) is approximately 106 Hertz. 

 

(a) 
 

 [tòȕéސ] 
‘one of them’ 

(b)
 

ࡈݤíݹ] ]    
‘laugh’ 

(c)
 

    [[ސbƝݤíݹ]]
‘he is laughing’ 
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7.2.  PHONATION TYPES AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE PHONOLOGICAL TONES 

The correlation of tone and phonation types has been described for some Zapotec 

languages. For instance, in San Lucas Quiavini Zapotec checked and modal vowels bear 

high tone, and creaky and breathy vowels are related to low tone (Munro & Lopez 1999). 

On the other hand, for Santa Ana del Valle Zapotec, Esposito (2002) suggests that creaky 

vowels are related to falling tone and that modal vowels are produced with high or high 

rising tone. For San Agustín Mixtepec Zapotec, Beam de Azcona (2008) has reported that 

tone interacts with the vowel features such as glottalization and length. 

In BZ, the modal vowels bear the four phonological tones, but the allophonic 

variations vowels do not. The tones and the vowel variations sometimes are related. For 

example, long vowels always bear low tone, but not exclusively. Contour tones occur 

rarely, and high tones are not found. High and rising tone is normally associated with 

short vowels, but not exclusively; this relation can occur in open and closed syllables. 

The relation of lengthening and tone in open syllable is illustrated in Figure (29).  
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Figure 29: Tone on long and short vowel in CV syllable shape 

221 ms.
[dޝ] ‘ash’ 

115 ms.
[té] ‘to pass’ 

(a) (b) 
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The vowel in (29a) is longer than the vowel in (29b). Modal vowels are usually 

lengthened when the preceding segment is a lenis consonant, as discussed in (4.2), so the 

preceding consonants of the words in (29) condition the length of the vowels. The 

difference in length between these two vowels is 106 milliseconds. The arrows on the 

pitch tracks show the tone of each vowel. The long vowel bears low tone and the short 

one high tone. It is important to note that the high tone is not exclusive for the short 

vowels, i.e. low tone also occurs; however, the incidence is significantly lower. In a small 

sample of 30 words, 90% were found with high tone and only 10% with low tone. In this 

sample, there were no incidences of contour tones. For the long modal vowel this is 

different; in this type of vowel all four phonological tones can occur. In a similar sample 

of words (30), 50% were found with low tone, 40% with high tone, and 10% with 

contour tones. Based on this, I conclude that in CV and CVޝ syllable shapes, the contour 

tones are rare and the short modal vowels are associated with high tone. 

In closed syllable of the shape CVC and CVޝC, this is quite different. The 

incidences of low and falling tone are greater in comparison to the number of incidences 

of the high tone. The rising tone does not occur with modal vowels in closed syllable. In 

Figures (30) and (31), I compare the tone in long vowels and short vowels in closed 

syllables.  
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Figure 30: Tone on long and short vowel in closed syllables 

 

The length difference between the vowel in Figure (30a) and the one in (30b) is 

108 milliseconds. The long vowel bears low tone and the short vowel bears high tone; 

this is shown with the arrows on the superimposed pitch tracks. The same pattern for a 

falling tone and high tone is provided in Figure (31). 

(b ) (a ) 

227 ms 
    [ n àޝ ܵࡈ  ] ‘ear’ 

119 ms
[ n á pހ ]  ‘be’ 
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Figure 31: Falling and high tone in closed syllables. 

 

The spectrograms in Figure (31) show two modal vowels in closed syllables. The 

length difference between these vowels is 78 milliseconds. The pitch track on the 

spectrograms shows the tone for each vowel. In (31a) the vowel has falling tone while in 

(31b) the vowel bears high tone. This is shown with the arrows on each pitch track.  

The incidence of low and falling tone on the long modal vowel in closed syllable 

is relatively higher in comparison to the incidence on the short vowels. In a sample of 30 

words for each type of vowel, 37% of the long vowels were found with low tone and 53% 

with falling tone. For the short vowels 27% were found with low tone and 47% with 

falling tone. The incidence of high tone in short vowels is significantly higher than that in 

long vowels; in short vowels 26% were found with high tone but in long vowel only 10% 

had a high tone. Lastly, there was no rising tone in these types of vowels. In closed 

syllables vowels with rising tone are normally realized with creaky voice. This 

125 ms 
[jíðࡢ ] ‘will come’    

203 ms
[jî:ðࡢ ]   ‘leather’    

(a) (b) 
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information confirms that the high tone is associated with short vowels, and that low tone 

and falling tone are moderately related with lengthening. 

In non-modal vowels, tone varies more than with modal vowels. For instance, the 

laryngealized vowels bear the high and rising tones. The low and the falling tone occur 

only on the reduced laryngealized vowels. A reduced laryngealized vowel results when 

the suffix -n (definiteness or 3SINA) is added to a noun or verb stem ending with a 

laryngealized vowel. The laryngealized vowel is always long.   Examples of each case are 

provided in Figures (32) and (33).  
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Figure 32: High and rising tone on the laryngealized vowels 

 

The spectrograms above show the vowel length and the tone for each vowel. The 

length of the vowel in (32a) is 244 milliseconds and it bears a high tone. The duration of 

the vowel in (32b) is 246 milliseconds and it bears a rising tone. The lengthening is 

shown with the two-way arrows and the tone with the arrows on the pitch tracks. Low 

(b) 
(a) 

244 ms 
[gáސa]  ‘basket’ 

246 ms
[gӽސa]  ‘nine’    
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tone and falling tone are rare in this type of phonation. However, the low and the falling 

tone occur on the short laryngealized vowel or creaky variation of the laryngealized 

vowel. In Figure (33) I provide one example for each tone.  
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Figure 33: Low and falling tone in short laryngealized vowels 

 

The two-way arrows show the length of the vowels and the arrows on the pitch 

tracks show the tone on each vowel. The vowel in (33a) bears low tone and the vowel in 

(33b) the falling tone. Based on data such as those shown in Figures (32) and (33), I 

conclude that the high tone and rising tone correspond to the laryngealized vowels, and 

the low and falling tones to the reduced laryngealized vowel. The incidences for each 

tone on these types of vowels also support my claim. In a sample of 25 words containing 

laryngealized vowels, 44% of the laryngealized vowels were found with high tone and 

44% with rising tone. Only 4% of the vowels were found with low tone and 8% with 

falling tone. In contrast, the reduced forms of the laryngealized vowels show more 

incidences of low and falling tone: with a similar sample (25 words) 44% were found 

169 ms
sâݕ]  n]  ‘my beans’ 

153 ms 
[zà n] ‘the beans’ 

(a) (b) 
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with low tone and 36% with falling tone. The incidence of high and rising tone were 

small: 8% of the words were found with high tone and 12% with rising tone. This relation 

is very similar with the other two non-modal vowels, the creaky vowels and the 

glottalized vowel.  

The creaky vowels usually bear the low tone and the falling tone. High and rising 

tone are rare. The spectrogram in Figure (34) shows an example of the most frequent 

tones.  
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Figure 34: Low and falling tone on creaky vowels. 

 

The two-way arrows show the length of these vowels, and the arrows on the pitch 

tracks show the tone on each vowel. The vowel in (34a) bears the low tone, and the 

vowel in (34b) bears the falling tone. In this type of vowel, high and rising tones occur 

less often. In a sample of 25 words, 4% were found with high tone and 12% with rising 

(a) (b) 

240 ms 
[là  ’s] ‘skinnyޝ

   204 ms
[lâ  s] ‘Lázaro’ nameޝ
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tone. Hence the most frequent tones are low and rising tones. From the same sample, 

38% were found with low tone and 48% with falling tone. This suggests that in BZ, 

creaky vowels are more strongly associated with low and falling tone. This proportion is 

quite similar with the glottalized vowel. 

The glottalized vowel bears a low or falling tone while the high tone occurs 

occasionally. I have not found a rising tone on the glottalized vowels. The spectrogram in 

Figure (35) shows an example of the most common tone on the glottalized vowels.  
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Figure 35: Falling and low tone on the glottalized vowels 

  

The two-way arrows show the length on each vowel of the spectrograms in Figure 

(35), and the arrows on the pitch track represent the tone on each vowel. The vowel in 

(35a) has a falling tone and the vowel in (35b) bears a low tone. As I pointed out 

188 ms 
[lâݦ]  ‘Oaxaca’ town   

194 ms
 [nàݦ] ‘my hand’ 

(a) (b) 
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previously, high tone occurs rarely and rising tone is not found. In a sample of 25 words, 

4% were found with high tone, 32% with low tone and 64% with falling tone.  

Based on the phonetic data presented in the vowel section and the percentage of 

incidence mentioned in this section, I conclude that length and tone are partially 

correlated. In modal vowels, short vowels take high tone and long vowels bear low tones. 

In non-modal vowels, the low and the contour tone occur more frequently than the high 

tone. In sum, the relation of tone with modal and non-modal vowels is partially 

concomitant with length. Base on this, in (175) I summarize the distribution of the 

phonological tones. The phonetic mid tone is not included in this summary, since it 

results from a process of tone substitution. I discussed this in section 7.3.3. 

 

(175) Tone distribution by syllable shape 

 Syllable shape H L R F 

(a) CV Yes  Yes  No No 

(b) CVޝ Yes Yes Rare Rare 

(c) CVC Yes Yes No Yes 

(d) CVޝC Rare Yes No Yes 

(e) CVސV Yes Rare Yes Rare 

(f) CV C Rare Yes  Rare Yes 

(g) CV :C Rare Yes Rare Yes 

(h) CVސ Rare Yes No Yes 

 

This summary reflects the following:  
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(1) In monosyllabic words, modal vowels in open syllables bear the four 

phonological tones as shown in (175a-b). However, short vowels are not found 

with rising and falling tone, while the long vowels do bear these tones.  

(2) In closed syllables, the modal vowels bear level tones and only one contour tone: 

the falling tone. This shown in (175c-d). Additionally, the high tone on the long 

modal vowel is rare.  

(3) In open syllables, a laryngealized vowel normally bears high or rising tone. Low 

and falling tones are rare. They occur only on a short version of the laryngealized 

vowel in which the vowel is realized with creaky phonation. This is shown in 

(175e-f).  

(4) The creaky vowels bear low and falling tone; high and rising tones are rare. This 

is shown with the syllable shape in (175f-g). This pattern contrast with the 

laryngealized vowel in open syllable.  

(5) Glottalized vowels occur mostly in open syllables, and most of the time they take 

low and falling tone. High tone with glottalized vowels is rare, and rising tone can 

occur when the glottalized vowel surfaces as a short creaky vowel in a syllable 

shape like in (175h), but it does not occur in open syllables.  

 

 

7.3.  TONAL MORPHOLOGY 

In Zapotec languages, there are few works on tonal morphology: (1) A Coatlán-

Loxicha Zapotec Grammar (Beam de Azcona 2004) for Coatlán and Loxicha Zapotec, 

Southern Zapotec dialects; (2) Introducing San Agustín Mixtepec Zapotec (Beam de 

Azcona 2008) for San Agustin Mixtepec Zapotec, also a Southern Zapotec dialect; (3) 

High tone docking in Sierra Juárez Zapotec (Bickmore & Broadwell 1998) for Sierra 
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Juárez Zapotec, a Northern  Zapotec dialect; and (4) Patterns of Tone Substitution in 

Zapotec Morphology (Leal 1950) for Yatzachi el Bajo Zapotec, a Northern Zapotec 

dialect specifically from the Xhon area. Yatzachi el Bajo Zapotec is closely related to 

Betaza Zapotec (BZ). The works in Coatlán and Loxicha Zapotec, San Agustin Mixtepec 

Zapotec and Sierra Juárez Zapotec associate the pattern of tone substitution with the 

potential mood and pronominal suffixes, particularly the first person singular marker 

(1SPM). One of the main issues in these papers is the floating high tone. These works 

claim that the floating high tone affects the tone on possessed noun roots and on the verb 

root when the first singular person marker (1SPM) is added as a suffix (Beam de Azcona 

2008; Bickmore & Broadwell 1998). The paper on Yatzachi el Bajo Zapotec examines 

the patterns of tone substitution by combining verb and noun roots with all the 

pronominal suffixes. Leal (1950) reports three general classes on the basis of their 

tonemes and the pattern of tone substitution:  

(1) in Class 1, tone 3 (low) changes to tone 2 (mid) when preceding a pronominal 

suffix with tone 2 (mid);  

(2) Class 2 comprises those changes only occurring in response to the addition of the 

1SPM; and  

(3) Class 3 changes exhibit free alternation between tone 2 (mid) and tone 1 (high). 

Based on these studies, I provide a brief account in this chapter of BZ tonal 

morphology. I include the following sections: (1) Suffix tones in BZ; (2) Contour tone 

formation; and (3) The floating high tone and patterns of tone substitution. 

 

7.3.1.  Suffix tones in BZ 

To analyze the BZ tonal morphology, I consider noun and verb roots and a series 

of suffixes. The noun and the verb root inflected by the suffixes will provide the context 
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for looking at the contour tones and some patterns of tone substitution. In (176) I list the 

suffixes and the tone they bear. 

 

(176) Suffix tones 

 Gloss Suffixes Tone 

(a) 1S - à' Low 

(b) 2S - ò' Low 

(c) 3S.FAM -bé' High 

(d) 3S.HON -é' High 

(e) 3S.ANI -bá' High 

(f) 3S.INA - én ~ nh High 

(g) 1PL.EXCL -tó' High 

(h) 1PL. INCL -dzó' High 

(i) DEFINITENESS  n ~ nh Low -

 

Two general properties of the suffixes need to be mentioned: (1) suffixes starting 

with vowels are deleted when they encounter another vowel in a morpheme boundary, 

but tone remains unaffected; and (2) the tone on the suffixes changes depending on the 

tone of the preceding or following tonal bearing unit, however there are also cases where 

they do not change. I discuss this in the following sections. 

 

7.3.2.  Contour tone formation 

BZ has two level tones and two contour tones; in the contour tones, falling and 

rising tones are formed through two subsequent level tones. The falling tone is formed 

with a high tone and a low tone (F=HL), and the rising one is formed with a low tone 
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plus a floating high tone (R= L+FHT). The following describes the processes through 

which the contour tones are formed.  

For the falling tone formation, if a noun or verb stem of the form CV with a high 

tone takes the suffix -ׯn~ -nh, the vowel is deleted but the tone remains unaffected by the 

vowel deletion, and the remaining tone “looks for” the nearest tonal bearing unit capable 

of bearing it. The data set in (177) shows this.  

 

(177) H+L --- > F 

Underlying  Gloss Plus Suffix Surface Gloss 

  /yó'o/      ‘limestone’  ’n [jôn]  ‘the limestone-

  /dé/ ‘exists’ -n [dên] ‘it exists’ 

/wí/ ‘orange’ -n [wîn] ‘the orange’ 

 

The data in (177) are representative forms of how falling tones are formed. This 

process takes place from right to left. The following figure illustrates this process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36: Falling tone formation  

 

d  e + e n ---> de+n   --- > d e n
|    |     |   |        |  |   |             |  |  | 
C  V  V C      CV C       CVC 

      |     |              |                   | 
                H   L            H L             H    (L) 
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The figure in (36) uses the root dé ‘crack’ with high tone plus the definiteness 

markers en with a low tone. When these two morphemes encounter each other, the vowel 

is deleted but the tone stays, as shown in parenthesis (L) in the figure above. After the 

vowel deletion, the remaining tone is made to ‘float’ (term applied to unassociated auto-

segments) by the deletion of the vowel e of the suffix -en. It is important to mention that 

there are forms with falling tone that do not undergo the morpho-phonological process 

described above.  

The loss of a vowel in word-final position and final vowel devoicing also leaves a 

low tone which must then be accommodated by the nearest tonal bearing unit. This is 

shown in (178). 

 

(178) Examples of falling tone 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

(a) [bêܽ] bêl ‘fish’ 

(b) [bîðࡢ ] bîd ‘bedbug’ 

(c) [mêdzoࡢ ]  mêdzo (<Sp) ‘currency’ 

(d) [jâtoࡢ ] yâto ‘net’ 

 

The original tone pattern of the words in (178) was high-low. Thus, the loss of a 

final vowel as in (178a-b) and the idiosyncratic final vowel devoicing cause the low tone 

to float and to attach to the preceding tonal bearing unit, forming in this way the falling 

tone. Hence there are two ways a falling tone is formed: by the deletion of the vowel in a 

VC form suffix, and by the deletion or devoicing of the vowel in final word position.  

The rising tone is formed with a low tone plus a floating high tone; in other 

words, the floating high tone is attached to a noun root in open syllable (CV) with 
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underlying low tone. In CV syllable shape, vowel lengthening is the determinant for this 

to occur. The data in (179) and the figure in (37) demonstrate this process. 

 

(179) R (L+H) 

Underlying Gloss Surface Gloss 

/dò/ ‘rope’ [dԁޝ] ‘rope’ with emphasis 

/l / ‘stomach’ [lČޝ] ‘on’ st. 

/nhò'/ ‘who’ [nԁ  who’ short form‘ [ޝ

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 37: Rising tone formation 

 

Figure (37) describes how the rising tone is a combination of a low tone plus a 

floating high tone (L+FHT). In the next section I describe the floating high tone and the 

role it plays in BZ tonal morphology. To explain some of the patterns of tone 

substitution, I consider the obligatory contour principle (OCP) which is a constraint used 

in auto-segmental analysis. According to Myers (1997), the OCP does not allow 

sequential high tones, so a floating high tone is deleted, retracted away from the other, or 

fused to form a single tone. A floating high tone might also cause upstep which is a 

phonetic upward shift of tone between the syllables or words of a tonal language (Yip 

  d o      ----->     d oޝ          ---- >      d   oޝ
  |  |                         |                             |     | 
 C V                      C Vޝ                    C    Vޝ 

        |                            |                          
      L                          L (H)                  L   (H) 
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2002). The floating high tone can attach to a low tone to form a rising tone (Beam de 

Azcona 2004) as is shown in Figure (37).  

 

7.3.3.  The floating high tone and patterns of tone substitution 

In Zapotec languages there are only two works that have included the floating 

high tone as an issue in the description of tonal morphology. These works were 

summarized in chapter (7.3).  The floating high tone presumably originated from the loss 

of historical post-tonic vowels with high tone following tonic vowels with low tone 

(Beam de Azcona 2004). To observe this process, in (180) I provide some proto-Zapotec 

(PZ) words that show the historical post-tonic vowel.  

  

(180) Proto-Zapotec disyllabic roots  

 PZ Gloss Zapotecan languages 

(a) * k-ittak    ‘play’          Northern, Central, Southern and Chatino    

(b) * k-i:7ssi ‘to share’    Northern, Central, and Southern      

(c) * kiti(k) ‘chicken’ Northern, Central, Southern  and Western     

(d) * ki7ttyi ‘paper’ Northern, Central, Southern, Western and  Chatino  

(e) * lityi ‘home’ Northern, Central, Southern, Western and Chatino   

(taken from Kaufman 1994 - 2004) 

 

According to Kaufman (1994 - 2004), Proto-Zapotec and current Zapotec 

languages have stress on the penultimate syllable. Betaza Zapotec follows this stress 

pattern as well, and in disyllabic roots normally the tone on the stressed syllable is the 

low tone and sometimes the falling tone. Additionally, the words from Zapotec languages 

where the floating high tone has been described have either a toneless syllable or low 
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tone on the penultimate or stressed syllable (see Beam de Azcona 2004for CLZ; see 

Bickmore & Broadwell 1998for SJZ). Based on this, it is plausible that the tone pattern of 

the reconstructed forms in (177) was a low-high tone, and the high tone subsequently 

stayed after the post-tonic vowel lost.  

The reflexes of the reconstructed forms in BZ are listed in (181) in order to 

observe how some of the sound changes on the consonant besides the post-tonic vowel 

are lost. 

 

(181) Reflex of proto-Zapotec in BZ  

Gloss P-Zapotec BZ PZ            BZ PZ                     BZ 

‘play’               * k-ittak    wìtࡢݓ  /k/     >     /w/ /k/       >             /ࡢݓ / 

‘to distribute’   *k-i:7ssi kìs /k/     >      /k/ /ss/      >            /s/ 

‘chicken’ * kiti(k) ݓìðࡢ  /k/     >      /ݓ/ /t/       >             /ðࡢ / 

‘paper’ * ki7ttyi jìݹ /k/     >      /j/ /tty/    >             /ݹ/ 

‘home’ * lityi lìࡢݶ  /l/      >      /l/ /ty/      >           /ࡢࡈࡢࡢݶ / 

 

The onset consonant /k/ in the proto-Zapotec words changes to /w/, /ݓ/ or /j/ or 

remains unchanged like the consonant /k/ in the second example or /l/ in the last example. 

After the vowel deletion, the Proto-Zapotec onset in the second syllable stays as a coda 

for the monosyllabic forms in BZ. These consonants undergo significant sound changes 

as well. In most cases the fortis-lenis distinction is maintained except in the first example 

where the velar /k/ > /ݓ/, has undergone a different sound change.  

 When the verbs and noun roots listed in (181) take the 1SPM –a7 (the former 

expressed in potential mood and the latter as a possessed noun root), the floating high 
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tone is activated, and it causes the deletion of the underlying low tone. This is 

exemplified by the data in (182), and Figure (38) shows the process. 

 

(182) L+ (H)L ---- > HL 

Underlying 1SPM Surface Gloss 

/wìtgh/ -à' [kítݓàސ] Pot. ‘I will play’ 

/kìs/ -à' [kísàސ] Pot. ‘I will share’ 

/ghìd/ -à' [ݕgídàސ] ‘my chicken’ 

/yìtx/ -à' [ݕlíݹàސ] ‘my paper’ 

/lìdx/ -à' [líݶàސ] ‘my home’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 38: Floating high on a toneless tonal bearing unit 

 

Figure (38) shows how the floating high tone is activated when a noun or verb 

stem is inflected and through replacement it substitutes for the low tone. Since the OCP 

does not account for this kind of replacement, I conclude that the replacement takes place 

because two consecutive low tones cannot occur, at least in potential mood and in 

possessive expressions where the 1SPM is the verb argument or the possessor.  

k i s  +  a7 --->  k i s     a' -- >  k i s     a' 
|  |  |       |             |  |  |        |           |  |  |      | 

          CVC      V           CVC      V         CVC     V 
    |           |                            |              |         | 
              L   (H) L                   (H) L            H        L    
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If the 1SPM is suffixed to a verb or noun stem with a high tone, the floating high 

tone is deleted. In this case, the main constriction of the OCP applies, that is, that two 

identical tones in adjacent syllables is avoided (Myers 1997). The forms listed in (183) 

demonstrate this. 

  

 

(183) H+ (H)L --- >  HL 

Gloss  Stem + suffix  HL tone Gloss 

‘to dress’ gákw -à' 1S gákwà' ‘I will dress up’ 

‘forehead’ xbás -à' 1S xbásà' ‘my head’ 

‘big basket’  xkwít -à' 1S xkwítà' ‘my big basket’ 

‘cat’ bís -à' 1S xpízà' ‘my cat’ 

 

Next, if a high tone suffix is added to the same roots as in (180), the floating high 

tone causes upstep, so the low tone on the root surfaces as a mid tone. The OCP accounts 

for this tone substitution as well. This is illustrated in (184). 

 

(184) L+ (H)H --- > MH 

Gloss Underlying Suffixes Surface Gloss 

‘play’ /wìtgh/ -bá'    [kƯtghbáސ] Pot. ‘you will play’ 

‘to share’ /kìs/ -é'    [kƯséސ] Pot. ‘he will share’ 

‘chicken’ /ghìd/ -bé' [ܵݕƯdbéސ] ‘my chicken’ 

‘paper’ /yìtx/ -tó' [ݕlƯݹtóސ] ‘our paper’ 

‘house’ /lìdx/ -é'    [lƯݶéސ]] ‘ his house ’ 
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Laslty, in BZ the rising tone is considered to be a combination of a low tone plus 

a floating high tone as illustrated in Figure (37). Thus, when a noun or verb root with 

rising tone is combined with a high tone suffix, the floating high tone is deleted making 

the surface tone pattern low-high. This is illustrated in (185). 

 

(185) R(L+H) +H --- >  LH  

Stem Gloss Bare stem  +Sff Surface Gloss 

R  L +H LH  

byӽ' ‘dance’ byà'  -bé' [bjàȕéސ] ‘he danced’ 

kwČgh ‘take out’ blgh -é' [blݓéސ] ‘you took out’ st. 

wČ'  ‘drink’ wgh -bá' [wܵbáސ] ‘you drank’ 

lČ' ‘stomach’ l'    -tó' [ltóސ] ‘his stomach’ 

 

 

In sum, the floating high tone can be considered a grammatical particle or suffix 

tone which results from the loss of a historical post-tonic vowel. The floating high tone 

can only be heard by its effect on other tones: (a) it attaches to a low tone to form a rising 

tone, (b) it causes deletion, (c) it causes upstep where a low tone turns to a mid tone, and 

(d) the floating high tone is deleted if it encounters another high tone. 

There are two other patterns of tone substitution in which the floating high tone is 

not considered for the tone substitution, yet it could possibly remain active. I will 

consider this in the remaining part of this description, with respect to the data in (186). 

First, if a high tone suffix is added to a verb root with a high tone where the tense or 

aspect is different, the suffix tone downsteps to mid. The data in (186) demonstrates this. 
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(186) H+H ---- > HM 

Gloss Base SM Phonetic Orthography Gloss  

‘to clean’ txí =bé' [ݹíȕƝސ] txíbé' ‘he is cleaning’ 

‘to be mad’ bdxá =bé' [bݶáȕƝސ] bdxábé' ‘he got mad’ 

‘to be able’ dzák =bé' [ݵákbƝސ] dzákbé' ‘he is performing’ 

‘to laugh’ txízx =bé' [ݹíݤbƝސ] txízxbé' ‘he is laughing’ 

 

In (186) if there were a floating high tone it is possible to think on a sequence of 

three high tones H+ (H) H, where the root preserves its high and the floating high tone 

retracts (as per the OCP). As a result, the high tone on the root causes a downstep on the 

suffix tone.  

Second, if a verb root with falling tone is inflected with a high tone suffix the 

suffix tone also downsteps. This is illustrated in (187). 

 

(187) F+H ----- > FM 

 Gloss Stem BS Suff Surface Orth  Gloss  

‘to sharpen’  tslâ' tslá' bé' [ݸlâȕƝސ] tslâbe' ‘he is sharpening’ 

‘I gave’   byâ' byá' bé' [bjâȕƝސ] byâbe' ‘I gave it to him’ 

‘to sharpen’  tslâ' tslá' tó' [ݸlâtǀސ] tslâto' ‘we are sharpening’ 

   

In (187) it is not possible to consider any relation with the floating high tone. 

First, the falling tone is formed with a high tone plus a low tone, so if a hypothetical 

floating high tone is added to the tone on the bare stem, a high tone is expected in the 

surface form not a falling tone. Therefore, what causes the suffix high tone to downstep is 

the high tone on the bare stem.  
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Lastly, there are two tone combinations where the phonological tone is not 

affected. This is shown in (188). 

 

(188) L+H ----- > LH 

Gloss Stem SM Phonetic Orthography Gloss  

‘to do’  gòn -tó' [gòntóސ] gòntó' ‘we will do’  

‘burning’  tsg -bé' [tsܵbéސ] tsgbé' ‘he is burning’  

‘cutting’  stsòg -é' [btsòܵéސ] btsògé' ‘he cut’ st.  

‘offering  xtxàg -dzó' [ݹݕàܵdzòސ] xtxàgdzó' ‘we are offering’ 

 

In (188) the verbs used are conjugated in the three basic aspects (potential, 

continuative and completive) with various high tone suffixes (1P.EXCL, 3S and 

1P.INLC). Based on these data I posit that in BZ, as in other Zapotecan languages, the 

potential mood or aspect plus the first singular person pronoun are the material we can 

use to observe the floating high tone.  

In (189) the materials tested were the falling tone plus a low tone suffix in the 2S 

person pronoun; with this combination the morphological tones are not affected either. 

This is illustrated with the following set of data. 

 

(189) F+L ---- > FL 

Gloss Stem SM Phonetic Orthography  Gloss  

‘breast’ zxîdx -ò' [ݤîdxòސ] zxîdxò' ‘your breast’ 

‘knee’ zxîb -ò' [ݤîbòސ] zxîbò' ‘your knee’ 

‘money’ mêdz -ò' [ݕmêdzòސ] xmêdz ò' ‘your money' 

‘peach’ tlâz -ò' [ݕxtâzòސ] xtâzò' ‘your peach’ 
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Lastly in (190) I summarize the pattern of tone substitution. 

 

(190) Summary of tone substitution and tone combinations 

 Tone Suffix tone PM  Surface Grammatical material 

(a) L + (H)L         1S Æ HL Potential & Possession 

(b) H + (H)L         1S Æ HL Potential & Possession 

(c) L + (H)H         3S,2P Æ MH Potential & Possession 

(d) R(L+H) + H     3S,2P Æ LH Completive & Possession 

(e) H + H             3S Æ HM Comp., Cont., Pot. 

(f) F + H             3S,2P Æ FM Comp., Cont., Pot. 

(g) L + H            3S,2P Æ LH Comp., Cont., Pot. 

(h) F + L             2S Æ FL Possession 

 

The summary above demonstrates the following: 

(1) There are eight different possible combinations. A monosyllabic root with low 

tone does not take a low tone suffix. Additionally, it is rare to find a low-low tone 

in disyllabic root. However a polysyllabic word can display the sequences of low-

low tones (e.g. dzׯkwìdébׯ' ‘he is getting better’). 

(2) The floating high tone is considered a suffix tone, which is triggered by the low 

and the high tone suffixes (1S and 3S). For this to occur, the grammatical 

materials are usually the potential mood and the possessive expressions as listed 

in (190a-c). 
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(3) The rising tone is a combination of a low and high tone combined with another 

high tone; the floating high tone is deleted and the surface tones are low and high 

tones as shown in (190d). 

(4) In a combination of a high tone plus another high tone, it possible that the floating 

high tone is retracted, causing the high tone on the root the suffix to downstep as 

shown in (190e).  

(5) In a combination of a floating high tone and a suffix high tone, the suffix high 

tone downsteps to mid tone. This is caused by the high tone on the bare stem, so 

the floating high tone does not play a role in this process. 

(6) Lastly, there are two tone combinations where the phonological tones are not 

affected: low+high and falling+low. This is shown in (190g). 

 

In sum, the BZ tone system consists of four phonological tones; low, high, falling 

and rising tone, and a mid tone which results from a morpho-phonological process, 

wherein a verb or noun root is inflected for person marking. In a combination of noun 

and verb roots with low or high and high or low suffix tones, the contour tones are 

formed. Thus, contour tones are formed by a sequence of two level tones: the falling tone 

is a combination of a high plus a low tone, and the rising tone is the combination of a low 

and a floating high tone. I analyze the floating high tone as the remnant from a historical 

loss of post-tonic vowel with high tone following tonic vowels with low tone. The 

floating high tone can be considered as a suffix tone which is triggered by low and high 

suffix tones. The grammatical materials that help to observe the floating high tone are all 

cases with the potential mood or aspect in possessive expressions. 
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Chapter 8:  Stress 

Zapotec languages are reported to be stress initial (Beam de Azcona 2008; 

Kaufman 1994 - 2004; Nellis & Hollenbach 1980). These reports state that the Zapotec 

language has a stress initial root; the monosyllabic and disyllabic roots follow this 

pattern. Stress in the final syllable also occurs in disyllabic forms where the first syllable 

is a prefix, which means that roots preserve their stress. Additionally, for Spanish 

loanwords there are two categories; early loanwords often follow native stress rules while 

modern loanwords usually do not. In early loanwords, stress normally falls on the 

original stressed syllable of the source (Nellis & Hollenbach 1980). Some of these 

principles apply to Betaza Zapotec. To present the BZ stress pattern I considere two 

sections: (1) Stress patterns in native words and (2) Stress in loanwords. It is necessary to 

point out that in the practical orthography, stress is not indicated.  

 

8.1.  STRESS IN NATIVE WORDS  

 

In BZ, monosyllabic words are stressed on the roots with long vowels and short 

vowels if they are content words. Thus, all monosyllabic words containing either modal 

or non-modal vowels are stressed if they can stand alone. Particles and prefixes of the 

form CV are normally unstressed. I present some examples in (191). 
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(191) Stressed and unstressed forms in monosyllables 

 

 Stressed  Gloss Unstressed Gloss 

Modal Vowel [ ࡌ dޝ] ‘ash’ [w] ‘sustantivizer, prefic’ 

 ’abstract nouns, prefix‘ [lj] orange‘ [:wí ࡌ ] 

 ’one’ [bà] ‘animal clasifier‘ [tò ࡌ ]  

 ’.epazote’ [bì] ‘negation part‘ [ހbít ࡌ ] 

Non-modal [ ࡌ zíސi] ‘heavy’ [gá kހ] ‘plural clitic’ 

Vowels [ ࡌ nà :tހ] ‘there’ far [béސ] ‘3SHON’ clitic 

 .conditional part‘ [ސáݹ] ’wind‘ [ސb ࡌ ] 

 

The stressed words are in the second column, and in the fourth column there are 

the unstressed forms. When the unstressed forms are added to a content root or stem, the 

root maintains the primary stress and the suffix or particle bears secondary stress. This is 

illustrated in (192). 

 

(192) Primary stress in content words and secondary stress in affixes  

Primary stress  Gloss Secondary stress  Gloss 

 ’he ate‘ [ސbé ࡋ .wdaw ࡌ ] ’eat‘ [wdaw ࡌ ]

ࡈݶb ࡌ ] ] ‘bull’ [ ࡌ bࡈݶ gáࡋ  . kހ] ‘bulls’ 

ê އk ࡌ ] ࡈݶ: ] ‘cry/noise’ [ ࡋ wࡌ  . kއeғࡈݶ ] ‘musician’ 

 ’does notexist‘ [déࡌ .bi ࡋ ]  ’existe‘ [déࡌ ]

The roots or stems always maintain their stress, as shown in (192), and a 

secondary stress occurs on the affixes. The primary stress is indicated with a superscript 

of two vertical lines, and the secondary stress with a superscript of a single vertical line. 
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In monosyllabic words, stress and tone are independent since stressed and 

unstressed vowels can have the level and the contour tones. However, in disyllabic forms 

stress and tone are partially related because the syllables with low and falling tone 

normally have the primary stress. However, there are some stressed syllables with high 

tone. Syllables with primary stress with low or falling tone are normally longer than the 

syllables with secondary stress. The following set of data demonstrates this.  

In disyllabic words, primary stress falls on the penultimate syllable, and the 

syllable can have low, falling, and occasionally high tone. This is shown in (193). 

 

(193) Stem initial stress 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T 

 

 

 

The above forms have all primary stress on the penultimate syllable. Since low, 

high and falling tone occurs on the syllable with primary stress, it is not possible to state 

that the primary stress is fully associated with tone. I conclude that vowel length is the 

determining factor on the forms listed in (193a-f). Vowel length attracts the primary 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

(a) [ ࡌ jì:. ݹ ࡋé] yì.txé ‘paper’ 

(b) [ ࡌ jì:. ݕ ࡋéހݦ] yì.xé7 ‘herb’ 

(c) [ ࡌ bࡋ. : ܵéހݦ] b.gé7 ‘ice’ 

(d) [ ݕ ࡌî  ’nò] xî.nò ‘your son ࡋ. :

(e) [ ݕ ࡌî: .  ’xîlá7 ‘cotton [ހݦlá ࡋ

(f) [ ࡌ wî: .  ’wîlá7 ‘worm [ހݦlá ࡋ

(g) [ ࡌ bé .ࡋ.kò] bé. kò ‘dog’ 

(h) [ ࡌ zí .ࡋ tò] zí. tò ‘far’ 

(i) [ ࡌ wá.ݹ ࡋéހݦ] wá. txè7 ‘lizard’ 
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stress on the penultimate syllable. For the forms with high tone in (193g-i), I posit that in 

the sequence of two light syllables, the primary stress falls on the penultimate syllable.  

There are other features to consider while defining the stress pattern. For instance, 

noun and verb roots have primary stress, and the suffixes bear secondary stress when they 

are added to the roots. In this case the vowels in the root are usually longer that those in 

the suffixes. This is illustrated in (194). 

 

(194) Stress on roots 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

(a) [ ݕ ࡌàn.  ࡋ tó]    xàn-tó ‘our boss’ 

(b) [ ࡌ sî: . ࡋ lé]  sî-lhé ‘you all will buy’ 

(c) [ ࡌ bn. ࡋ lé]  bn-lhé ‘you made it’ 

(d) [ ࡌ ݄à: . ࡋ béހݦ]  nyà-bé7 ‘his foot’  

 

The forms above show that inflected noun and verb roots have primary stress on 

the first syllable. This is because the first syllables are the content forms, and some of the 

vowels in these roots are longer that those in the suffixes. Additionally, they have falling 

or low tone. 

When a low tone and a falling tone occur in dissyllabic forms, stress falls on the 

syllable with falling tone. The vowels with falling tone are normally longer than the 

vowels with low tone. Forms with this stress pattern are usually compound words. I show 

some examples in (195). 
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(195) Stressed syllables in compound words   

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

(a) [ ࡋ bࡌ .ݕ jî ࡢࡢݤ: ] bxyîzx ‘green tomatoes’ 

(b) [ ࡋ wࡢࡢݤ ࡌ  . î:b] wzxîb ‘roadrunner’   

(c) [ ࡋ jt.  ࡌ gôސ: ] ytgô' ‘tamales’ 

(d) [ ࡋ jà. ݕ ࡌtî:ܾ] yàxtîl ‘soap’ 

(e) [ ࡋ wࡌ  .ݕ zî:ܾࡢݤ  wxezilh ‘tomorrow’ 

  

The examples in (195) show that some compound forms are have primary stress 

on the ultimate syllable, where lengthening plays an important role. Falling tone also 

occurs in the first syllable and they are normally stressed, as in the examples in (193d-e).  

In polysyllabic forms, primary stress tends to fall on the ultimate syllable, and the 

secondary stress on the penultimate syllable. Examples with this stress pattern are listed 

in (196). 

 

(196) Stress on polysyllabic words 

 Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

(a) [lá.  ࡋ bà. ࡌ dà:ހݦ] lábàdà7 ‘huaje’ (type of vegetable) 

(b) [zà.  ࡋ dò. ࡌ pސ:] zàdòp' ‘pinto beans’ 

(c) [bí.  ࡋ dݤà.  ࡌ nà:ހݦ] bídxànhà7 ‘the other day’ 

(d) [wࡋ  . ܵó. ݹ ࡌàސ:] wgótxà' ‘gossiper’ 

(f) [wࡋ  . kއé. ݶ ࡌ:n] wkwédxn ‘the musician’ 

(g) [wݹ ࡋ  .íࡌ  .ݕ Ȥ ò :n] wtxíxghòn ‘the tax collector’ 

(h) [sìn.  ࡋ tr.  ࡌ gô :ܵ] sìntrgôg ‘mountain dove’ 
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The final syllables of the words listed in (196) are longer that the previous 

syllables, and they usually end with low or falling tone. Based on the set of data 

presented in this section, I conclude that primary stress placement is associated with 

vowel length: length determines stress. Additionally, stress patterns are partially related 

to tone.  In monosyllabic roots, the long and short modal vowels are stressed if they are 

content words. In disyllabic roots with low and high tone, the first syllable has primary 

stress if it is a content word; the second syllable, normally an affix, has secondary stress. 

In words with low-falling tone, the syllable with the falling tone has primary stress, and 

the first syllable has secondary stress. This pattern is normally observed in compound 

forms. In these cases, lengthening is the phonetic material that attracts stress. In roots 

with two light syllables which can bear any of the phonological tones, the primary stress 

normally falls on the first syllable. Lastly, in polysyllabic forms, the primary stress falls 

on the ultimate syllable and the secondary stress on the penultimate.  

 

8.2.   STRESS IN LOANWORDS5 

In BZ, loanwords normally retain their original stress, but they are adjusted to the 

BZ tone system. Thus, in loanwords stress and tone are also related. For instance, in most 

of the loan forms falling tones are very common, particularly in the forms where a post-

tonic vowel has been deleted. The following set of data accounts for this. 

In BZ, old and recent loanwords preserve their original stressed syllable, and the 

most common tone is the falling tone. This is illustrated in (197). 

 

                                                 
5 The data and some of the generalizations in this section were taken from (Teodocio & Crowhurst 2008). 
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(197) Primary stress on old and recent loanwords 

 Spanish Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

Old loanwords  ࡌ Pe.dro [ ࡌ bé.įoࡢ ] bédo ‘name’ 

  re.  ࡌ me.dio [ ݐ ࡌmê.tsoࡢ ] rmêtso  ‘medicine’ 

  can. ࡌ de.la [gàn. ࡌ dêܾ] gàndêlh ‘candle’ 

     

Recent 

loanwords 

 pe. ࡌ lo.ta [pࡌ . lôtހ]  plôt  ‘ball’ 

ࡢoވê.tݐpre.dio [p ࡌ   ] prêdyo  ‘land’ 

  ti. ࡌ na.co [tì. ࡌ nâkހ]   tìnâk  ‘pipe’ 

 

There are some early polysyllabic loanwords that have been reduced to 

monosyllabic words. In these forms, the stress pattern remains on the reduced forms. All 

of them are realized with falling tone. This is shown in (198). 

 

(198) Stress on reduced monosyllabic 

Spanish Phonetic  Orthography Gloss 

du.  ࡌ raz.no [ ࡌ tlhâs]  tlhâs  ‘peach’ 

se. ࡌ ma.na [ ݕ ࡌmân] xmân ‘week’ 

co. ࡌ ci.na [ ࡌ wsîn] wsîn ‘kitchen’ 

co. ࡌ ma.dre [ ࡌ mâl] mâlh   ‘comadre’ 

An. ࡌ to.nio [ ࡌ tôn] tôn   ‘name’ 
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BZ normally preserves the nucleus of the onset syllable and the first consonant of 

the second syllable of the loanword, if the loanwords have stress in the first syllable. In 

this type of word, the syllables have falling and high tone. This is shown in (199). 

 

(199) Stress initial and retention of the nucleus of the onset syllable 

Spanish Phonetic Orthography Gloss 

 ’txîb  ‘goat [݊ޝîݹ ࡌ ] chi.vo ࡌ 

 ’lâs ‘name [sޝlâ ࡌ ] Lá.za.ro ࡌ 

 ’báy ‘handkerchief [báy ࡌ ] pa.ño ࡌ 

 ’lím ‘lime [lím ࡌ ] li.ma ࡌ 

 ’lók ‘name [ހlók ࡌ ] Lu.cas ࡌ 

 ’rôs ‘rose [ôsݐ ࡌ ] rosa ࡌ 

 ’tyésm ‘the tenth part [tjésm ࡌ ] diez.mo ࡌ 

ࡢoݸmê ࡌ ] me.dio ࡌ  ] mêts ‘currency’ 

 

If the loanwords have non-initial syllable stress, the forms in BZ generally 

maintain the consonant that precedes the stressed syllable. This is illustrated in (200). 

 

(200) Stress initial and retention of the C of the initial syllable 

Spanish Phonetic Orthography  Gloss Adjustments 

cu. ࡌ chi.llo [ ࡌ wݹîޝj] wtxîy ‘knife’ Sp /ku/ > BZ /w/ 

al. ࡌ cal.de [ ݐ ࡌkálð] rkáld ‘mayor’ Sp /al/ > BZ /ݐ/ 

se. ࡌ ma.na [ ݕ ࡌmâޝn] xmân ‘week’ Sp /se/ > BZ /ݕ/ 

es. ࡌ cue.la [ ݕ ࡌkwêܾޝ] xkwêlh ‘school’ Sp /es/ > BZ /ݕ/ 
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Most of the forms in (200) have falling tone where lengthening also counts. In the 

last column there are correspondent phonological processes from Spanish to Zapotec. 

If a portion of an unstressed syllable has to be preserved, the nuclei of the syllable 

are deleted but the consonants are maintained forming a consonant cluster with the onset 

and coda of the unstressed syllable (CC or CCC). In these forms the high and the falling 

tone occur. This is shown in (201). 

 

(201) Stress initial  

Spanish Phonetic Orthography  Gloss  

a. ࡌ zu.car [ ࡌ sókݐ] sókr ‘sugar’ Sp /kar/ > BZ /kݐ/ 

 /xwîsy ‘trial’ Sp /syo/ > BZ /sç [xwîsऊ ࡌ ] jui.cio ࡌ 

 /ânklh ‘angel’ Sp /xel/ > BZ /kl [ânkܾ ࡌ ] an.gel ࡌ 

 

Lastly, there are loanwords whose last syllable is stressed, similar to the 

compound forms found for BZ; I show examples in (202).   

 

(202) Stress on the ultimate syllable 

Spanish Phonetic BZ  Gloss 

gar. ࡌ ban.zo [gàࡌ .ݐ bâs] gàrbâs ‘chickpea’ 

mo.li. ࡌ ni.llo [mòࡌ .ݐ nîܾ] mòrnîlh ‘handmill’ 

cho.co. ࡌ la.te [ݹòk. ࡌ látހ] txòklhát ‘chocolate’  

 

In sum, Spanish loanwords preserve their stress pattern, and they follow BZ stress 

pattern closely; this is observable in the lengthening and tone features. For instance, the 

majority of the forms observed in this section bears a falling tone in which length is 
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significant. Because stress is so closely related to tone, the two features are constructively 

considered together. Additionally, the forms presented undergo several phonological 

processes (word reduction, lost of pre-tonic vowel, syncope, diphthong reduction). These 

phonological processes have been discussed in the vowel section. 
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Chapter 9:  Conclusions 

The Betaza Zapotec sound system consists of 28 phonological segments: 24 are 

native sounds and four are from Spanish. The native segments exhibit a fortis-lenis 

contrast except for the uvular fricative lenis phoneme gh. It contrasts in place and manner 

of articulation with zx and g respectively, so it is a distinctive phoneme. Spanish loan-

sounds are adjusted to BZ phonology. For instance f, m, and ñ are usually lengthened 

when produced which is why I consider them in the set of fortis consonants. The rhotic 

sound r is also a loan and is realized as a flap, where the feature of a flap is close to a 

lenis sound.  

In BZ, fortis stops are voiceless and word-finally usually they are aspirated. There 

is a glottal stop which I have analyzed as a member of the fortis stops, and it has a 

defective distribution. The lenis stops are usually weakened to fricatives when 

intervocalic and devoiced in word-final position. Fortis affricates and fricatives are 

voiceless and they are distinct from their lenis counterparts, when they are produced; they 

have stronger friction. For sonorants, the main feature that distinguishes them is length: 

fortis sonorants are of longer duration than their lenis counterparts. Word-finally, lenis 

sonorants are weakened or devoiced, except for the alveolar nasals; those are always 

voiced. Semivowels are also weakened in word-final position. Most of the allophones in 

BZ phonology are the result of the several phonological processes that lenis segments 

undergo, which are sometimes influenced by vocalic segments. Noun and verb inflection 

provide the context to observe several morpho-phonological processes; these are  

progressive voice assimilation, regressive voice assimilation, and a phonotactic 

constraints that leads to a ‘fusion’ of noun stem and the aspect marker prefix. 
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Betaza Zapotec has three contrastive vowel series that differ in phonation type; 

modal, glottalized and laryngealized vowels. The three series of the contrasting vowels 

are: i, e, a, o (modal); i'i, e'e, a'a, o'o (laryngealized); and i', e', a', and o' (glottalized). 

The vowel u is a loan from Spanish. This is never glottalized or laryngealized. While 

there are examples of loans with glottalized vowels, none have the vowel u. There are 

three significant phonetic realizations of the vowels: creakiness, lengthening, and 

devoicing. Creakiness is a phonetic variation of the modal, the laryngealized and the 

glottalized vowels. Lengthening occurs mainly in modal vowels. However, the 

laryngealized vowel, the creaky vowel and the glottalized vowel are also long segments. 

In a glottalized vowel, the glottal closure occurs without a release of air as the plosive 

glottal stop, so the glottal feature is considered part of the vowel. Lastly, vowel devoicing 

occurs only in modal vowels.  

Betaza Zapotec does not allow vowel clusters, an aspect which leads to three 

phonological processes: 1) o and i are replaced by their respective semivowels, w and y; 

2) when two similar vowels cross morpheme boundaries, one is deleted; 3) there are 

instances of syncope, which is possibly motivated by a vowel hierarchy in which the 

‘strongest’ vowel causes the ‘weakest’ one to be deleted. However, in BZ the vowel 

hierarchy has been verified only with two vowels: e>o and o>a. Thus, this hierarchy 

might not be synchronically active for BZ.  

The phonation types and their phonetic realization are partially related to tone. In 

monosyllables, the modal vowels bear the four morphological tones. The incidences of 

the low and the falling tone on long modal vowels are relatively greater in comparison to 

the other tones. In contrast, the incidences of high tone is greater on short vowels in 

comparison to the other phonological tones. Monosyllables with creaky and glottalized 

vowels normally bear low and falling tone; the number of incidences of high and rising 
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tone is less. Lastly, the laryngealized vowels bear high and rising tone; low and falling 

tones on laryngealized vowels are rare.  

Betaza Zapotec has four phonological tones: high, low, rising and falling and a 

phonetic mid tone. The mid tone occurs as a result of tone sandhi. This process takes 

place when a noun or verb stem is prefixed by a clitic containing one of the level tones, 

which leads to eight different tone combinations. Noun and verb stems bear all tones, 

where the second syllable or the clitic bears high, mid or low tone. There is a floating 

high tone that determines some of the tone substitution in BZ tone system. I analyze the 

floating high tone as the remnant from a historical loss of post-tonic vowel with high tone 

following tonic vowels with low tone. The floating high tone is considered a suffix tone 

which is triggered by the low and high suffix tones. Lastly, monosyllabic and disyllabic 

stems without inflection bear only the lexical tones.  

In BZ, monosyllabic roots with long or short vowels are stressed if they are 

content words; particles and affixes are normally unstressed. Stress and tone are not 

related. In disyllabic roots, the stress pattern is partially related to length and tone. 

Disyllabic roots where the first syllable bears a low or falling tone are normally long, and 

so they are stressed. In a tone pattern of low-falling or falling-low, stress falls on the 

heavy syllable. In the case of two light syllables stress falls on the first syllable. Roots are 

stressed and CV suffixes or prefixes are not. Lastly, in polysyllabic forms stress falls on 

the last syllable. 

Lastly, my description of the vowel system, tone and stress is preliminary. The 

data provided for each section needs to be verified to strengthen some of the claims made 

in these sections. Finally, some of the sound changes observed in the BZ verb system are 

phonologically ruled, but some of them have only historical explanations. Thus, an 
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interesting topic for further research involves an investigation of BZ verb phonology on 

historical grounds. 
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Appendix A: Abbreviations 

 
# __ Word-initially 

* Banned form or ungrammatical 

*C Star + a consonant; reconstructed form 

__# Word-finally 

<Sp Spanish Loanwords 

1PL EXCL First plural Exclusive 

2S Second singular 

3S Third singular 

3SANI Third singular animal 

3SHON Third singular honorific 

3SINF Third singular informal 

3SSM Third singular subject marker 

Aff Affix 

AM Aspect marker 

AZACHIS Asamblea de Zapotecos y Chinantecos de la Sierra 

BZ Betaza Zapotec 

C Consonant  

C1 First consonant cluster 

C1C2 Consonant cluster 

C2 Second consonant cluster 

Cf_V Word-medial, where C is a fortis consonant 

Cit. Citation form of a verb 

Cl Classifier 

Comp. Completive 

Cont. Continuative 

CV Consonant and a vowel 

CZ Cajonos Zapotec 
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f Fortis 

FAM Familiar 

FHT Floating high tone 

GV Glottalized vowels 

H High tone 

HON Honorific 

Imp. Imperative 

IPA International phonetic alphabet  

l Lenis 

L Low tone 

LCV Long creaky vowels 

N Nucleus 

N.N Two nuclei 

NCd Nucleus of a syllable and coda 

OCP Obligatory contour principle 

Part.  Particle  

Poss. Possessive form 

Pot. Potential 

PZ Proto-Zapotec 

Q Question 

R Rising tone 

St. Something 

Stat. Stative 

Stm. Stem 

V Vowel 

V__V Intervocalically  

V__V Intervocalic   

VC Vowel and a consonant  

VS Verb stem 

VSO Verb subject object 
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Appendix B: Map showing San Melchor Betaza 

 
 

 

 
 

http://www.maps-of-mexico.com/ 
oaxaca-state-mexico/oaxaca-state-mexico-map-c1.gif

N
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Appendix C: BZ Linguistic family  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Proto-Zapotec  
(c. 500 CE) 
    
 
 
          
            
       
 
 
 

(Kaufman 1983) 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Central 
   Chichicapan 
   Juchitán 

Sur 
   Coatlán 
   Loxicha 
   Cuixtla 

Papabuco 
   Zaniza 
   Texmelucan 

Poniente 
   Lachixio 

   c. 900 d.c. 

c. 750 d.c.

c. 600 d.c. 

Northern 
    Choapan 
    Zoogocho 
    Atepec 
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Appendix D: Xhon Zapotec 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

(adapted from Smith Stark 2003b) 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Northern   Zapotec

Sierra Juarez    
o Atepec                                  Zoogocho 

  
       
Cajonos   Yatzachi        Yalálag   Tabaa     Lachiroag 
                             
                               Zoogocho 
 
                             
                          Betaza Zapotec 

Choapan 
Zapotec Rincón Zapotec
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